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"There's an abundance of merchandise sitting around. Discontinued 

items from manufacturers. Hotel furnishings that are replaced after 

only a few years. We set up a hotline that enables designers to 

re c ycle these materials for community service projects. The end 

result offers efficiency that everyone benefits from. A society is only 

as good as its weakest link." JoAnne McDowell, ASID. Founder of 

Philanthropy by Design . Specifier of DuPont ANTRON ® carpet fiber. 

For more i nformation on reuse for design and the Carpet 
Re c lamation Project from DuPont, call 1-800-4DUPONT . 
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BREAK 
THROUGH 
TO BEAUTY. 

With its deep, glass-like appear
ance, Vitricor® by Nevamar 
acrylic sheets are unlike any 
other surfacing material available. 
Their reflective gloss appearance 
provides rich, saturated color 

like that of hand lacquered fin
ishes. Despite the elegant beauty, 
Vitricor is a practical and stain 
resistant material. And it's now 
available in 20 exciting colors. 
If you want a look that breaks 

through the ordinary, reflect 
Vitricor. For samples and info 
mation, call 1-800-638-4380. 
Nevamar Division, I nternatio 
Paper, 8339 Telegraph Road, 
Odenton, Maryland 21113-13 



I ~~~® ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--' INTERNATIONAL@PAPER 
NEVAMAR DIVISION 
8339 TELEGRAPH ROAD 
ODENTON MD 21113-1397 II 

Compatible items in Vitr ico~ Fountainhead solid surfacing and Nevamar® laminates are all available to simplify your material search. Circle No. 310 on Reader Service Card 
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ROADS TALK TO ALL CARS. SAABS 
JUST LISTEN BETTER. 

Roads speak a language of infinite 

subtlety. And few cars understand the 

dialects of curves, hills and asphalt better 

than the Saab 9000 CSE. 

And while you're in touch with the to the needs of dr ivers. Which is w it 

road, the Saab Traction Control System* has one of the roomiest interiors of ny 

monitors it for slippery conditions. The imported sedan. And more safety ea-

instant the drive wheels begin to spin, tu res than any preceding 9000-Se es 

From the performance of its low- computers make split-second power ad- Saab; cars routinely ranked among e 

profile tires to the spring tension in its justments to each wheel. So you get safest in their class;!<* 

driver's seat, the 9000 CSE has traction comparable to that of To experience the sports se an 

been carefully tuned to con- many four-wheel-drive cars. that offers not just higher horsepo er, 

nect, rather than separate, the Of course, you'd expect a but a heightened awareness of t he 

driver and the road. car preoccupied with holding ask your Saab dealer for a 9000 CSE st 

The chassis, for example, is 25% the road to come with anti-lock brakes drive. Or, for more informat ion, all 

more rigid than ever before. An im- and nimble rack and pinion steering. The 

p rovement that gives you a tactile 

sense of the car's progress through a 

tight turn. 

9000 CSE does not disappoint. 

But since it is a Saab, the 9000 CSE 

doesn't just listen to roads, it also speaks 

1-800-582-SAAB. 

* WITH AVAILABLE 2.3-LITER TURBOCHARGED ENGINE. **BASED UPON STUDIES OF INSURANCE INJURY CLAIMS CONDUCTED BY THE HIGHWAY LOSS DATA INSTITUTE. © 1993 SAAB CARS USA. C. 
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You really don't need a door that costs this much ... 

. . . unless you believe in the primal power of doors , 

and regard them with the awe they've inspired since long before Agamemnon's Lion Gate 

swung open to begin the fateful journey to Troy. 

What would we step through to begin our adventures? What would 

conceal the tantalizing and sometimes agonizing choices in our 

lives ... the ladies or tigers, the magical passages into Narnia or the 

Emerald City? 

Without doors, how would we have open door policies, or meet 

behind closed doors , or hear the consoling slap of a screen door 

on a sweet, slow summer day? What would there be to knock on 

hopefully, open with relief (home at last!) or even slam satisfyingly 

in a fit of pique? Have we forgotten already how The Doors 

could light our fires? 

The door is nothing less than the point where the 

experience of a space begins and ends. 

Without doors, could we have dreams? 

{{your dreams for a door are more than entry level, c 

us about our New Classic Door Collection . 

Forms+surFaces 
Box 5215 Santa Barbara, CA 93150 805.684.8626 Fax 805.684.8620 Circle No. 322 



Editorial Monumental Buildings in Context 

s even our more monumental projects become increasingly intertwined with their settings, 

rchitects should accept the shared decision making that they represent. 

We need monuments. The profession, of course, 
needs monuments to shape its history and maintain 
its stature - to impress the public with that crucial 
distinction between architecture and mere build
ing. The public, for its part, needs monuments to 
give identity to its institutions and to lend legibility 
to its built environment. The formlessness and 
alienation of our city edges and suburbs are surely 
due in part to their dearth of effective monuments. 

The air terminal that is the subject of this 
month's cover article is one such monument, a 
structure that will gain a place in the memories of 
its users. Even more of an archetypal monument is 
the Israeli Supreme Court that was the subject of 
P/A's April cover article; so rich was this with oppor
tunity to symbolize a national institution that Ziva 
Freiman entitled the story "The Job of a Lifetime." 
At first, I found this title a bit disturbing, with its 
implication of competition for "the job" and the 
attendant envy, not to mention the suggestion that 
its architects could never expect another compara
ble opportunity. But rarely today do even such cov
eted commissions ensure the kind of autonomy that 
used to be ertjoyed by those who built for kings or 
dictators, mayors or museum directors. 

As both of these buildings demonstrate, the 
nature of monumental architecture seems to have 
changed fundamentally over the past decade or so. 
While the term "monumental building" immediate
ly suggests to us a freestanding structure - a Taj 
Mahal, a Lincoln Memorial- today's monuments 
are increasingly enmeshed in larger contexts, both 
physical and political. A building such as the Holo
caust Memorial in Washington, P/A's February cov
er subject, is typical of the modern-day monument, 
in that its form and surfaces are subject to imposed 
restrictions and mandated reviews. 

These controls have tightened in recent decades, 
reflecting the increased involvement in the design 
process of local governments, quasi-governmental 
authorities, and community groups (see article on 
the Riverside South development, page 118). Many 
architects equate community input and official 
review with a loss of power for the profession, even 
though there are often architects on the reviewing 
side, as well. 

But limitations imposed from outside are by no 
means the only factors operating here. The 1980s 
saw a shift in architects' own design attitudes , away 
from the isolated, self-referential building toward 

an engagement with context. After all, self-con
tained, alienating structures such as Edward D. 
Stone's Kennedy Center in Washington (1971) had 
helped give Modernism a bad name. The Centre 
Pompidou in Paris by Piano & Rogers, (P/A, May 
1977, p. 84) though brilliant, set off heated debate 
about response to context. 

The contextualist position was powerfully boost
ed by Stirling & Wilford's museum in Stuttgart (P/A, 
Oct. 1984, p. 67). A monument it is, but one assem
bled of diverse volumes organized around an in tri
cate context-dictated path, the parts related in form 
not only to the surrounding city but to the whole 
architectural history of Europe. 

For more than a decade, competition programs 
and juries have been putting great emphasis on 
response to setting as a measure of excellence. 
Among the many examples to be cited are the Viet
nam Memorial in Washington by Maya Lin (1983) 
and Peter Eisenman's Wexner Arts Center at O h io 
State University (P/A, Oct. 1989, p. 67). Returning 
to the Israeli Supreme Court, another competition 
winner, we see many of the contextualist devices: 
articulation of parts, allusions to local traditions, 
axes determined by existing landmarks, etc. 

I am not one of those who see the increase in 
community involvement and control - or the more 
deferential attitude of most architects toward con
text - as embodying a loss of power for the profes
sion. We are involved in a long-term process, 
emerging in the 1960s and continuing today, of 
revealing how decisions get made, in government, 
business, and the professions (with freedom-of
information acts, shareholder revolts, debates on 
medical ethics, etc.). Though the path is not always 
direct, the long-term trend is toward greater public 
involvement in decisions affecting us all. 

The power of the profession does not depend on 
acting autonomously, in defiance of public opinion. 
Bureaucratic meddling can, of course, hamstring 
architecture, and we should be forthright in oppos
ing useless regulation. But the strength of architects 
lies in our ability to synthesize the sometimes con
tradictory impulses of today's society into respon
sive spaces and forms. We may be building no more 
Taj Mahals, but if we can create more structures 
comparable to the Stuttgart Museum or the Israeli 
Supreme Court, the public - and the profession -
will be well served. • 
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Dover tow-ers over Minnetonka. 
By the waters of Minnetonka, the 
twin towers of Carlson Center rise 
regally. A classic rotunda links the two 
high-rise office buildings of this 
dramatic lakeside development in 
suburban Minneapolis. Luxuriously 
detailed inside and out, they are 
equipped with the ultimate in elevator 
systems, the sophisticated Dover 
Traflomatic III~ Installation of the 
14 Dover elevators was as smooth and 
perfectly synchronized as a Dover 

ride. And that 's about as smooth as 
you can get. For help with a two-tower 
complex or a two-floor warehouse 
call your local Dover office. Or write 
Dover Elevator Systems, Inc. , P. 0 . 
Box 2177, Memphis, TN 38101. 

,,1,Nai• 
ELEVATORS 

MAKING MORE ELEVATORS 
MAKES DOVER NO. I 

Twin Towers at Carlson Center, 
Minneapolis, MN 
Owners: Carlson Companies and 
Teachers Insurance and Annuity 
Association of America 
Architect: BWBR Architects, St. Paul, MN 
Associate Architect: 
Urban Design Group, Denver, CO 
General Contractor: 
M . A. Mortenson Co. , Minneapolis, MN 
Dover Elevators sold and installed by 
Lagerquist Elevators, Minneapolis, MN 



Views 

Automation Debate, Continued 
I found Mr. Reid Neubert's 
rogan t definition of CAD 
ractice , April 1993, p. 59) typi-
1 of vendors who miraculously 
ss off the ignorance of their 
oducts as the customer's fault: 

' ut wait, you're only using vanil-
CAD ! " Tastes more like a 

oop of "tutti-frutti" if you ask 
e. Architects are diverse and 
ecialized professionals in their 

right. As such, we have much 
tter things to do than redefine 
e entire process of delivering 
ofessional services just so a 
ndful of CAD vendors can 
ke a purple fortune. 
As with [those who sell] any 

her product, CAD vendors will 
ve to take responsibility for ... 
eir customer base. Frankly, Mr. 
ubert's lengthy dissertation on 

awing walls is sad commentary 
the vendor perspective of 

at it is architects do. Increas
the object resolution of auto

ted drawing environments will 
a long way toward making 
D systems more useful and 

st effective, but the real work 
s not yet begun. I only suggest 
rting with the hideous "user
terface" of vanilla AutoCAD 
d its tragic repercussions for 
ird-party vendors and thou
ds of hapless "operators." The 

stomers are, after a ll , design 
of essionals. 
Until recently, the profession 
s not been prescriptive in its 

1 sponse to the bill of goods CAD 
' ndors have sold it. Nor is that 

charter. Vendors will need to 
rk with university-based 

1 searchers who have a profes-
nal domain and develop their 
oducts. However, CAD vendors 
ve traditionally eschewed such 
rtnerships, preferring instead 
regard the university as a prof-

it center, rather than research 
and development partners. For 
many reasons, this posture is no 
longer tenable. 

When CAD vendors stop play
ing fast and loose with the mar
ketplace and provide powerful, 
integrated, cost-effective, and, 
human-factored software solu
tions for their unique problems, 
architects will readily buy and use 
their products. Until then, it 
would be best if CAD vendors and 
their consultants, etc., did not 
offend their customers by insinu
ating that we do not understand 
their products. To the contrary. 
Frederick Abler 

Graduate Studio - CAD &search Center 

College of Architecture 

California Polytechnic State University 

San Luis ObisjJo, California 

I must take exception to Mr. 
Franklin's opinions regarding the 
use of computers by arc hitects 
(Practice, April 1993, p. 59). 

He states that he is not com
puter literate; this becomes evi
dent from his other points and 
arguments. His reservations 
about CAD sound very much like 
the complaints of T-square afi
cionados when faced with new
fangled parallel rules and electric 
erasers. A computer, after all, is 
simply a tool. To those of us who 
are computer literate, CAD is as 
much a tool for design as a pencil 
and roll of buff paper. One need 
not "obliterate" computer-pro
duced sketches to produce new 
ones; neither must one print out 
paper records at every step. One 
loses information only at well
chosen points. As a production 
tool, CAD far outdistances hand 
methods. It can 3-D model a plan 
quickly, provide database control 
for budgets and schedules, even 
provide quick information for 
engineers and estimators, with
out time-consuming take-offs. All 
of the hand production tech
niques promoted by Mr. Franklin 
can easily be achieved with CAD, 
and much more quickly and 
accurately. Hand-offs are no dif
ferent with CAD than with a par
allel rule. I prefer sending a com
puter disk to sending an entire 
roll of bluelines, for the cost if 
not the convenience. 

As for the stereotype of the 

young CAD operator, may I pre
sent my father. He began using 
AutoCAD in his late 50s and will 
not part with it now well into his 
60s. It appears to me that Mr. 
Franklin's objections to CAD are 
based more on fear than fact. I 
am grateful that my firm is not so 
shortsighted. 
Tami Corthell, Architect 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Sustainability and Highway Retail 
We found it very disturbing 

that P/A featured a Wal-Mart 
store (P/A, March 1993, p. 23) as 
a "demonstration of the main
streaming of environmental 
issues" while 50 pages later your 
feature article "The State of Sus
tainability" speaks of the impor
tance of reinforcing urban cen
ters. What good does it do to 
have skylights and dimmable flu
orescent lights in a suburban 
shopping comp lex while the 
bricks and stones of Main Street a 
few miles down the road go 
unused? Wal-Mart is notorious 
for sucking the life out of nearby 
downtowns, and for its depen
dence on the automobil e . Wal
Mart's choice of sites has not 
always been environmentally 
sound. For example , a proposal 
for a Wal-Mart store in a flood
plain in Western Massachusetts 
would involve the diversion of a 
major river. When P/A seems to 
be examining the need for well 
considered locational decisions 
as a part of sustainable design, 
why extol the virtues of what is an 
environmental and economic 
nightmare for many small cities 
and towns across the country? 
Elizabeth Humstone 

Humstone Associates 

Turner Brooks 

Brooks & Carey Architects 

Burlington, Vermont 

[We should have noted the 
irony of energy conservation in 
highway retail. -Editors] 

EIFS Cautions 
PIA should be applauded as 

one of the first publications to 
reveal the soft underside of the 
EIFS story (April 1993, p. 45). 
For years we have seen only 
praise for this material, while its 
serious flaws have been largely 
disregarded in the search for a 

cheap cladding. While you only 
had space for "the tip of the ice
berg," the ASTM Symposium of 
September 21-24, 1992, address
ed the entire scope of this prob
lem, including the fire safety issue. 
Thomas B. Battles, AJA 

President, Precasts/Prestressed 

Concrete Institute 

Chicago 

[P/A endeavors to publish bal
anced articles on a full range of 
building products and systems, 
and we have covered EIFS before. 
We know architects who choose 
EIFS for qualities other than its 
cost. -Editors] 

Colorado's Amendment Two 
I feel P/A's plans to proceed 

with the "New Public Realm" exhi
bition in Denver (April 1993, 
p. 22) will further enforce Amend
ment 2, validating their hate mes
sage by carrying on "business as 
usual." The convention and trade 
bureaus can point to no change in 
convention dollars spent as a sign 
of acceptance of Amendment 2. 

No esoteric "possible/maybe" 
discussion of Amendment 2 at this 
symposium is going to have any
thing like the effect that withdraw
ing your exhibit would have had. 
Richard Gibbons 

Richard Gibbons & Associates 

Architecture and Design 

Chicago 

Embarcadero Winners Correction 
The announcement of the 

winners of the International San 
Francisco Embarcadero Waterfront 
Competition (Apr. 1993, p. 20) 
should have included Thurman 
Grant, Mark Motonaga , and 
Anthony Paradowski of N.o. Archi
tecture, San Francisco. 

A more complete report on 
the competition appeared in last 
month's News Report (p. 17). 

NRDC Lighting Economies 
In the table representing light

ing loads for the Natural Resources 
Defense Council offices (March 
1993, p. 88) the word "cost" should 
not have appeared in the second 
column. The cost savings in dollars 
appear in column three. • 
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The company that invented laminate 
introduces a revolutionary new surfacin 

high pressure laminate. It postfor ms to a tighter 

radius and works more easily at a wider range of 

temperatures without 

the worry of cracking 

and blis tering. Unlike 

workable 

laminate, it can be vacuum formed and thermo-

formed. Nuvel is durable, resilient enough to 

Some earth shaking news minimize damage during fabrication, and is heat 

Nuvel™ surfacing material is a revolutionary new and chip-

product that works and performs far better than resistant. 

conventional surfacing materials. It has the look of Nuvel is 

solid surfacing at less than half the price. Use Nuvel renewable, 

with Surell® solid surfacing sinks and bowls to create colored all the 

a one-piece, seamless look. seamless way through 

And that's just the beginning. Nuvel is formable, so that stains, 

taking shapes you could only dream of with cigarette burns, even deep scratches can be removed 

A Partnership. Formica Corporation and General Electric Company. 



aterial. .. Nu v e IM 
Surfacing Material 

just like with 

solid surfacing. 

No surfacing 

material is 

more workable 

than Nuvel. 

Horizontally 

ver t ically, it fabricates with regular laminate 

ols and techniques. durable Nuvel 

light yet tough, 

' 
. 

,. nding with 

ndard laminate 

ntact adhesive. 

d Nuvel feels warm and inviting to the touch. 

d decorative buildups and inlays using 

rmica® brand laminate, ColorCore® surfacing 

terial and Surell® solid surfacing material. 

surfacing 

Engineered from VALOX® sheet, a General 

Electric Company product, Nuvel offers the 

beautiful look of solid surfacing at less than 

half the price. beautiful 

Nuvel is a trademark of Formica Corporation. Formica, the Formica Logo, 

ColorCore and Surell are registered trademarks of Formica Corporation. 

The GE Logo and VALOX are registered trademarks of General Electric 

Company. © 1993 Formica Corporation, Cincinnati OH. For more 

information call 1-800-FORMICA. 

eered with GE technology. Sold exclusively by Formica Corporation. 
Circle No. 323 on Reader Service Card 
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LoNG BEFORE PEN HITS PAPER, You KNOW 

WHAT IT LOOKS LIKE. EVERY ROOM. EVERY 

ANGLE. EVERY DETAIL. AND YOUR VISION 

WJLL NOT BE COMPROMISED. 'I\ WHICH JS 

WHY YOU SHOULD HAVE SHERWIN-WILLIAMS 

ALONG FROM THE VERY START. 

BEYOND SUPPLYING YOU 

WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY 

COATINGS AROUND, OUR 

ARCHITECTURAL CONSULTANTS 

AND CORROSION ENGINEERS 

CAN PROVIDE THE MOST 

UP-TO-DATE TECHNICAL ADVICE 

AND FINISHING TECHNIQUES. 

AND SHOULD YOU EVER HAVE A QUESTION 

OUR PAINT DATABANK® 800 NUMBER 

OFFERS ASSISTANCE ON EVERYTHING 

FROM STATE-BY-STATE voe COMPLIANCE 

TO COATING SPECIFICATIONS. 'I\ GIVE 

US A CALL BEFORE YOU START. BECAUSE 

WORK IS SOME OF THE BEST 

WORK WE DO . 'I\ CALL 

1-800-321-8194, MONDAY 

THROUGH FRIDAY, 8:30 A.M. 

TO 5: 00 P.M.' EST. 

THE PROS KNOW. ASK SHERWIN-WILLIAMS~M 

Circle No. 317 on Reader Service Card 
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Office Hours 
Monday to Friday 

. 9am-5pm 
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The Siedle System HT 611-01 House 
Phone. A sin g le system ,answering 

many needs. With an extremely low 
profile for mounting on a wall 

or table-top. Var iable latera l frame 
available in highly polished black 
or aluminum or black and white 
Korian . Award-winning innovative 
design '91. 
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The Siedle infrared movement sensor acts like a 
trusty watchdog. It detects and signals movement 
within a 40-foot radius of your front door. 

Even better than Fido, it turns on the front light 
automatically. It also activates the Siedle CCD 
video camera - a permanent eye on the outside 
that instantly transmits to the system's video 
monitor on the inside. Now that you're in the 
picture, let's talk about the sound . The Siedle System 
HT 611-01 house phone ensures perfect clarity 
thanks to the Siedle electret microphone. Besides 
the door release button, it offers six other functions 
you can choose from to adapt it to your individual 
lifestyle. 

It can be programmed to switch on lights, open 
the garage door, raise and lower blinds, and more. 
Or it can put you in instant touch with up to six 
rooms in your home . 

With the modular Siedle-Vario® system, you can put 
together a complete communication center right 
at your door. Everything from a code and control 
module (for opening doors, switching lights on 
and off, and a whole lot more besides) to a 
handsome nameplate. In fact, the whole system 
looks so good it has won a number of awards 
for outstanding design. To find out more, just send 
in the reply coupon - or call 800-874-3353, 
fax 215-353-9716. 

Coupon - - - - - - - - X 

Send to: Siedle Communication 
Systems of America, Inc. PA 6, 

750 Parkway, Broomall, PA 19008 

Please send me further information 

on Siedle communication systems 

Name _______ _ 

Address. ______ _ 

State/Zip code. _____ _ 

Phone _______ _ 

Intercommunication systems. SSS SIEDLE 
Circle No. 318 on Reader Service Card 
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SPECIFY MARVIN AND YOU 
NOT ONLY GET OUR WINDOWS,J I 

As the 1991 Parade of 
Homes approached, builders/ 
architects Waters & Bonner Inc. 
felt they had a showstopper. 
Naturally, windows were a 
critical element in their plans. 
So early on in the project, 
Keith Waters contacted 
Marvin Windows. 

His biggest challenge 
was the focal point of the 
home: a unit made up of five 
8 ft. x 2 ft. transom-topped windows, arranged in a curved subsill to form a bow. The fact that Ma in 
could craft such a window didn't really startle Keith. Past experience had taught him otherwise. ut 
he was surprised when Marvin's Architectural Department ;r· 

offered to draft the CAD drawings for the subsill; a 
gesture that saved his firm a considerable amount of 
time and trouble. 

Yet Marvin didn't stop there. Next, they turned 
their attention to a soaring, 10-lite window that was also 
part of the plans. And by suggesting a reduction of just 
three inches in the overall height of this 18 ft. unit, they 
were able to save Waters & Bonner and the homeowner 
over $400.00. 

Keith's prediction proved to be correct. Waters & 
Bonner won a regional Reggie Award for the home's 



design and construction. And 
we proved to Keith that when 
you come to Marvin, you get 
more than just windows. 

Name 

Send to: Marvin Windows 
Warroad, MN 56763 

MAKE US YOUR Fl RST CALL, 
NOT YOUR LAST RESORT 

Address 

If you've got a request for an unusual 
window or a problem you just can't solve, call the 

City 

one company you know will have the perfect solution. zip 

Call Marvin Windows at 1-800-346-5128 
1 

== (1-800-263-6161 in Canada). Or mail the coupon 
for a free catalog featuring the entire line of made
to-order Marvin Windows and Doors. 
Circle No. 316 on Reader Service Card 

State 

Phone 
1509306A 

MARVIN 
WINDOWS & DOORS ,,,. 
MADE TO ORDER. ... 
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Hard worker. 

Able to do 19 things at once. 

Works well with others. 

Requires no feeding. 

And comes with its own set of wheels. 

How many of your employees can you 

say that about? 

Automatically feeds origi
nals from 11" x 17" through 36" 
x 33' for hands-free copying. 

Mita has been 

making copies•••••••• 
of blueprints 
since 1934. 

. . .. . 
. . . . 

. . . . 
An optional roll unit handles 
rolls from 17" to 36" wide, auto
matically cuts and feeds sheets 
from 17" to 33~ and makes up 
to 19 continuous copies. 

Clean, crisp, wrinkle-free 
copies up to 36" x 33' from 
a variety of originals. 

To order your free video 
about the DC-3648 call 
1-800-445-7988. 

Circle No. 336 on Reader Service Card 

A 100-sheet cassette automa
tically feeds cut sheets of 
18" x 24" to 24" x 36': and makes 

... ::.~.~.~.:.?ntinuous cop;es. 

Copies on dif
ferent med i a 
including bond, 

•••••••vellum, poly-

ester film or 
tracing paper . 

DC-3648 Engineering Copier 

milil 
[the image spec i alist]™ 



locaust Museum Opens to Acclaim 
a building can be judged by the clarity and elo
ce with which it communicates, the United 
s Holocaust Memorial Museum (P/A, Feb. 
, p. 60), which was dedicated on a raw and 
morning in late April, is nothing short of bril-

. Herbert Muschamp in The New York Times set 
one a week and a half before the opening 
he wrote that 'James Ingo Freed, of Pei Cobb 
& Partners, has designed a work of such en or-

s power that it ... defies language." Syndicated 
nists George Will and Charles Krauthammer 

judged the museum "a masterpiece." Brendan 
in The New Yorker called it "one of the most 
esting buildings put up in this country during 
ast quarter-century." 
he dedication ceremonies in the nation 's capital 

perhaps 10,000, among them Holocaust sur
s, their rescuers, and U.S. and foreign digni
s. Because Holocaust survivors are growing old 
their memories fading, President Bill Clinton 
e at the dedication of the need "to deepen our 
ory and our humanity and to transmit these 
ns from generation to generation." (Clinton was 
inly also familiar with the recent survey showing 
37 percent of Americans were unfamiliar with 

olocaust.) Among other speakers at the cere
y were Nobel Peace Prize laureate Elie Wiesel, 
reached back into his childhood to recall 

chwitz, the black hole in history," and Stephanie 
orska Burzminski, who, orphaned at age 16 in 
olish town of Przemysl, concealed and saved 13 
in the attic of her family's apartment. 
he prescribed tour of the exhibits, designed by 
h Applebaum and Martin Smith, begins in a 
steel elevator whose doors snap shut and then 
rge visitors on the fourth floor, from which a 



sparsely lighted journey loops down to the first 
floor. Again and again the solitary path overlooks or 
actually crosses the building's airless central atrium, 
the Hall of Witness, with its disturbingly distorted 
axes and warped angles, its steel reinforcing bands 
on brick reminiscent of those that braced the cre
matoria at Auschwitz, and its hovering watchtowers 
and catwalks. 

The permanent exhibitions rely most heavily 
on black-and-white moving and sti ll images that 
tell their story in chapters of mounting menace. 
The displays begin with the rise of Nazism in 1933, 
progress through the implementation of the "final 
solution," and end with postwar efforts to resettle 
the survivors. Except for strains of the German 
national anthem, the hard-surfaced exhibition 
halls are silent. They are studded with footbridges 
that suggest the paths of frantically fleeing 
refugees, serve to give a sense of place to the 
spaces they connect, and recall the familiar image 
of the bridge over the Warsaw Ghetto whose pur
pose was to insulate the city's gentiles from Jewish 
contamination. The museum's many bridges also 
help alleviate claustrophobia, as does the com
pelling balancing act that the exhibitions manage 
to maintain between story-te lling and history, 
impressions and analysis. 

Among the museum's most moving displays is 

Takamatsu in Multimedia San Francisco Show 
On March 4, the first U.S. exhibition of the work 

of Shin Takamatsu, often called the "bad boy" of 
Japanese architecture, opened at the San Francisco 
Museum of Modern Art. The installation, which 
Takamatsu designed and furnished with over 25 
models and 520 drawings and sketches, is a tour de 
force of media presentation. Via a Sony high-defini
tion 3-D video projected on a 110-inch screen, view
ers equipped with special goggles take a magic car
pet ride around, over, and through Takamatsu's 
buildings. 

Inside the rotunda gallery, corner pavilions are 
devoted to 4 of the 69 projects that Takamatsu has 

West entrance to the museum on openi1 

da)' (left); the Hall of Remembrance (a 

one that personalizes the massacre of millio1 . It 
consists of a three-story, chimney-shaped tower v
ered from top to bottom with snapshots of life i t e 
Polish village of Ejszyszki. It was a town of 3,500 lls 
whose decimation by the Nazis in 1941 left on 29 
survivors. One of them was Yaffa Sonenson El h, 
the collector of these photographs of a lost worl 

As a complement to its many thousand im 
the museum now possesses the world's larges 
lection of holocaust artifacts. It includes b 
number 31599G; canisters of Zyklon-B gas; pil 
umbrellas, of musty-smelling shoes, of toothb 
es; a stable-like barracks from Auschwitz, where 
oners were stored for the night like cordwood· 
a frail Spanish boat that ferried many of Denm 
Jews to freedom in Sweden. 

The tour concludes in the Hall of Ren 
brance, a six-sided, tranquil - if too self-consci 
inspiring - space for lighting candles, gath 
thoughts, perhaps shedding tears. The mus 
doesn't attempt to explain the Holocaust. As 
Wiesel said at the dedication, "This museum i 
an answer. It is a question mark. It is a respons 
believe in the absolute necessity to 
the tale." Andrea Oppenheimer Dean 

The auth01~ a former Executive Editor of Architecture llf,'-
azine, is Editor-at-Large of Historic Preservation. I 



since 1977: Origin I-II-III, Kirin Plaza Osaka, 
x, and Kunibiki Messe. Separate videos, mod

and drawings in several media illustrate the 
d e · n process of these projects in the pavilions 
wh e similar presentations of other built and 

ilt projects occupy the center of the rotunda. 
he installation suggests a recasting of the 

J nese garden for the information age. Curved 
'tions of off-white curtains stand in for shoji 
ns in the pavilions, the pebbles covering the 

- in the central space are sprayed with gold 
pa t, and - the most astonishing trope of all - the 
g a , pathways connecting the pavilions have draw

mounted like graphic stepping stones on their 
rsides. 

s for the buildings themselves, many observers 
n them disturbing qualities associated with life
atening technology. For example, the late 
n Furst, designer of sets for the film Batman, 
Takamatsu's architecture as one of his inspira
for the sinister Gotham City. 
recent works Takamatsu has moved away from 

xpression of mechanistic form and exaggerat
etai l that made h is earlier buildings appear 
as objects than as buildings for human habita

. Still , the masterful monochromatic pencil 
ings and air-brushed renderings of unlabeled 
s and e levations evoke the mood of film noir. 

the uneasiness at the end of th e second mil
ium has touched architecture is not surprising. 

ustin Museum Comes Off the Shelf 
ter more than ten years and what seemed to be 

c 1 · in death, the design for a downtown art museum 
stin, Texas, by Venturi, Scott Brown & Associates 
A) of Philadelphia appears to live again. 
riginally conceived in 1983, the museum pro
as to have been built with city funds on land 

ted by Watson-Casey, a development company 
planned a large mixed-use development in the 
house district at the southern edge of down
. Laguna Gloria Art Museum, a private museum 
ded in 1946 and housed in a West Austin man
would operate the new museum. The building 
o comprise four stories and 86,000 square feet 
arrangement of lineal galleries and circulation 
s similar to the one used later in VSBA' s Seattle 
um of Art (P/A, Feb. 1992, p. 19). 

he City of Austin passed a $14.7-million bond 
in 1985 to fund the project, and began selling 
sin 1986. But the real estate market went sour, 
on-Casey folded, and th e lender left with the 
erty couldn't agree on terms with city officials. 
90, the city council voted to kill the project. 
ut museum board members kept working 
·nd the scenes, forg ing all iances with the 
ge Washington Carver Museum and the Mexi-

American Cultural Center, impoverished but 
ically well-connected arts groups, to come up 

a new plan. Early this year, the groups 
unced their joint backing for the project, 
ristened the Austin Museum of Art, which 
na Gloria would operate. The Meadows Foun-

T akarnatsu 's 

Kirin Plaza, 
Osaka (1987). 

Nor is it surprising thatJapan has produced a high
ly gifted and accomplished architect to express both 
the anxiety and the excitement of late-20th-Century 
technology. 

During the 1980s, when most of Takamatsu's 
buildings were designed, Japan - for all we knew -
was paved with gold ; architects like Takamatsu 
enjoyed the patronage of purveyors of luxury - fash
ion designers and others who prospered in a society 
rich beyond the dreams of avarice. If, as we now 
hear, the g ilded bubble has burst, Takamatsu's 
exhibition may become a time capsule, a way, in an 
era of limits, to go back to the future. 
Sally Woodbridge • 

VSBA design for Austin Museum of Art . 

dation, they said, had donated $375,000, approxi
mately half the money needed to buy land from the 
Union Pacific Railroad a block south of the original 
site. In late April, the city council voted to lend the 
groups the rest of the purchase price and to spend 
the money on construction. 

According to Daniel Stetson, Laguna Gloria's 
director of two years, the design for the museum is 
to be virtually identical to that of 1986, when VSBA 
last changed the building's fa<;:ade, although the 
foundation needs to be restudied for the new site, 
and the building will be pushed back on half a 
block, instead of on the original quarter-block. 

Stetson says the board of the new Austin Museum 
of Art is confident that it can raise the rest of the 
money for the land, at which time the city will sell 
the rest of the bonds. Until that happens, and until 
the city and the arts groups can work out details of 
new construction contracts, however, "Nothing is 
definite," says Stetson. "We've found that out before 
with this project." Joel Warren Barna • 



Seattle Port HO Kicks Off Redevelopment 
The Port of Seattle has begun a major redevelop

ment of the city's central waterfront with a dramatic 
conversion of a cannery warehouse into its headquar
ters. The three-story, 750-foot-long building is on a 
pier angling out into Elliott Bay. A white metal and 
blue-green glass exterior gives it the look of a Mod
ernist cruise ship. Architects Hewitt/ Isley of Seattle 
took the building down to its muscular reinforced 
concrete structure, then set about making the most 
of the structure and the spaces that it yielded. 

The redevelopment area, south of the headquar
ters building, extends for four blocks on both sides 
of Alaskan Way, the waterfront boulevard. The 18 
acres o n the bay side of the boulevard are being 
developed by the port itself with the same architects, 
chosen from a star-studded array of competitors. 

The port will build a boat transit shed and a fish 
processing plant (there has been citizen pressure to 
retain maritime uses of the waterfront), a combina
tion maritime museum and conference center, a 
restaurant and shops building, and a new short-term
moorage marina for some 85 boats. Hewitt/Isley is 
seeking to give these buildings the same workman
like, waterfront look that the headquarters has, using 
shed roofs and brightly colored metal siding. 

Because the waterfront sits beneath steep bluffs, 
the plan calls for at least two pedestrian bridges to 
link the new d evelopment to the neighborhoods 

Monterey Design Conference Explores Limits 
At the 11th Monterey Design Conference, held 

at the Asilomar Conference Center near Monterey, 
California, on March 19- 21, the theme of "Lim
its/No Limits" se t the tone for presentations on 
subj ects ranging from the limitless potential of com
puters to th e e nvironmental limits on land use. 
Journalist and astronomy writer Timothy Ferris of 
Berkeley, California, opened the conference with a 
discussion of the idea of limits in both art and sci
ence. Citing Magritte's painting of a picture frame 
floating eerily before a "real" landscape, he said 
both physics and art are opposed to arbitrary delin
eat,ions between real and unreal. Architect Mack 
Scogin of Atlanta's Scogin Elam & Bray found "no 
limits" to good architecture in a democratic society 
where people are demanding good design, particu
larly in public buildings. 

"No limits" aptly describes the field of computer
aided design and digital graphics, according to 
Dennis Neeley, an architect who also heads a CAD 
software company, ASG. In five years, according to 
Neeley, architecture will be dominated by digital 
technology, spelling the end to eons of "hand
drawn, paper-based " technology. Janet Abrams, the 
former director of the Chicago Institute for Archi
tecture and Urbanism, dwelt on the limitlessness of 
global communications and their effect on both 
public and personal space. Ease of communication 
and the popularity of meetings have made airports 
and convention centers the most important public 
spaces of our time, Abrams asserted, while those 
spaces grow increasingly crowded and characterless. 

Port of Seattle headquarters by H ewitt/Is ley 

above. The central aim is to make the area a si 
cant community amen ity. The buildings wi 
grouped around a central plaza with fine 
views, and the marina will be ringed by walkway 

The portion of the project on the city si 
Alaskan Way will be privately deve loped and 
include a hotel, an office building, and hou 
The chosen developers are Broadacre Manage 
Corp. and Gary Waterman, Ltd., whose desig 
the Seattle offices of NBBJ and Zimmer G 
Frasca was a surehanded interpre tation of the p 
guidelines. Donald Canty 

Architect Michael Rotondi of Santa Monica sai 
computer is an "instrument for conceptualizing 
extending consciousness," and described the 
role of the architect as mediator between the 
ceptual and the physical , between "new urban s 
and electronic space ." 

Environmental limits occupied the attenti 
the next set of speakers, including Robert Berk 
of Kansas City, Missouri, who scolded architect 
pursuing aesthetic goals without regard to sus 
ability , while architect James Cutler describe 
evolution from Kahn-trained formalist to env· 
mental activist in reaction to the degradation 
home state, Washington. Architect Samu 
Caudill of Aspen, Colorado, showed work fr 
career of sustainable architecture, most notabl 
Amory Lovins house and the Rocky Mountain 
tute (P/A, March 1993, p. 77). 

Wolf Prix, p rincipal of Vienna-based Coop 
melblau, was the personification of "no li 
design philosophy, relishing his bad-boy role 
skewered the timidity of received ideas of func 
ality and construction. A very different archi 
Pritzker Prize winne r Fumihiko Maki (P/A, 
1993, p. 17), did not dwell on limits or the la 
them in his presentation, although projects lik 
Tokyo Metropolitan Gymnasium suggest that 
Japanese master has found his own bal 
between the limits of necessity and the limitles 
of plastic imagination. 

The Monterey Design Conference was s 
sored by the California Council of the AIA. 
Morris Newman 
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orrea's Indian Mission Opens in Manhattan 
sliver of red has been added to the skyscape of 

town Manhattan - the Indian Mission to the 
ed Nations. Twenty-eight floors tall, this tower 
prises 22 apartments above four floors of offices 
reception rooms - living and working quarters 
ost of the delegation at the Mission. Designed 

harles Correa of Bombay, India, (Bond Ryder 
sociates of New York, now part of Davis Brody 
sociates, are the architects of record), the Mis
stands out for its modesty: it is less bulky and 

e straightforward than most recent arrivals to 
ast Side. 

orrea compares the tower to "a well-mannered 
an who has lived in New York for years" - a 
ing that follows the protocol of its host city as 

scloses its foreign origins. A pair of massive 
doors lends an air of the exotic for pedestri

the colors of the steel cladding - red and blue 
plicate a traditional northern Indian palette. 
Le Corbusier's influence is more obvious than 
a 's indigenous archi tecture - both here and in 
ea's work back home. (Louis Kahn was equally 
irational; see P/A April 1993, p. 86.) Correa 
a conversation with Le Corbusier about the 

etariat in Chandigarh, when the Swiss master 
essed the metaphysical connotations of the 

tion of earth and sky. He advised architects to 
ider carefully the design of the roofline, the 
lem of a building's character. Accordingly, Cor
apped the Indian Mission with a double-height 
thouse porch , derived from barsati, the 

ost Office for New Penn Station? 
he demolition of New York's Pennsylvania Sta
in 1964 - and its replacement, a subterranean 

ppointment beneath the new Madison Square 
den - was the spark that led to a fervent preser
n movement in New York and elsewhere. Last 

r, Amtrak officials made the surprising 
ouncement that they were considering the 
isition of the soon-to-be-vacated General Post 

ce, across the street from the current station, as 
w terminal (P/A,June 1992, p. 164). 

Indian Mission (in red) on the Midtown skyline. 

lightweight structures for sleeping common to Indi
an rooftops. Seen from one of its taller neighbors, 
Correa's aerie brings to mind Le Corbusier's gar
den in the sky, if not India 's vernacular houses. But 
these references are moot when you look up at the 
tower from the street. From there , it looks like a 
study in Midtown propriety. Philip Arcidi • 

The post office was built in 1913 and, like the 
old Penn Station, was designed by McKim, Mead & 
White. Its columnar Classical fapde would evoke 
the dignity of other Northeast Corridor stations, 
many of which have been rehabilitated in recent 
years. The current Penn Station has proven to be 
insistently inhospitable, despite some $32 million 
Amtrak has poured into renovations. 

While it is still unclear whether Amtrak and its 
developer partner, LCOR, Inc., can get the $315 mil
lion - mostly Federal funds - to make the move, the 
railroad revealed last month a design for the conver
sion of the post office by the New York office of Hell
muth, Obata & Kassabaum. The plan calls for bring
ing passengers up from the train platforms (most of 
which already extend under the post office) into 
the building's central court, which would be cov
ered with a parabolic, 120-foot-tall glass-and-steel 
roof. Commuter trains would continue to run from 
the present station. 

The plan may face a tough fight in Congress, 
where the wisdom of spending transit dollars on a 
largely aesthetic project is sure to be questioned . 
But the scheme has a friend in Senator Daniel 
Patrick Moynihan of New York, an architecture afi
cionado who chairs the Senate Finance Committee. 
"You don't get a second chance like this often," 
Moynihan told The New York Times. "We must do it." 
Mark Alden Branch • 
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Now there is a glass of such 

striking beauty that it draws the 

eye W~e a magnet. A glass 

whose unique aquamarine color 

transforms buildings glazed with 

it from mere architectural 

objects into performances of 

visual artistry. Azurlite® glass 

from PPG. 

But while Azurlite glass is 

perhaps the most beautiful float 

glass available for architectural 

glazing, its stunning visual 

performance is only half of its 

story. Azurlite glass is also a 

solar control glass of unsurpassed 

performance. 

~th a full 72% light trans

mission in 6 mm thiclmess, 

spectrally selective Azurlite glass 

allows designers to realize all 

the openness, aesthetics, and 

efficiencies of daylighting. Yet 

its outstanding 0.62 shading 

coefficient provides solar heat 

gain management that delivers 

coolness and comfort. An 
unmatched performance ratio 

of 0. 72/0.62 = 1.16. 
See for yourself how 

the performance of 

Azurlite glass can help 

your designs dominate 

the sl~line. Contact 

your glass supplier or 

glazing contractor. 

Or call l-800-2-GET-PPG 

for more information and a 

free sample. 
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Calendar 

Exhibitions 

Chicago. "Grand Illusions: Chicago's World 's Fair 
of 1893" includes more than 500 objects from the 
fair. Historical Society. 

Louisville. This traveling exhibition of work by 
Pritzker Prize laureates was organized to raise pub
lic awareness of outstanding architecture. J.B. 
Speed Museum. 

Montreal. This show takes a look at the history of 
world's fairs, focusing on site planning issues. 
Canadian Centre for Architecture. 

Chicago. 'The Moscow Avant-Garde in Architec
ture: 1955-1991" covers the work of ten architects, 
including state commissions for civic complexes, 
schools, offices, and housing. Art Institute. 

Chicago. "Design Diaspora: Black Architects and 
International Architecture 1970-1990" is ajuried 
exhibition designed "to present an international 
perspective of architecture that examines current 
design trends and cross-cultural influences within 
the Black African Diaspora. " A four-year tour is 
planned. Athenaeum. 

Montreal. Travel sketches and portraits by Louis 
Kahn are on view. Canadian Centre for Architecture. 

Chicago. "Speculations: Visions from Chicago" is a 
presentation of work that responds to the question: 
"Can we suspend the forces that currently guide 
our designs (i .e., codes, ego, bottom-line pro
grams, profit, zoning) to see a fresh architectural 
spirit that honors all living things?" Corporate Art 
Source and I-Space . 

Chicago. An installation designed by eight young 
architects in conjunction with Stanley Tigerman, 
chronicles the city's evolution in "Chicago Archi
tecture and Design, 1923-1993: Reconfiguration of 
an American Meu-opolis." Art Institute. 

Chicago. T his traveling exhibition of visionary pub
lic works proposals submitted to P/A's ideas com
petition (P/ A, Oct. 1992, p. 73) is supplemented by 
photos of neglected spaces, substandard housing, 
and decrepit infrastructure . A reception will be 
held June 19 from 5 to 7 p .m. Chicago Architec
ture Foundation. 

Chicago. "More Than t11e Sum of Our Body Parts" 
is a series of sculptural and multimedia installa
tions intended "to enlighten ilie viewer to ilie status 
of ilie architectural profession, ilie current role of 
women in ilie profession, and t11e position of women 
in ot11er professions." It is organized by Chicks in 
Architecture Refuse to Yield (CARY), a collective of 
women and men whose goal is to focus attention on 
ilie status of women architects. Randolph Street 
Gallery. 

Chicago. The Chicago Chapter of the AIA has orga
nized several seminars and tours about the city dur
ing the AIA/ UIA Convention in June (see Confer
ences). They have also published the AJA Guide to 
Chicago. Contact Alice Sinkevitch for more infor
mation (312) 670-7770. 

Competitions 

Chicago. The 31st annual PCI design awards 
program accepts entries in three categories: 

Religious Structures Awards 
Registration dead li ne July 1, 
Submission deadline August 2 

Hermosa Beach Pier 
Registration deadline July 9, 
Submission deadline 
September 1 

Critical Care Design Awards 
Subm ission dead line July 31 

P/A Awards 
Entry dead line September 10 

NeoCon® 93 
June 14- 17 

Architectural Administrators 
June 16-20 

AIA/UIA World Congress 
June 18-20 

Architecture and Children 
June 21-23 

CSI Convention, Exhibit 
June 25-27 

design/ structures; design/ bridges; and Harry H . 
Edwards Industry Advancement. Contact Precast/ 
Prestressed Concrete Institute, 175 W. Jackson 
Blvd., Chicago, IL 60604 (312) 786-0300 
or FAX (312) 786-0353. 

Washington, DC. The Interfaith Forum on Religion, 
Art, and Architecture (IFRAA) has announced its 
annual design awards program. Contact IFRAA, 
Doris Justis, Executive Secretary, 1777 Church St., 
NW, Washington, DC 20036 (202) 387-8333 or 
FAX (202) 986-6447. 

Hermosa Beach, California. Proposals for the renova
tion and expansion of an existing public recre
ational pier are invited in the Hermosa Beach Pier 
Competition; the program calls for an entrance 
plaza and a county lifeguard headquarters. Prize 
money totaling $12,000 will be awarded. Contact 
Hermosa Beach Chamber of Commerce, 323 Pier 
Ave ., Hermosa Beach, CA 90254 (310) 372-1375 or 
FAX (310) 798-2594. 

Washington, DC. Healthcare units that "demon
strate exceptional concern for flexibility, safety, 
efficiency, and sensitivity for humane healthcare" 
may be entered in an awards program sponsored 
by the Society of Critical Care Medicine, Ameri
can Association of Critical Care Nurses, and the 
AIA. Contact 1993 Review, AIA, 1735 New York 
Ave., NW, Washington, DC 20006-5292 FAX 
(202) 626-7518. 

Stamford, Connecticut. The 4lst annual P/A Awards 
(seep . 83) recognizes projects scheduled for com
pletion after January 1, 1994. Winning entries will 
be featured in P/ A'sJanuary 1994 issue. Contact 
Awards Editor, P/A, 600 Summer St., Stamford, CT 
06904 (203) 348-7531 or FAX (203) 348-4023. 

Conferences 

Chicago. This year's contract furniture show at the 
Merchandise Mart is joined by two new events, the 
National Commercial Buildings Show and the 
Intelligent Buildings Conference. Contact NeoCon 
93 Registration, 222 Merchandise Mart Plaza, Ste. 
470, Chicago, IL 60654 (800) 677-6278 or FAX 
(312) 527-7782. 

Chicago. The 24th Annual Convention of the Soci
ety of Architectural Administrators includes a series 
of seminars designed to update business manage
ment techniques for architectural offices. This 
year's theme is ''Teambuilding." Contact Wendy 
Rae, Martenson Clark Associates, Kirkland, WA 
98034 (206) 823-2244 or FAX (206) 821-1715. 

Chicago. The World Congress of Architects is a 
four-day summit that combines the AIA's 125th 
annual convention and the XVIIIth Congress of 
the International Union of Architects. The theme 
is "Architecture at the Crossroads: Designing for a 
Sustainable Future." Contact World Congress Hot
line (202) 626-7395 or FAX (202) 626-7518. 

Albuquerque. "Architecture + Children: Learning 
Through the Natural, Built, and Cultural Environ
ment" is being held to discuss ways to use the 
design disciplines to teach children how to learn 
from and about their environment. Contact UNM 
Architecture+ Children Summit, UNM Architec
ture and Planning Bldg., 2414 Cenu-al Ave., SE, 
Albuquerque, NM 87131-1226 (505) 277-7422. 

Houston. The Construction Specifications Institute 's 
37th Annual Convention and Exhibit has been 
announced . Contact Sandy Humphries, CSI, 
Convention Services Dept. , (703) 684-0300 . • 
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A DOOR IS SPECIFICATION 

IT IS A REFLECTION 
WHEN PEOPLE LOOK AT ONE OF YOUR BUILDINGS, WHAT SHOULD THEY SEE? IDEALLY, YOU AND YOUR VISION. WHEN IT COMES TO 

HELPING YOU ACHIEVE THAT VISION, NO ONE DOES MORE FOR YOU THAN WEYERHAEUSER ARCHITECTURAL DOOR DIVISION. 

REPRESENTING THE WORLD'S FINEST SOLID WOOD INTERIOR DOORS, WEYERHAEUSER OFFERS ONE OF THE MOST EFFECTIVE AND 

LASTING WAYS TO PERSONALIZE YOUR BUILDINGS. OUR RANGE OF VENEERS, COLORS, STAINS AND 

SPECIFICATION OPTIONS IS UNRIVALED AND ASSURES THAT EACH PROJECT CARRIES YOUR INDIVIDUAL 

STAMP. BECAUSE AFTER ALL, IF IT DOESN'T LOOK LIKE YOU, WHY BOTHER? CALL {800) 869-DOOR. Weyerhaeuser 

WEYERHAEUSER ARCHITECTURAL DOOR DIVISION SALES CENTER 1401 EAST 4TH ST., MARSHFIELD, WI 54449-7780. There Is No EquatM 

Circle No. 319 on Reader Service Card 



] chnics Buried Buildings 

Engineer Stephen S. Ruggiero discusses the techniques of designing underground 

structures that are watertight, and how to keep them that way. 

bstract 
is article examines the fundamentals for design

nd detailing watertight underground buildings. The 
important factor in achieving success is in col

ng and draining the ground water, which literally 
unds the building. Providing a continuous water
ing barrier is also important (and several water
fing details are presented), but in the author's 
rience the barrier is not quite as important as pro
g proper drainage. Techniques of roof drainage, 
ior wall drainage, and base-slab drainage are dis
ed. Finally, the success of the project depends 
ly upon field supervision and troubleshooting dur
onstruction. These are even more critical than for 
types of construction because the end product is 
d and failures are extremely difficult and expen-

though the techniques of constructing water
underground buildings have been sufficiently 

loped, many architects are reluctant to bury 
- buildings. Admittedly, the potential for leak
is greater than in other forms of construction, 

"th proper development of the design and fo l
up during constru ction, these buildings can 

p e orm successfully for even the most sensitive 
oc pancies. 

eneral Considerations 
number of site conditions must be considered 

eveloping the overall strategy for waterproofing 
drainage. The most important of these is deter
. ng the groundwater characteristics. Architects 

to establish the seasonal water table and its 50 
00 year maximum height, and be concerned 
perched water tables, which occur at higher 

e ations because of impermeable layers su ch as 
r and clay that accumulate water as it percolates 
do n from the surface. This information should be 
0 ined by testing at the site during the spring sea

and it should be compared with historical data 
xisting facilities near the area of construction. 

ile sloped sites present some special consider
s for detailing the roof structure, they can also 
lify roof drainage . In order to accommodate 

site's slope the roof structure is best designed as 
ries of stepped tiers, as opposed to a single 
ed plane. A stepped profile provides better con
of roof drainage and precludes potential prob
of soil migration down-slope (2). 
nderground extensions of existing buildings 

2 

often present difficult flashing details at locations 
where the new waterproofing system must connect 
to the existing one. This becomes even more pre
carious when the existing facili ty has no membrane, 
in which case the new one must terminate into a 
buried reglet-type detail. Because this type of detail 
is vulnerable to leakage, the drainage system must 
ensure that the reglet is not exposed , even tem
porarily, to hydrostatic pressure. 

Underground construction at the property line 
can complicate or compromise the waterproofing 
system. Typically such construction utilizes lagging 

1 The Carl L. Krach Library, a new 

addition to Cornell University 's central 

library designed by Shepley Bulfinch 

Richardson & Abbott, is buried beneath 

the lawn in front of the older building. 

2 During construction at the library, 

the underground addition's stepped-roof 

profile can be seen. 
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Drainage Media 

Porous Insulation: These 
boards usually consist of 
expanded polystyrene beads 

that are glued together with an 
asphaltic binder. The author 
questions their long-term dura
bility in wet environments par
ticularly when subject to freeze / 
thaw cycles. 

Prefabricated Drainage 
Panels: These generally consist 

of a polymeric grid, usually 
polystyrene or polyethylene 
(the latter being prone to creep 
under sustained loading), which 
forms a series of interconnected 
voids that are covered by an 

integral filter fabric. Care must 
be taken during construction to 
avoid impact damage to the pan

els; but otherwise they perform 
their intended function well. 

Precast Concrete Pavers: 

These pavers have drainage 
channels cast in two directions 
on their underside. When 

placed over the roof water
proofing membrane, they pro
vide a system of voids for 
drainage and add a substantial 

protection layer to the system. 
Drainage Rock: Ideally this 

material consists of 3,4- to 1-inch 
smooth rounded (river run) 
stones, which are relatively easy 
to compact but have sufficient 
void space between the stones 
to allow drainage. This material 
must be free of fines and can be 
somewhat difficult to procure. 
Drainage rock is prone to clog
ging from infiltration of fines, 
and should be covered with fil
ter fabric. Under some circum
stances, the rock can be a poten
tial puncture hazard to the 

waterproofing membrane. 
Drainage Pipes: The two 

most common pipes used in 
below-grade drainage are PVC 
with drilled drainage holes and 
porous concrete pipes that are 
manufactured from concrete 
with essentially little or no fines. 

walls at the perimeter of the excavation that form 
the substrate for "blind side" waterproofing applica
tion - waterproofing located at the exterior of the 
underground wall. The waterproofing membrane is 
applied to the wood lagging wall, and the concrete 
walls of the building are cast against the membrane. 
The relatively rough and uneven substrate surface 
presented by the lagging wall in combination with 
the inaccessibility of the membrane once the wall is 
cast in p lace make this a somewhat precarious 
waterproofing assembly. As will be discussed later, a 
number of options exist for improving the design 
and performance of waterproofing and drainage in 
such situations, but these ultimately affect the meth
ods of excavation and the general design of the 
structural walls. 

Drainage 
The objective in designing a watertight under

ground building is to provide a drainage layer or 
blanket that encapsulates the building structure. 
Water will inevitably flow to and collect on or 
against the waterproofed structure. In the absence 
of a free draining layer, this water will accumulate, 
causing local hydrostatic pressures that attack even 
minor breaches in the waterproofing membrane. 
This is particularly true on large horizontal surfaces 
such as roofs where landscaping materials tend to 
slow the movement of water even if the deck is 
properly sloped to drains. The ideal drainage mate
rial provides an interconnected system of voids that 
allow water to flow freely between the waterproofed 
structure and the surrounding overburden (i .e., 
backfill, landscaping, paving, etc.). The accompany
ing sidebar reviews various materials that are com
monly used as drainage media. 

Roof drainage. The roofs of underground build
ings are plaza-type construction, and are exposed 
almost continually to surface water that percolates 
to the level of the roof deck. Historically, plaza sys
tems have had problems because of poor drainage. 
Retention of water by landscape overburden pro
longs the roofs exposure to water and contributes 
to deterioration of paving materials and plantings. 
The key to improving the performance of the entire 
roof assembly is to provide the means for prompt 
movement of water through the overburden, along 
the waterproofing membrane, and into drains. 

In a typical section through a landscaped roof 
system, a filter fabric over the drainage rock should 
be placed directly below the planting soil (3). Care 
must be taken to ensure that the particle size of the 
soil mix is appropriate for the filter fabric to reduce 
the probability of clogging or "si lting." Another 
drainage layer should be placed at the level of the 
waterproofing membrane to ensure that water will 
ultimately flow to the membrane leve l drains. 
Depending on budget constraints and on the 
nature of the landscaping operations during con
struction, this drainage layer can be a prefabricated 
drainage panel or a system of precast concrete 
pavers. The latter is significantly more expensive 
but provides proven longevity and greater protec
tion to the membrane against landscaping installa-

tion - for example, driving grading stakes into 
soil until they hit solid structure! 

The roof deck must be sloped 1/ 4 -inch per 
to facilitate the flow of water and to ensure resi 
slope to drains after all long-term deflections 
occurred in the structure. Concrete structures t 
to creep under sustained dead loads. All too o 
designers specify a slope of 1

/ 8 -inch per foot and 
roof deck tends to pond water as a result. The 
figuration of the roof drains must allow wate 
flow readily into the drain bowl at the level of 
waterproofing membrane (3). While this 
sound academic, many so-called plaza drains l 
an open grate at the surface level and few, if 
weep holes at the membrane level. 

In landscaping applications a number of 
cerns arise for the drainage system, such as ho 
provide maintenance for the "buried " roof 1 
drains , and whether or not to combine sur 
drains with roof-level drains. One way of hand 
that is to provide a "chase" which allows acces 
the roof drain for routine maintenance (3). e 
top of the chase can be a solid plate buried i t 
below the surface with a "telltale" to mark its l 
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tion, or the chase can be continued to the sur 
and capped with an open grate. In the latter 
the roof drain:o: also act as area drains, thereby 
mizing the use of leader pipes that service 
drains. The disadvantage of combining roof-I 
and surface drains is that the roof drains will 
to become clogged more often and will req 
appropriate maintenance. 

Thin soil layers (18 inches deep or less), wl c 
often result from the need to reduce dead load 
the structure, can be problematic to drain , par 
larly if the soil mix is not sufficiently permea 
Ideally, the drainage rock below the planting 
should serve to drain the soil and to minimize 



ed saturation of the soil and the ensuing dam
o plant roots. However, the need to include fil
brics between the soil and the rock, as well as 
nclusion of rigid insulation boards below the 
all tend to slow the movement of water to the 

e brane level. As a result, the planting soil may 
et from capillary rise of water that accumulates 

e stone (above the insulation layer). To remedy 
problem, a series of flexible perforated pipes 
e placed within the drainage stone and routed 

' · tility boxes" located above the roof drains. 
s mentioned earlier, sloped sites, which require 
d roof structures, present an interesting oppor
y to eliminate through-slab roof drains, or at 
to minimize their presence. All penetrations of 
aterproofing membrane, no matter how well 
eived and constructed, are potential leak 
es. A drainage trough can be created by slop-

he horizontal sections back toward the vertical 
in a tiered structure ( 4). This drainage con

can be used with single-plane roof surfaces by 
g curbs in the appropriate places to serve as a 
dam. When water collects and ponds against 

ertical surfaces, the perforated drainage pipes 
e trough conduct the water to solid leader 

s that discharge either into manholes located 
e building proper , or into catch basins con-

ted around a roof drain ( 3). In the latter case, 
rains can be located in building areas that are 
sensitive to leakage. This type of drainage 
me is particularly useful in large buildings 
use it can eliminate the need for long runs of 
er p ipe within the building ceilings, whose 

is often insufficient to allow pipes to be prop
itched. 
terior wall drainage. The drainage material I 
r fo r use directly over the waterproofed struc
walls is a prefabricated panel, with the insula

placed outboard of the panel. The other alter
e is to use drainage stone placed outboard of 
nsulation. In the first case puncture damage 
misplaced or compacted stone is precluded, 

he panel is protected from backfilling. 
rched water is common at the top of rock or 

layers and its presence will significantly affect 
esign of the exterior wall drainage and water

fing. One of the simplest approaches for deal
ith perched water is to excavate approximately 
eet beyond the proposed face of the exterior 

to create a drainage zone that is back-filled with 
age rock. The intent is to allow the perched 

r to flow downward to the footing drains or 
lab drains, and to prevent water (or limit the 
nt of it) from migrating laterally to the build
alls. This initially open space also allows ample 
for installing waterproofing onto the exterior 
of the building. In the case of perched water 
s the wall system benefits from using both 
age media; the stone to help limit the flow 

reaches the building, and the drainage panels 
rry whatever seeps laterally through the stone 
· nsulation boards. 
he wall drainage medium must connect 
aulically to a footing drain ( 5); otherwise water 

will tend to collect at the slab base and infiltrate the 
vulnerable wall-to-footing/ slab join ts. Long-term 
performance of the wall drainage system depends 
on the footing drain's remaining free and 
unclogged. To this end the pipe 
should be encircled by drainage 
rock and filter fabric that limit ~~~~------------
the accumulation of fines (sand 
and clay particles) at or in the 
pipes. Care must be taken to lim
it the amount of construction 
debris that accumulates at the 
bottom of the excavation, as this 
material often severely reduces 
the effectiveness o:& the footing 
drains. Finally, a system of 
"cleanouts" must be·provided to 
allow removal of fines that 
inevitably infiltrate the pipe. 
Cleanouts should be located at 
all 90-degree turns in the pipe 
and at intervals no greater than 
150 feet. For footing drains that 
may be located three or four sto
ries below grade, a decision must 
be made as to how to provide 
access to the pipes (5). Generally 
it is preferable to keep the 
cleanouts external to the build
ing and avoid penetration of the 
waterproofed structure. The 
more direct access provided by 
through-wall penetrations does , 
however, increase the effective
ness of the clean outs~ 

Base-slab drainage. Drainage 
blankets below the base-slab gen
erally consist of a layer of 
drainage rock with 4-inch- or 6-
inch-diameter perforated pipes 
spaced at some distance through
out the layer. Often, geotechni
cal engineers have "rules of 
thumb" for configuring the blan
ket to accommodate various infil
tration rates ( 6). Except for 
extreme infiltration rates, a 12-
inch-thick blanket with 4-inch-
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diameter pipes spaced at 20-foot
ce n ters should eliminate 
hydrostatic uplift on the slab. 
Architects tend to forget that 

6 PARAMETERS FOR EVALUATING DRAINAGE BLANKETS 

maximum groundwater levels often occur during 
50- to 100-year-return storms that result in power 
failures and emergency conditions. Oversized 
pumps with emergency back-up pumps and power 
sources are essential to system performance. 

Waterproofing 
Effective drainage serves to control, or limit, 

hydrostatic conditions. However, the structure will 
always be exposed to moisture and inte rmittent 
hydrostatic pressure . For this reason a membrane 
waterproofing system should ideally encapsulate the 

6 For a given watertable height (Z) 

and a relatively permeable drainage 

blanket (Kb), the blanket's thickness 

( H) and the distance between the 

drainage pipes (D) are then selected 

to ensure that water traveling 

through the native soil with a given 

jJermeability (Ks) can reach the 

pipes before contacting the slab. As 

H increases D can decrease. Usually 

D is approximately 20 feet, and His 

chosen to suit the value of Ks. 
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most d emanding of roofing environments and 
should be protected by only time-proven systems of 
the highest quality. 

Waterproofing systems generally consist of two 
types: sheet membranes that are fabricated in large 

7 HEAT-WELDING WATERPROOFING M EM BRANE TO ATTACHMENT DISKS 

sheets and seamed together at the site; and liquid
applied membranes that are field fabricated by 
spreading the liquid membrane on-site to form a 
monolithic, seamless membrane . Sheet systems pro
vide better quality from project-to-project because 
they are less dependent on workmanship, and the 
need for clean, dry substrates , which are often 
nonexistent in underground construction. The 
sheet membrane systems are also less likely to be 
affected by structural or substrate movement, and 
they have better flashing accessories for penetra
tions such as drains and expansion joints. 

Typically, sheet membrane seams are heat weld
ed or adhered to one another. Heat-welded seams 
are more reliable than adhesive seams, particularly 
when the seam is exposed continuously to water. 
The h eat-welding process can be monitored and 
tested effectively at the site. Adhesive seams require 
greater care during surface preparation and appli
cation because of their sensitivity to weather condi
tions, and testing during installation cannot be 
achieved without compromising their bond. 

In the flashing of sheet membranes there are 
three cardinal rules: Never bury the terminal edge 
of the membrane below the wearing surface or 
landscaping; whenever possible , maintain continu
ity of the membrane; and to the extent possible, 
allow ease of access to the membrane. Complying 
with these rules often requires ingenuity on the part 
of the designer to devise architectural treatments 
that accommodate them. This is particularly true 
when the membrane must extend above the plaza 
surface, say six to eight inches, and must be protect
ed in a manner that is pleasing to the eye. 

Specifying and detailing a quality waterproofing 
system is only the first step in achieving a watertight 

building. I cannot overemphasize the need for 
struction monitoring and troubleshooting 
qualified design professional. Arc hi tee ts sho 
review typical installation procedures and the p 
er implementation of flashing details, and all 1 

surfaces should pass a 48-hour flood test. Evalua 
a flood test involves more than checking the un 
side of the roof deck for leaks, as the concrete st 
ture will often retain water that penetra te s e 
membrane. The key to proper diagnostics i t 
"walk" the membrane and its seams immedia 1 
after draining the test area to identify proble 
which will be readily apparent to the trained 
Last but not least is the riever-ending battle to 
tect the memb rane from damage during su 
quent construction procedures. Historically, 
waterproofing failures can be traced back to d 
age that could have occurred only during const 
tion. It is vital that protection layers and insula 
be placed over the system as soon as possible; e 
effort should be made by the architect to enlist 
general contractor's active participation in "p 
ing" the trades that work o n or above the w 
proofing system. 

Special Considerations for Walls 
In its simplest form, wall waterproofin 

applied to the exterior side of the structure. 
requires excavation procedures that allow suffic 
working space between the building walls and 
surrounding earth. Attachment of the waterpr 
ing is straightforward for most adhered systems, 
loose-laid sheet membranes require me ch a 
anchorage. These often consist of stainless s 
bars or "battens" fastened through the membr 
and then the battens are covered with a flas 
strip of membrane. A better technical solutio 
available for heat-weldable membranes, whe 
series of attachment discs are first secured to 
concrete wall surface. The membrane is then 
welded to the discs, which hold the membran 
place with no through-punctures (7). 

In many cases, it is not possible or desirabl 
excavate in a manner that allows sufficient spac 
traditional exterior side waterproofing. Exam 
include construction at the property line or i 
diately adjacent to existing structures, or cone 
slurry walls to serve as part of the structure as w 
for retaining earth and water at the perimeter 
excavation. A number of approaches can be use 
accommodate these forms of construction. 

Lagging wall construction. In this case, the w 
proofing is applied to th e r e taining wall at 
perimeter of the excavation, which is often 
structed of steel piles with wood lagging span 
between them. The primary pitfall of this appr 
is that the lagging wall provides a poor substrat 
application of the waterproofing. Further, 
surfaces buried below grade are subject to ro 
and therefore can present long-term problem 
the waterproofing, which must either be adhere 
fastened to the wood substrate. A better install 
can be achieved by using galvanized steel dee 
span over the supporting steel piles (8). The co 



a ' therefore can present long-term problems for 
aterproofing, which must either be adhered or 

ned to the wood substrate . A better installation 
c e achieved by using galvanized steel deck to 

over the supporting steel piles (8). The con tin
-span deck provides a smooth substrate to 
ve insulation and waterproofing membrane. 
lit wall construction. This type of construction 

c ists of placing the waterproofing membrane 
een two concrete surfaces. This technique is 
1 when dealing with rough but solid substrates 

are directly adjacent to the new building, such 
cavated ledge, or rubblestone foundations of 
isting building. Often this type of construction 
uired at only a portion of the building, and 

must be taken to provide enough "free" mem
e material at the perimeter of the split wall 
ruction to allow proper transition to an exteri
e waterproofing system, for example. 

avity wall construction. This detail can be applied 
1 forms of underground construction, and in 

situations provides the greatest potential for 
term success. In this type of construction the 
r wall acts as the primary water screen (9). 
ugh it is not waterproofed, any water that 
through cracks or cold joints is collected by 

rs within the cavity space. The water is then 
d by leader pipes into the base-slab drainage 
et. Access must be provided through the con
masonry wall to clean out the gutter at drain 

locations. 

se-Slab Waterproofing 
ients often question the need to incur the sig
n t expense of providing a waterproofed slab 
le of resisting the maximum predicted hydro
forces. Clearly, construction of a simple slab 

rade with a sub-slab drainage blanket is pre
d by most building owners. However, it is not 
ar that the least expensive approach is always 
enough. To this end, the client should answer 
uestion: how important is it that the base slab 

1 eak - at all? The value of the occupied space 
its contents should be a prime consideration. 
the rate of infiltration through the soil below 
ase slab is an important consideration. Clay 

-ock strata often have relatively low permeabili
ty tes, which allow sub-slab drainage blankets to 
p r rm with a greater factor of safety than highly 
p r eable soils. Nevertheless, for those facilities 
th require the highest probability of long-term 

ss, base-slab waterproofing is appropriate . 
1e cr iti cal waterproofing details inevitably 
r at the wall-to-footing-to-slab juncture and, 
e applicable, at slab-to-pile-cap intersections. 
e first case it is desirable to choose a building 
guration that allows the membrane to turn the 

w to-slab-corner with out being penetrated by 
orcing bars. The other alternative - extending 

embrane through the wall-to-footing key - is 
ecure and requires significant effort to proper
ash " each rebar that connects the wall to the 
ng. Pile caps present similar flashing problems 
ar is necessary to connect the cap to the struc-

ture. These bars should be made as large as possible 
to minimize their number. 

As with the cavity wall approach discussed above, 
an internal base slab drainage space provides high 
reliability and avoids the need to draw-down the 
watertable (9). With this approach , the drainage 
blanket provides the second line of defense in the 
drainage cavity and is activated only when portions 
of the waterproofing fail. This configuration is very 
convenient when the basement level has an indus
trial use, because the floor slab can be penetrated 
to run utility and plumbing lines without penetrat
ing the waterproofing envelope. 
Stephen S. Ruggiero • 

The author is a senior associate of 
Simpson GumjJertz & Heger Consult
ing Engineers in Arlington, Mas
sachusetts, who specializes in the design 
and troubleshooting of waterproofing 
and drainage systems for unde1ground 
buildings, and has written and lectured 
e:x:tensivel)' on the topic. 
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tech CAD/CAM products to 
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almost lost art form. 
MicroStation is at the very 

core of this effort. It helps us 
understand how the Gothic 

construction of our cathedral 
was done and how to do it 

in the future." 

"We feel that MicroStation is 
the most sophisticated, 

versatile CAD product to work 
with, and that it provides the 

best direct link with our 
machining process." 

"MicroStation has taken away 
all the arduous work, the 

repetition - it lets us 
concentrate on the 
beautiful work." 

"With MicroStation, 
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I gain more out of the 
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all around. End of story." 
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sandstone placement, and stone anchoring. 

itor's Note 
ith th is issue P/Adebuts a 

Technics feature. Technics 
will appear several times a 

to present answers to your 
tions about technical sub-
. The answers are written by 
itects and consultants with 
rtise in technical fie lds, 
of whom have authored 

nics articles for P/A. We 
our readers to make use of 

orum for technical informa
by submitting questions, the 
ers to which will benefit not 
them, but also their fe llow 
itioners. Michael J. Crosbie 

le Grout Discoloration 
e have had problems with dis
tion of tile grout on interior 

cations. vVhat causes it, and 
an it be corrected? 
se Molina 

olina & Associates 
ouston, Texas 

irface discoloration of 
ic tile mortarjointing grout 

marily an aesthetic concern, 
ucing an unsightly, mottled 
( 1). 
aining occurs in several ways. 
fine material within the 
t can bleed before the grout 
ardened, causing a white 
alled laitence. Excessive 

ture from the tile substrate 
igrate through the tile work 

e grout surface after it has 
ened, leaving a white film 

efflorescence. This condi
an occur if too m uch batch 

- is incorporated in to the 
t-mix during installation. 
irface discoloration can also 
r if a liquid latex polymer 
· fier has been added to the 
t and the grout is too fluid. 
atex can bleed to the sur-

face and upon drying create a 
white cloudy polymeric film that 
cannot easily be cleaned. 

A "dusting" phenomenon of a 
pigmented grout can occur 
through inadequate curing of the 
installed grout material, and per
haps because of excess washing 
of the tile surface with liberal 
amounts of water before the 
freshly installed grout has hard
ened. The result is a weakened 
surface region of the grout. 
Pigmented grouts can also 
become chemically altered and 
discolored by exposure to certain 
acids and cleaning detergents . 

Grout discoloration can be 
corrected by four methods. 
Beginning with the least aggres-

,,. ~ .... 
' -~. . ~ . . ·. 

1 WHITE FILM COATING ON DARK TILE GROUT 

sive: 1. clean with a stiff-bristle 
brush or toothbrush with deion
ized water; 2. clean with a suit
able aqueous detergent solution; 
3. clean with a mild acid wash, 

such as muriatic acid, followed by 
a thorough water Yinse; 4. abrade 
or scarify the surface film with a 
carborundum blade; this may, 
however, affect the apparent 
color of the grout. 

As with any remedial efforts, 
small mock-up test areas should 
be established prior to wide-scale 
repairs. This step is needed so all 
parties involved can assess the 
effectiveness and suitability of the 
resultant repairs. Again, start with 
the least aggressive cleaning 
methods. It may be preferable, 
especially if future litigation is a 
possibility, to document existing 
conditions thoroughly, using the 
services of a construction materi
als failure consultant. Samples 
can be studied to determine the 
source and causes of discoloration. 

Gail Hook, an architect in 
Northbrook, Illinois, and Paul 
Kofoed, a Senior Chemist with 
Erlin, Hime Associates, construc
tion materials consultants, a 

division of Wiss, Janney, Elstner, 
Associates in Northbrook, Illinois. 

Acoustic Tile 
I arn designing an office with 

ojJen-plan partitions. I pr~fer the look 
of an acoustic tile with a Noise 
Reduction Coefficient (NRC) of 0. 6 
to the ajJpearance of another tile with 
an NRC of 0. 9. Is a difference of 0.3 
in NRC really perceptible? If so, how 
irnjJortant is this difference? 

Steve Brown 

Brown Associates, Architects 
Dayton, Ohio 

Open-plan offices rely on a 
sound-absorptive ceiling to pro
vide privacy between cubicles, 
along with a sound-masking sys
tem, sound-absorptive partitions, 
and an intelligent layout. A high 
NRC means that a higher per
centage of sound energy in the 

Tech Notes 

ASTM has released the second 
edition of its Standards on 
Masonry. The book includes 43 
standards and is 49 percent 
revised since the 1990 edition . 
New to the second edition are 
specification for ready-mixed 
mortar for unit masonry, and 
specification for solid concrete 
interlocking paving units. 
The book is available for $45 
($41 for members) from ASTM, 
1916 Race St., Philadelphia, PA 
19103. (215) 299-5585. 

The AIA/ACSA Council on 
Architectural Research has 
released the second edition of 
AIR - Architecture/Research. 
The journal contains articles on 
building-related R&D activities, 
together with almost 700 
abstracts on current or recently 
completed architectural 
research projects in North 
America. For information, con
tact the AIA/ACSA Council on 
Architectural Research, 1735 
New York Ave. NW, Washington, 
DC 20006 (202) 785-5912. 

The National Roofing 
Contractors Association (NRCA) 
has releaserl the 1993 edition of 
the Commercial Low-Slope 
Roofing Materials Guide. The 
guide contains a directory of 
commercial and low-slope roof 
membrane, insulation board, and 
roof fastener products as well as 
membrane systems warranties 
offered by manufacturers. 
The guide is available for $95 
from NRCA, 10255 W. Higgins 
Rd., Rosemont, IL 60018. 
(708) 299-9070. 
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"If sandstone is to be installed during the freeze/thaw cycle it should be allowed 

to dry out or it may undergo unseen deterioration." 

speech range is absorbed rather 
than reflected. This corresponds 
in your case to 10 percent reflec
tion versus 30 percent reflection, 
which is a significant difference 
in performance. For example, 
nubby-faced fiberglass ceilings 
have a high NRC (0.9 to 1.0) and 
also have a minimal "sound 
glancing" effect. Glancing energy 
occurs when sound hits the panel 
at an oblique angle and is reflect
ed across the room, reducing 
acoustical privacy. Smooth-face, 
high-density boards made of min
eral tile tend to have lower NRCs, 
exhibit more glancing effects, 
and, therefore , do not work as 
well for open-plan offices. My 
suggestion in your case is to speci
fy the tile with 0.9 NRC and avoid 
user privacy complaints later. 

Mark Holden, a principal with 
Jaffee Holden Scarborough, acous
tics consultants in Norwalk, 
Connecticut. 

Sandstone Placement 
We are contemplating the use of 

sandstone as exterior cladding on a 
project, and would appreciate some 
guidelines on its placement and 
detailing. 

Dan Horvat 
Gensler and Associates 
Denver, Colorado 

The primary objective in 
detailing sandstone is to keep 
water out of it and away from it. 
This objective should be consid-
ered early in the design with the 
development of flashing, weep-
ing, and sealant systems coordi-
nated with all other exterior wall 
cladding material and anchorage 
systems. As rules of thumb, the 
following should be observed: 
sandstone units should be placed 
with their natural bedding plane, 
or bed face, parallel to the mor-

tar setting bed. Placing the bed 
face perpendicular to the setting 
bed will allow water to penetrate 
and be retained within the 
stone 's bedding planes, which 
may cause the natural bonding 
between the planes to weaken 
and separate (2). Sandstone, as 
does all stone, contains a certain 
amount of quarry sap or ground 
water when it is initially removed 
from the earth. The higher the 
stone's absorption characteristics 
(and sandstone's are relatively 
high) the more ground water will 
be present. Therefore, if sand-
stone is to be installed during the 
freeze / thaw cycle it should be 
allowed to dry out or it may 
exhibit or undergo unseen dete-
rioration soon after it is installed. 

Other detailing tips include 
the provision of washes and drips 
on projecting stone to throw 

water off and away from the adhesion to the finished san 
building face and to limit discol- stone prior to its installation 
oration of materials below. avoid potential stone or seala 
Sandstone should not be used staining and adhesion failure 
below grade, but if such a condi- Timothy T. Taylor, AJA, CS 
tion is unavoidable use a bitumi- ASTM, a specification writer 
nous dampproofing, preferably Skidmore, Owings & Merrill 
coal-tar based, at all surfaces in Washington, DC. 
contact with grade. Do not use 
salt-bearing accelerators or Roofing Coverage 
retarders in mortar mixes; they In regard to roofing, what is 
may stain the stone or cause dete- difference between a warranty, a 
rioration. Protect the stone with guaranty, and a bond? 
an alkali-resistant barrier when- Andy Quarress 
ever concrete is to be placed Leidenfrost/Horowitz & 
against it to avoid staining. Also, Associates 
do not place landscaping in con- Glendale, California 
tact with sandstone. Plantings 
retain moisture and can prevent Bonds were previously a £ 
sandstone from drying out after a of security used in the applic 
rain. Wherever sealant joints are tion of bituminous-based roo 
to be in contact with sandstone, return a certain dollar-per-sq 
the sealant should be laboratory amount in the event of a lea 
tested for compatibility with and This rarely covered more tha 
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"Guaranties and warranties came about in the 1970s as the result of 

th riginal cost of the roofing 
rials. 

3s 

uaranties and warranties, 
g essentially the same, came 
t in the 1970s as the result of 
eting competition among 
e-ply roofing manufacturers 
rowing and highly competi-

1eld. Their first concern, 
ver, was to insure against 
extension of their liability. 
clusions quickly became the 
they used to limit losses. 
me of the conditions to be 

erned with in reviewing a 
nty are: 
it limited to the original 
pro-rated, or does it have a 
ollar limit"? 

oes it cover material, labor, 
or consequential damages? 
oes it cover just the roofing 
rial, or are the insulation, 
s, and fasteners included (if 

E FACING ANCHOR DETAIL 

marketing competition among single-ply roofing manufacturers." 

made by the same manufacturer)? 
• Who is financially responsi
ble? Is it the manufacturer, the 
contractor/installer, or is there a 
third-party insurer, and what is 
their financial condition? 
• Is the issuing party a manufac
turer, a contractor, or simply a 
broker of materials? 
• Be especially careful of these 
possible exclusions: going over 
an existing roof; the structural 
system below; roof insulation and 
fasteners; the warranty's defini
tions of "wind" and "ponding"; 
maintenance required and pro
hibited; the method of reporting 
leaks and their consequent docu
mentation; any conditions that 
could void the warranty. 

There is no substitute for 
quality analysis, design, materials, 
workmanship, and maintenance. 
It is better to deal with roofing 

issues at the front end with con
trolled costs, rather than to place 
all the integrity of the roofing sys
tem in a piece of paper. If you 
have to enforce the warranty, 
you've already lost. 

B. Harrison McCampbell, AJA, 
of McCampbell & Associates, 
roofing and waterproofing consul
tants in Knoxville, Tennessee. 

Stone Anchors 
When attaching veneer stone to a 

building exterior with metal anchors, 
what are the best materials to use for 
durability and how should they be 
detailed? 

James H. Ogden 
Taylor Clark Architects 
New York, New York 

The preferred choice in 
anchoring materials is stainless 
steel, primarily because it will not 

GALVANIZED SUPPORT ANGLE 

GALVANIZED WASHER 

PLASTI C W ASHER AND SLEEVE 

rust. This prevents the staining of 
the stone, the corrosion failure of 
the anchor, and the spalling of 
the stone that could occur from 
the expansion of carbon steel as 
it rusts. Stainless steel is also resis
tant to the acid chemistry of such 
stones as granite. 

The stainless steel anchor is 
fastened to its support angle with 
a stainless steel bolt, nut, and 
washer. Note in the detail (3) 
that a plastic shim and sleeve are 
used to isolate the stainless steel 
components from the galvanized 
steel support angle to prevent 
corrosion caused by the dissimi
lar metals . A galvanized steel 
washer is used against the back of 
the galvanized angle, isolated 
from the stainless steel bolt head 
by a plastic washer. The whole 
detail could be executed in stain
less steel, of course, but the sup
port angles would be prohibitive
ly expensive in this material. 

Edward Allen, AJA, a writer and 
consultant on architectural detail
ing in South Natick, 
Massachusetts. 

Readers are invited to submit 
their questions regarding technical 
issues. You can mail, phone, or Jax 
your questions to the attention of 
Michael J. Crosbie, Senior Editor, 
Technics. The answers are presented 
in good faith, but PI A does not war
rant, and assumes no liability for, 
their accuracy, completeness, or fit
ness for any parti~ular purpose. 
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HI JetPro: A day's work in under an hour. 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 9:05 AM 
FAX Output 

HI JetPro V 1 00 outputs FAX/ modem files 
directly for high-resolution A- to C-size 
plain paper copies. Optional sheet 
feeder for A- and B-size output. 

· • • • • • • .9:10AM • • • • • • • Spreadsheets 

C-size and rollfeed capability 
allow you to create large, ~ 
readable spreadsheets. '3lil•••llllilllllll 

Drivers are available for 
Windows™ 3.0 and 

3 .1 compatibility. 

• • • • • • • • 9:15AM 
• • • • • • • • Multiple Review Copies 

9:30 AM • •• 
Documents • • 

HI JetPro Series emulates 
the IBM® Proprinter™ XL24 

to create high quality 
reports and letters from 
a wide range of word I.-- ( __ 
Processing packages. _ 

· --~ 

9:35 AM. • • • • 
Scanner Output • r· ~~. · • 

(. ... . .. ~·•"if \11. \W1\'l 
,., .. :1ir 11i_,t~lJ 1.:~v~· 'i''"'• ;; Nil \ 

HI JetPro V 1 00 automatically reads ' \.~Il;; · · · J .\ 

and outputs high-resolution, scanned, ''';.'n ~,:~~·'}~}~~;· 
raster images from hand-held (PCX), ·\~· \ 

desktop (TIFF) and large-format 
scanners (RLC and CALS) . At 

a fraction of the cost of 
electrostatic plotters. 

9:40 AM • • 
Project Schedules • 

The rollfeed accessory allows long 
project management 

charts to be plotted 
from rolls of opaque or 

translucent bond paper. 

• • • • -. . . -

9:50 AM • ••••• 
Presentation Charts • • • --~ • 

There's even time left to l 
do large-scale charts for a ~. , 

• • 

4 • 

• • 

10:00 AM presentation. · 
For information on llliil••••-liiili 

HI JetPro Series plotters, 
or the name of your local 

dealer, call 1-800-444-3425. 

HOUSTON INSTRUMENT@ 
Every decision should be this easy.'" 

© 1992 Suminagraphics Corporation . Seymour, CT 06483. All rights reserved. 
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SOFTDESK 

Your Window for lntegratio 

Style Names 
BLOCKll ~ 

BLOCKl2 -
MASON RYil -
MASONRYBP """' MASONRY1 2 
MASONRY1 2P 
FOUNDATNll 
FOUNDATNlO 
FOUNDATNl2 
LOW4 
ONEUNE 
SOFFIT 
COUNTER 
12CENTDS 
14CENTDS 
GUTIER 
WALLEL3 
TOPFACE 
FACEWALL 

"" 

OK 

SOFTDESK HEADQUARTERS 

Henniker, NH, USA 
603-428-3199 FAX 603-428-7901 

SOFTDESK CANADA 

Mississauga, Ontario, Canada 
416-542-3336 FAX 416-542-1394 

SOFTDESK EUROPE 

Montenotte, Cork, Ireland 
353-21-500525 FAX 353-21-502148 
Circle No. 385 

Now Shipping! 
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~ S .. oftdesk Knows 
~"' Windows. 
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Technical Application Software Worldwi 

Softdesk and AdCADD are trademarks registered in the U S Pa tent a 
Trademark Office by Softdesk, Inc. A utoCA D is registered in the US t nt 
and Trademark O ffice by A utodesk, Inc. Windows is a trademark of 
Microsoft Corpora tion. Floor plan courtesy of S tecker LaBau A rneill 
McManus Architects, Inc., Glastonbury, CT. Elevation courtesy of H, n el, 
G reen and Abrahamson, Inc., Minneapolis, MN. 



CONCEPT 

CAD begins to make a difference from the very outset of a project. Although the com

puter cannot always take the place of impressionistic first sketches, it is possible to get 

projects off to an efficient start by taking advantage of AutoSketch, an easy-to-use 2D 

sketching package, or techniques such as scanning or digitizing to bring paper drawings 

- including site plans and drawings of existing buildings - into an electronic format : 

John Peters Associates of Santa Ana, California, an interdisciplinary firm, uses LANDCADD to create 3D 

terrain models on proposed sites to help determine the ideal road and building placement on difficult 

locations, such as this model of a site in Rancho, California . 

' '" ~ 1 ..,.,,..,,.,, _, •• 

···.· .. ; .. ,, "'-~ 

... n the past, design professionals took it for granted that CAD 

could not be a substitute for a pen or pencil and a fat roll of 

... tracing paper at the conceptual phase of a project. However, 

th experiences of John Peters, James W. Larson, AIA and David 

F:c erts, however, are proving that the need to work out the first 

s :;: es of a project on paper is a thing of the past. 

Much of the work of John Peters Associates, a landscape archi

k < ure, planning, and civil engineering firm in Santa Ana, 

Ge: fornia involves planning studies for government agencies and 

j~ elopers. As president John Peters explains, the use of CAD has 

oe 1 critical to the environmentally sensitive nature of their work 

be mse it allows them to "manipulate form in 3D so we can really 

. .. ::. .. :· . 
·::·: 

·~ __ : .. 
~· :~:.; ~~;~~= ~ 

._..,- . 

understand it." Topographical drawings representing large tracts 

of land are easily created using LANDCADD'S 2D and 3D terrain

modeling software package to digitize existing site information 

into the computer. To demonstrate the most logical places to build, 

the software enables the designer to do everything from studying 

views both from and towards the site, to slope analysis for hydro

logical studies. "What would have taken us months to do by 

hand," says Peters, "now takes only a matter of days." 

Larson Architects, of Austin, Texas, specializes in custom resi

dential design and commercial space planning. Recently, a 

prospective client came to Larson with some ideas for a house that 

he wanted to build, but he wasn't sure how to proceed. The client 

AUTODESK f OR ARCHITECTURE 3 



FROM PAPER TO COMPUTER 

If the initial drawings have been manually drafted, it is possi· 

ble to scan drawings into an electronic format by using a scan· 

ner. Scanning the drawing converts it into a pattern of dots 

that the computer interprets as a series of screen pixels, called 

a raster file. Many service bureaus can provide the service of 

scanning documents up to E size. Should the drawing need to 

be revised, the raster image can be imported into AutoCAD 

and used as an underlay that can then be electronically traced. 

If the drawings are clean, a more complicated process allows 

them to be converted into CAD drawings using software that 

translate raster files to vector files. Raster-to-vector programs 

convert the hand-drawn or scanned image to precisely mea· 

sured digital lines and points (vectors). Once a vector file has 

been created it can be imported and edited in AutoCAD. This is 

an effective route to take when the drawing is near perfect. 

Otherwise, it is often much faster to simply digitize over the 

original drawing. 

handed over a floppy diskette with a floor plan that he had drawn 

using the Home Series™ software, an inexpensive, do-it-yourself 

design and drafting package from Autodesk' s Retail Products 

Division. Larson uses Generic CADD 6.0 and its counterpart for 3D 

drafting, Generic 3D™, for all of the design and production work 

in his office. Although Generic CADD is a professional design and 

drafting product and more comprehensive than the consumer-ori

ented Home Series, files between the two are interchangeable. The 

client was impressed that Larson did all of his work with CAD, 

and more impressed that his own sketch on Home Series easily 

became the starting point for Larson's more detailed drawings. 

Larson Architects got the job. 

4 AUTODESK FOR ARCHITECTURE 

Larson Architects of Austin , Texas, were given a proposed plan of this hou 

(above) by a client who roughed it out using Autodesk's Home Series 

Software. Larson pulled up the plan in Generic CADD, refined the design 

and developed construction documents. Builder David Roberts of Kalamaz 

Michigan uses AutoSketch when he sits down with clients to help them cus 

tomize their own home designs. Elevations, like the two shown below are 

printed out on a desktop printer after about an hour's session . 

David Roberts, whose design and build firm, R. David Rob ts 

Builder, in Kalamazoo, Michigan constructs 15 to 20 affordable 

houses a year says, "the computer has changed the way I work. 

With AutoSketch for Windows, Roberts sits with a prospective 

client and creates a preliminary drawing that can be printed on 

desktop printer in less than an hour. The versatility of the soft 

has enabled Roberts to create a library of floor plans, elevations 

and building components that he can quickly access and "mix 

match" in an almost unlimited fashion. If the client is happy wi 

what he sees and wants to proceed, these sketches can be easily 

transferred from AutoSketch into AutoCAD or Generic CADD 

the creation of construction drawings. 



Sketch. 

AutoSketch® for Windo\Ns:M 

You've got a great idea. The one that's going to put you 
on the map. But how do you make the big leap - the 
one that takes you from concept to reality? That's when 
it's time for AutoSketch. From org charts and floor 
plans to roller blades and ice skates, AutoSketch for 
Windows gives you the versatility and power to trans
form all of your rough sketches into precision technical 
drawings. Now that's a great business plan. 

AutoSketch for Windows combines the accuracy 
of CAD tools with the ease-of-use of Windows. The 
result: a precision drawing tool that works the way you 
do, but that doesn't require a long, drawn-out learning 
curve. 

Creating production-quality drawings is quick and 
effortless with menus, icons, on-line help and cus
tomizable SketchTools~" Plus,AutoSketch for Windows 

comes with a library of over 2,000 professionally-drawn 
symbols so you can create an office or a flow chart, a 
manufacturing diagram or a business presentation in a 
matter of seconds. T ust think of the time and effort 
you'll be saving. And of course there's Windows OLE 
support and DXF"'file compatibility- because you 
wouldn't expect anything less from the makers of 
AutoCAD.® 

AutoSketch for Windows. The easiest way to get 
from concept to reality. 

Call 1-800-228-3601 for a brochure or to find out 
more about our upgrade. 

~Autodesk 
Autodesk, the Autodesk logo, AutoCAD and AutoSketch are registered trademarks of Autodesk,Inc. Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. All other trademarks are the property of 
their respective owners. © Autodesk, Inc. Al l rights reserved. 
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I wanted to be a rock a roll star. 
(I became an engineer.) 

I wanted to live in a house by a beach. 
(I live at the office.) 

I wanted to have a powerful workstation. 
(I thought I could only afford a PC.) 

Life does have its compensations. 

*$3,995 each for quant ities of 12. © 1993 Sun Microsystems, Inc. Sun, the Sun logo, Sun Microsystems, Sun Microsystems Computer Corporation, and the Sun Microsystems Computer Corporacion logo are trademarks or registered crademarks 
of Sun Microsystems, Inc. All SPARC trademarks, including the SCD Compliant Logo, are trademarks or registered trademarks of SPARC Internat ional, Inc. SPARCc lass ic and SPARCstation are licensed exclusive ly co Sun Microsystems, Inc. 
Produces bearing SPARC trademarks are based upon an architecture developed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. AH other produce or service names mentioned herein are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners. 



Sun™ SPARCclassic ~· $3,995. 

The exhilaration of using a Sun SPARCstation™ has always been 

one of life's seductive pleasures. But at $3,995, it is also one of 

life's obtainable pleasures, too. 

Indeed, a SPARCstation system not only runs your CAD 

software better and faster, it can run every application you use 

all at the same time. 

And with more than 5,000 applications to choose from, in

cluding favorites like AutoCAD® Release 12, Lotus® 1-2 -3~ and 

dBase IV,® SPARCstation performance never slows your choices. 

In fact, the only compromise you may have to make is 

which of the two most popular Sun models to choose: The Sun 

SPARCclassic™ at $3,995,* or the SPARCstationT• LX at $7,995. 

But then, life has always been a bit unfair. 

1-800-426-5321, ext. 555. For more information and your 

nearest authorized Sun reseller. 

+sun 
Sun Microsystems Computer Corporation 

A Sun Microsystems , Inc. Business 
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Nothing detracts more from a good design than a misspelled word. 
Especially when your boss or client can1 see past the goof. 

CADmagic's SPELLCHECK brings a blazing fast and effective built-in spell checking facility into AutoCAD . You'll never 
leave the CAD screen while the program searches the drawing and corrects your mistakes or suggests the correct spelling 
right before your eyes. Misspellings can1 hide. Even if the word is buried deep within a block insert, attribute, attdef, external 
reference drawing, or dimension entity, SPELLCHECK will find It. SPELLCHECK starts you with a 100,000+ word dictionary 
and you can easily add to It as you go. Preserve your design's integrity and guard the trust that others place oh your work. 

Powerful and inexpensive. Can you afford not to use it? 

ORDER NOW (BOOJ 727·6555 or FAX: (203} 597·1488 
~ 
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DESIGN STUDIES 

Once the parameters of a project are determined, it is possible to begin creating 

drawings in both 2D and 3D, allowing architects to explore a broader range of 

design solutions at an early stage of the process. In addition, the precision of CAD 

models ensures even that complicated projects, such as historic renovations, are 

handled with a high degree of accuracy. 

t's a myth that CAD is good only for production work. With 

the availability of 3D rendering software packages, design 

professionals are discovering that CAD is a flexible and pow-

1 tool for exploring any number of design issues that affect a 

ject, whether or not the project was initially developed with a 

"New visualization tools like 3D Studio create new opportuni

for designers," says Richard Buday, AIA, president of 

uston-based Arch.image. The firm's staff of five CAD-trained 

itects uses a network of 486 PCs with AutoCAD Release 12, 3D 

dio and Animator Pro, a 2D animation program, all from 

todesk. Their work has expanded from a traditional architec-

1 practice to include computer graphics imagery for other 

a 1itects, advertising executives and film producers. For a large 

This conference center and proto

type office study for Compaq 

Computer Corporation were creat

ed by Archimage, Inc., of Houston 

Texas using AutoCAD and 3D 

Studio. Using 3D at an early stage 

in the design process enabled them 

to communicate these concepts 

more easily to clients. 

interior design project for Compaq Computer Corp., Archimage 

created 3D models of the spaces with imported 2D AutoCAD files 

from the building's architects. Using AutoCAD and 3D Studio, 

Archimage worked with the client and consultants during several 

interactive design sessions to examine layouts, furnishings, fix

tures, lighting and surface finishes, all in real-time. 3D models of 

the approved design become the starting point for 2D construction 

documents executed with AutoCAD. 

James W. Larson, of Larson Architects, uses Generic 3D to 

study a project three-dimensionally that he developed from 2D 

drawings with Generic 6.0. If he's working on a house project for a 

client and he wants to look at the massing, any number of 3D 

massing studies can be generated from his original 2D drawings 

instead of building time-consuming and expensive physical mod-

AUTODESK FOR ARCHITECTURE 9 



ECD Associates of Oak 

Park, Illinois used 

Generic CADD to re

construct the plan of 

the historic Frank Lloyd 

Wright Home and 

Studio so that they 

could design a 

mechanical system in 

the most unobtrusive 

way. ECD customized 

routines in Generic 

CADD by creating their 

own pull-down menus 

of frequently-used rou

tines. 

2D AND 30 

photo credit: Home facade, Frank 
Lloyd Wright Home and Studio, Oak 
Park, Illinoi s, by Don Kalec, courtesy 
of the Frank Lloyd Wright Home and 
Studio Foundation . 

For basic 2D plans, sections, and ele

vations, the Autodesk Design 

Automation Series of products -

AutoCAD, Generic CADD and 

AutoSketch - provides a comprehen

sive suite of drafting tools needed to 

quickly produce high-precision con

struction documents. AutoCAD's 

dimensioning and editing capabilities 

alone significantly increase a work

er's productivity over traditional 2D 

drafting. Since it is easier to under

stand a design when it can be seen 

from different angles, designers may 

wish to preview their designs in 3D, 

and AutoCAD makes it easy to build 

models without alot of number 

crunching. Autodesk's Advanced 

Modeling Extension (AME) enhances 

AutoCAO' s solid modeling capabili

ties. 30 solid models have precisely 

defined surfaces, an important fea

ture that not only makes for more 

realistic renderings, but it also per

mits physical interference checking 

and precise data calculations such as 

usable square footage. Simple ren

dered 30 images can be created in 

AutoCAD using AutoShade, now part 

of Release 12, and more sophisticat

ed renderings showing realistic tex

tures and finishes can be generated 

by using Autodesk's 30 Studio. 

els as he once used to. If the client has problems envisioning what 

the design of the house will look like or if they are put off by a 

drawing that looks like it was done on a computer, 3D Studio can 

be used to add photorealistic touches to the presentation. Larson, 

however, uses Generic 3D to produce a 3D wireframe model, 

which he prints out and uses as an underlay for a hand-drawn ren

dering. The final study has the accuracy of a computer-generated 

drawing, but the softness and subtlety of a traditional rendering 

that the client is more accustomed to seeing. 

Using CAD can be surprisingly effective for renovation pro

jects as well. Designing a new HV AC system for the revered Frank 

Lloyd Wright Home and Studio in Oak Park, Illinois presented a 

whole host of unique problems to Steve Glenn. Glenn, a principal 

of ECD Associates, an engineering consulting firm in Oak Park, 

10 AUTODESK FOR ARCHITECTURE 

faced the daunting task of having to design a mechanical syste 

could be inserted unobtrusively into the existing framework oft 

building. Easily customizing Generic CADD by adding special 

menus and macros for the tasks that the firm often uses, Glenn 

his team were able to efficiently reproduce the old working and 

built drawings in the computer. According to Glenn, "we could ot 

disturb original parts of the building." With the existing Frank 

Lloyd Wright building now part of their database, the firm pro

duced accurate studies identifying possible locations of new ris 

and diffusers for review by the restoration committee. Modifi

cations or requests for specific information by the committee w 

quickly addressed. Once the layouts were approved, the design 

study drawings became the basis for working drawings comple 

with Generic CADD. 



It isn't the first time. 

Last year, our new line of upgradable, low profile PCs created a stir. 

They were one of the first with local bus video and a graphics accelerator. 

PC Computing named them "Best Value." PC Week crowned them "Overall Winner." 

Like a good recipe, they made people hungry for more. 

More expansion slots. More storage bays. More power. With the same video 
performance and low price. 

We could have followed other manufacturers. 

Created a thick box that lay flat on your desk like a chunk of Roman ruin. 

Or-if you stood it on end-either made the CD-ROM drawer open wrong 
or covered the air vents and overheated the system. 

But at Digital, we design computers for the way you use them. 

That's why our new MT systems give you the expandability of a desk
side tower in a snug little unit 

that goes on top of your desk. 

It's got a low emission 

monitor. A low noise fan so you 

can hear yourself think. Theirs Ours 

Storage bays that sit the right way, so your CD-ROM sits the right way. And 

because it goes on your desk not under it, you'll never have to stoop to insert a disk. 
It's your choice. Get a big, bulky horizontal system. 

Or the six-slot, five-bay computer that doesn't lay down on the job. From a 
computer company that doesn't, either. 

you know what you want. 

be direct. ...... ..... . 

Circle No. 381 

esktop 
i r e c t 

1-800-722-9332 
8:30 am· 8:00 pm, Mon-Fri ET. 
Please reference code BGC 
when you call. 

DECpc MT family 

Low emission monitor 
(meets stringent 

MPRII standards) 

Up to 64MBof 
70ns RAM 

Up to 4 Gbyte of storage 

6 full size ISA slots 

5 drive bays 

Parallel, mouse, 
keyboard, video 

and two serial ports 

Built in WindowsTM 
accelerator 

i486DX at 33 MHz, 
i486DX2 at 50 

or66MHz 

128 to256KB 
writeback cache 

127MB to 1.0 Gbyte 
hard drive 

4MBRAM 
(upgradable to 64MB) 

3.5'' 1.44MB 
floppy drive 

Keyboard and mouse 

MS DOS& 
Windows 3.1 

-Leasing available 



DESIGN COORDINATION 

Once the basic design concept has been accepted, schematic plans are developed. 

During this stage, the architect takes advantage of the extensive library of standard 

architectural symbols provided with architecture-specific third-party software. 

Concurrently, mechanical and structural engineers and other consultants begin to work 

on the project using AutoCAD-compatible software designed for their specialties. 

A 
s the complexity of a project increases, so does the need 

for the tools of CAD. Once the initial design sketches 

and studies have been done, the design professional 

begins to generate hard information about the nature of the pro

ject. At this point, it is often necessary to work with other disci

plines. 

"In the old days before CAD, we would typically start our 

drawings from scratch after every stage in the process because so 

many changes had been made to the documents," recounts Tobias 

Flatow, principal with Flatow, Moore, Shaffer, McCabe Architects 

in Albuquerque, New Mexico. "Now there's no retooling between 

schematic design and design development." Flatow's firm now 

runs CadPLUS Total AE System on an AutoCAD platform. In pro-

14 AUTODESK FOR ARCHITECTURE 

FMSM of Albuquerque, New Mexico, used 

AutoCAD, the CadPLUS Total AE System for 

AutoCAD and 3D Studio to study design alternativ 

for building massing, fenestration, and materials i 

this healthcare corporate office facility, as well as 

create a dramatic architectural presentation. 

jects like a corporate healthcare facility, explained Flatow, the 

of AutoCAD, with its ability to be customized with other disci

pline-specific packages means that architects, clients, and cons 

tants can all communicate. Many of their consultants are also 

using CadPLUS and that has meant significant increases in effi 

ciency in the way they work since changes can be forwarded o 

diskette rather than redrawn. It also helps ensure that standar 

and conventions are consistently followed. Using CadPLUS ha 

been especially advantageous because "it allows sections, elev 

tions, plans, perspectives and reports to be generated without 

additional work after the original 3D model has been built." 

Steve Cook is a landscape architect with the Pekerak Grou 

in San Diego, California, a landscape architecture firm that do 



e Cook, a landscape architect 

the Pekerak Group in 

onside, Ca lifornia, uses LAND

DD for projects like this piazza 

ause it a llows him to easi ly 

re files with arch itects and other 

su ltants . 

n Peters Associates 

u d LANDCADD and 

A oCAD to coordinate the 

k of their firm with con-

etscape and park work- often with architects or engineers as 

sultants or clients. The Pekerak Group uses LANDCADD and 

toCAD software in all of their design and production work. 

NDCADD is extremely useful, says Cook, because of the abili

o create "cleaner documents" and "better, cleaner details." The 

e with which symbols can be customized has meant that draw

conventions within the office did not have to be changed 

en they started switching from manual drawing six years ago. 

ok also finds that most of the architects and engineers that his 

deals with use AutoCAD. Information is swapped back and 

th using the AutoCAD .DWG format. This ensures a "smooth 

nsition" between their disciplines; everyone gets into a project 

he same time and changes to the scope of work are made 

1-. --

quickly, uniformly and accurately. 

SHARING FILES 

The Autodesk family of soft

ware will soon use 

AutoCAD' s internal file for

mat - indicated by the 

.DWG file extension -

which means that files will 

not require any conversion 

to go from one Autodesk 

application to the next. 

Autodesk's .DXF format, 

short for Drawing Exchange 

Format, has become the de 

facto industry standard CAD 

exchange file format, mak

ing it possible to import and 

export drawings among 

many different CAD pack

ages. Other industry stan

dard file exchange formats 

supported by AutoCAD 

include IGES and DXB draw

ing files, SQL databases, 

PostScript, and most com

mon raster image file for

mats. The previous file for

mats of Generic CADD and 

AutoSketch will continue to 

be supported as .DWG 

becomes Autodesk's CAD 

family standard. The ease of 

file sharing among design

ers and consultants using 

different programs on a pro

ject allows for one database 

to serve multiple functions. 

Sharing CAD information across disciplines is becoming the 

industry rule, not the exception. John Peters finds that many clients 

come to him precisely because they can easily exchange computer

ized information. He is also at the point where he hires only those 

consultants who are working with CAD. James W. Larson finds the 

ability to translate drawing files critical at this stage in his own resi

dential work since structural engineering issues always have to be 

considered in conjunction with architectural design. For Pete 

Hughes, at Perkins Eastman in New York, GEOCAD's layering sys

tem with AutoCAD saved him "untold hours of time and effort" in 

managing the numerous multidisciplinary drawings he has to deal 

with on a daily basis as CAD Manager. 
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Expanding Opportunities: Computer-Aided Facilities Management 

New Technology Opens New Market 

T
he field of facilities management is in 
the process of being revolutionized by 
the emergence of CAFM (Computer
Aided Facilities Management). This new 

technology offers an unprecedented degree of 

"Providing CAFM services 
gives an extra advantage 
when bidding for architectural 
work. CAFM takes 
architecture more broadly into 
the realm of real estate 
analysis ,and planning and also 
into longer-range projections 
and forecast planning. 

"For our company, CAFM 
services gave us an opportuni
ty to bid on architectural doc
umentation at Hoffman La 
Roche, and the facilities work 
which we provided Hoechst 
has lead to multimedia and 
architectural opportunities." 

-Chris Keller, AIA 
Integrated Data Solutions, 
Inc., Newtown, PA 
-Jennifer Keller, AIA 
Design+ Data P.C. 

control over facili
ties operations: 
instant access to 
data, a seamless 
link between 
drawings and a 
database, the 
ability to forecast 
various alterna
tives, and so on. 

At the same 
time, however, 
this new technolo
gy poses new 
challenges to 
those in facilities 
operations. And 
this is precisely 
where an archi
tect can step in, 
to offer expertise 
and services on a 
long-term or short
term basis. 

Why Should You Include CAFM in 
Your Array of Services? 

C
omputerizing architectural and facilities 
services can change the way you do busi
ness. Architects who have been working 

with computers, for years or for just a few 
months, say that not only has it made their job 
easier-speeding and simplifying their work
but it has also expanded the potential scope of 
their business. They can do more than they 
ever thought possible, with the result that their 
business is more stable and more profitable. 

Technology Enhances Abilities, Makes 
Tasks Easier and Quicker 

For years, architects have found that com
puterizing the design process gives them 
dramatic new abilities. However, in addi

tion to aiding design, the technology also pro
vides a new relationship to the people who 
manage the ongoing operations of the finished 
facility. 

As Constantine Kriezis, an architect with 
Jung/Brannen Research & Development 

Corporation, notes, "The computer provides a 
perfect environment on which to model a build
ing or a site both graphically and alphanumeri
cally. That electronic model can be re-used over 
and over and is thus as important to the archi
tect as to the facility manager." 

Barbara Hendricks, Principal and Architect 
with Duvall/Hendricks, cites some of her new 
abilities: "We recently reconfigured 45,000 
square feet in six weeks. We measured the 
space, input a space plan, inventoried the 
space plan, put the data in the 
Space Management module, recon
figured the floor plan, and generated 
reports. They were making changes 
up to the last minute, and we were 
providing an accurate configuration 
of what they would need up to the 
minute of the move. It's that flexible 
and accurate." 

Unique Abilities Enhance 
Competitive Positioning 

C 
AFM takes architecture away 
from initial design and more 
broadly into the realm of real 

estate analysis and planning, as well 
as facilities operations. 

Chris and Jennifer Keller, both 
AIA, say that "Providing CAFM ser
vices allows an architect to combine 
architecture and computers in a field 
where professional facilities and 
design perspective is needed. Being 
able to combine two areas of exper
tise (computers and architecture) is 
rare, and provides a much better 
understanding of what a CAFM 
system can do." 

Moreover, using computers to 
accomplish certain tasks-such as 
chargeback and space planning-can take sig
nificantly less time and money than manual 
methods. Therefore, you can charge less for 
these services. 

New Skills Enlarge Potential Client Base 

Many architects are currently using their 
FM skills to appeal to new types of com
panies. They are expanding their focus 

from simple design and construction to ongoing 
FM tasks. 

The Kellers cite such a case. "We used 
CAFM to complete a signage replacement pro
ject for Bristol-Myers Squibb. Using a CAFM 

database, we brought together, in a sing 
drawing with attributed intelligence, the 
plan illustrating where new signs were t 
placed-with the actual signage text. W en 
output the drawing, with attached data , 
used it as a list of text for manufacturin 
printing and also as a drawing for install ion . 

"CAFM pared down the time required r the 
entire project, and allowed our company win 
the contract and deliver the product in a nnely 
fashion ." 

Speeds Drawings, Lays FM Ground 

While a CAD package on its own n 
enhance an architect's abilities 
immensely, a good CAFM packa will 

also offer new tools for designing. 
Duncan Pendlebury, AIA, partner in 

Jung/Brannen Associates , is using CAF 
new project. "We use ARCHIBUS/FM for 
area calculations, as it speeds up our w 
siderably. We completed the first plan f 
corporate headquarters in three days. T 
ject consisted of 15 floors-all with fur 
layouts, for 1200 people, in a space of 
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CAFM system in the world: ARCHIBUS/FM. 
ARCHIBUS/FM is the only Autodesk 

Strategic Developer for facilities , offering a 
seamless link between drawings in AutoCAD 
and data in the database. 

ARCH I BUS/FM 
offers a wide variety 
of products, in a mod
ular format: stand
alone or network, 
seven different appli
cation modules, DOS 
or UNIX, and more. 
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ARCHIBUS/FM is 
an open system that 
you can easily cus
tomize to your clients' 
exact needs. And it is 
currently in its sixth 
generation, a product 
of a company that 
spent the last decade 
pioneering CAFM tech
niques. Finally, 
ARCHIBUS/FM offers 
mainframe perfor
mance at a fraction of 
the cost. 

"ARCHIBUS/FM helped 
streamline our approach by 
enabling us to get information 
to our clients more efficiently 
and for less cost. It has distin
guished us from other archi
tectural firms because, with 
the additional FM services, we 
are a single point of contact 
for our clients. And it has 
enabled us to better under
stand our clients-we·have an 
integrated approach to their 
spaces, furniture, design ideas, 
and their culture. 

0 square feet. We transmitted draw
he client yesterday, via satellite. They 

believe the turnaround time we're 
g." 

to Different Departments in the 
rganizat ion 

a facility is maintained affects every 
partment in an organization. Being 
le to enhance the operation enables 
ork with people across every group. 
arbara Hendricks notes, "We have 
rking with a client, restacking their 
We have been able to compare the 

of new standards with existing stan
hey had been doing chargebacks to 
ents by hand. With ARCHIBUS/FM 
argebacks, the process is now fairer, 

gical , more accountable, and easier to 
n." 
tantine Kriezis says that "there is a 
portunity to provide related services, 
sign and construction , to master plan
feasibility analyses. " 

CAFM Services Vital in All Economic 
Climates 

During economic growth, companies typi
cally expand and change, and they need 
FM services to keep up. However, in 

hard times, companies need FM services just 
as much, to contract their operations. 

Al Kraul , Facility Administrator with the 
CUMIS Group Ltd. , notes how CAFM helped 
his company save money. "Essentially the 
bottom line in selling CAFM at CUMIS was the 
savings we could offer the corporation. Thus 
far we have cut the square footage for one of 
our leased locations in half, and next year we 
hope to eliminate it entirely ... The cost sav
ings related to facilities are immediate." 

FM Services in Constant Demand 

Providing FM services provides a more 
stable base for a business. As the 
Kellers say, "Traditional architectural 

commissions tend to be large, single 
instances of design service, whereas the day
to-day space moves and reshuffling/churn 
rate of corporations creates a smaller scale 
but steadier flow of work. Your bread and 
butter, if you will." 

Choosing the Best CAFM System 

0 nee you have decided to broaden your 
services to CAFM, how will you know 
which system is the best? The answer 

"We can provide services 
that other firms are unable to 
offer-programming, analysis of 
their present and future space 
needs, and more." 

The Bottom Line 

-Barbara Hendricks, AIA 
Duvall/Hendricks Architects, 
Baltimore, MD 

An investment in 
CAFM technology 
today can, very quickly, benefit your clients, 
your competitive position, and the future of 
your business. 
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PRESENTATION 

At this point in the project, the design is precise enough so that the architect can cre

ate rendered 3D models and event animations that give the client an excellent sense 

of what the finished building will look like. The client can also take these materials to 

help market the building to prospective tenants before it is even built. 

A 3D Studio animation of a building complex in Edinburgh, Scotland 

won the bid for Magic Lantern of England. Shown here is the 

International Conference Center treated in three different ways: a 

bird's-eye view with simple materials and dramatic lighting (left) ; the 

same view and lighting with different materials (below) ; and a street

level view (opposite). 



' VISUALIZATION TOOLS 
I 

While 30 models can be built using AutoCAO alone, Autodesk 30 

Studio adds the capability to create the kind of sophisticated render"' 

ings and animations that best illustrate the true potential of a 

design. 30 Studio is the industry-leading visuali:z:ation tool for mar"' 

keting architectural ideas. By precisely controlling lighting, shadows, 

textures, and reflections, a designer can create a photorealistic image 

of the building. Architects can also preview different lighting designs 

without hiring a consultant. Rendering effects, such as transparency, 

bump and reflection mapping, add convincing details to rendered 

image. In addition, 30 Studio's animation capabilities provide the 

architect with a tool to create walkthroughs and fly-bys from any 

angle. For instance, a view of the proposed CEO' s office or a 

sequence of aerial views that emphasi:z:e the detailing at the top of a 

building can convey specific design ideas that are hard to get across 

using conventional architectural presentation techniques. Best of all, 

30 Studio provides a variety of presentation options, including out

put formats for creating high-resolution color prints, 35mm color 

slides, and animations from live computer playback or videotape. 

These two views of this yacht interior were created in 3D Studio by 

Autodesk's European CD-ROM development team, and refined by 

the company's Image Lab, as part of an animated walkthrough. 
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It's no illusion AutoCAD 
But don't 

Introducing new easy-to-learn AutoCAD" for Windows 

If you're annoyed by all the advantages AutoCAD users have been getting, this is your chance to ge 

You can learn AutoCAD software faster than they ever did, thanks to new AutoCAD for Windows. 

Leaming Auto CAD is easier 
than ever with 

AutoCAD Release 12 for Windows. 

With AutoCAD for Windows you can create your drawings by using 

tools and icons. So you'll quickly regain the productivity and artistry you e 

on the drafting board. 

The intuitive Windows" interface eliminates a lot of the repetitive ke 

work that makes computers seem confining. You can work the way that 

most naturally to you. Whenever you need assistance, just push the Help 

Exactly the information you need appears on the screen. There's nose 

through the manual. 

© 1993 Autodesk Inc. All rights reserved. Autodesk, the Autodesk logo and AutoCAD are registered trademarks of Autodesk Inc. Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. All other brand and product s are t 
property of their respective holders. 



>utsi 

ave an unfair advantage. 
d, get even. 

t that's just scratching the surface. The more you use new AutoCAD for Windows software, the more 

ul it becomes. Gradually, you'll find yourself producing two, three, four times as much work as you do 

at's because AutoCAD for Windows automates the tasks that take up most of your day. For instance, 

link AutoCAD drawings directly to your proposals. As you revise the original drawings, revisions are 

tically made in the proposal. All in a fraction of the time it would take you to do it by hand. 

course, lurking beneath these friendly features is the full-throttled power of AutoCAD-the world 

andard. Immediately, all your work will be compatible with more than 700,000 other AutoCAD users. 

fore long you'll be bringing in those jobs they've been winning all these years. The first step is painless, 

e our detailed brochure is free. Just call 1-800-964-6432, ext. 642. u Autodesk® 
e the U.S. and Canada, fax 415-491-8311. ~~ 

Circ le No. 378 on Reader Service Card 



Civil Engineers Land Planners Landscape Architects 

Do you know what your 
competition is up to 7 

They're up to 50°/o more profrtable with LANDCADD ! 
Increase your productivity and profits 
with LANDCADD's comp~ehensive 

land planning software. LANDCADD™ 
with AutoCAD® gives you the power to 
automate tasks such as terrain modeling, 
surface analysis, site design, landscape 
design and irrigation design. 

LANDCADD speeds up the design 
process - from the insertion of initial 
site survey data to production of 
complete landscape construction 
drawings. 

Here's what our customers say ... 
"We cut our preparation time in half by 
using LANDCADD over just using 
AutoCAD, and by two thirds over 
preparation by hand. " 
Steve Estrada, Estrada Land Planning 

"LANDCADD is the software that 
transforms our AutoCAD workstation 
from a drafting tool into a design tool. " 
Brad Groves, Groves & Associates 

"LANDCADD allows for editing; it's 
like the word processor of design work." 
Rick Spalenka, Landscape Mgmt. Inc. 

fYES! I want to increase my profits!! need.-.. - - - - - For faster servic~call - I 
I D A personal demonstration. D Name of my closest dealer. 1-800-87 6-LAND Ext. 39 I 
I D Info pack w/ FREE demo disk. D More information. ..=.. .......=... ..... I 
I Name Ii. I 
I ~~~2-PJ=&i~ tAr IDCADD I 

Address DEVELOPER Intern at i 0 n a I' Inc. 

I U.S.A. I Design So'NW'are for the Environment 

I City State 7388 S. Revere Parkway, Bldg. 900, I 
I Zip Phone( ) Englewood, Colorado 80116 I 
L ______________ Phone (303)688-816~ Fax (303)688-8178_J 

LANDCADD is a trademark of LANDCADD International, Inc. AutoCAD is a registered trademark of Autodesk, Inc. 

Circle No. 391 on Reader Service Card 



PRODUCTION 

One of the greatest time-savers of CAD is the use of detail libraries to specify prod

ucts and aid in the production of working drawings. The details are "smart" and 

automatically add cost, specification, and detail drawing information to a database 

for use later on, representing an enormous time savings over traditional methods. 
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T nstion From Sloping to Flat Roofing Eave @ Built-Up Roof 

t the production stage of a project, CAD now does bet

ter what it has always done best. Standardization and 

speed are critical to maintaining quality production 

detailing work. With integrated software, design drawings 

ome the foundation for production drawings and nothing has 

e drawn twice. Accurate plans, sections, elevations, and details 

be developed and coordinated as part of the design process 

quickly finalized during production. 

CAD "allows you to do a better job," says Tom Clark of 

eley /Lofrano Architects, a firm in San Francisco. For both their 

I 
1..------+---t--~~~ ~ d 

~llf=4J~~=lll.d.:M ~ 

i 

For the production 

drawings of this 

Newport Coast resi

dence, Tom Clark of 

Neeley /Lofrano 

Architects in San 

Francisco, CA, used 

the Softdesk ASG 

Detailer to quickly 

generate construction 

details using a library 

of standard details . 

architectural and interior design work, his firm has been using 

Softdesk ASG detailing software with AutoCAD for all of their 

working drawings over the last two years. According to Clark, 

"you can create details very quickly," either by accessing them 

from the system's default library, or by modifying these same 

details and saving them as part of an in-house custom library. 

Details can be automatically referenced to CSI numbers or to an 

office's own conventions for easy retrieval. The versatility of the 

software package means that "it's quick and easy to make alter

nate details"; the architect doesn't have to rely as much on typical 
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Using Softdesk's Auto-Architect and its integrated HVAC module, 

Hammel, Green & Abrahamson of Minneapolis, MN., created these 

draw ings of the St. Cloud Hospital. HVAC systems can be modeled 

in 3D using Softdesk' s add-on module. 

details to cover all situations. At the same time, "it's very interac

tive - it allows you to get into detailing earlier on," explains 

Clark. "We can bring up a detail while the designer is working on 

the elevation." In the long run, it saves time and money. "It lets 

the architect recoup part of his fee," says Clark, by working faster 

and more efficiently. 

Butch Wolf of Askew, Nixon, Ferguson and Wolf Architects 

in Memphis, Tennessee relies on AutoCAD and Softdesk's Auto

Architect to produce contract documents in a timely manner. 

Wolf, whose firm's work consists of a mixture of architectural and 
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SAVING TIME WITH DETAIL LIBRARIES 

To save time with repetitive elements 

that remain constant from project to 

project such as stairs, plumbing fix

tures, windows, doors, and even graph

ic conventions, symbol libraries are 

included with most architectural soft

ware packages or can be purchased for 

just about any engineering, architec

tural or interior construction need in 20 

and 30. Manufacturers, such as Marvin 

and Pella Windows, often supply detail 

libraries of their products free of charge 

or at nominal cost. Detail libraries can 

be personally modified and tagged w ith 

user-defined attributes such as size, 

cost, labels, etc. This information can 

later be collected to generate everything 

from material cost estimates to door 

and window schedules. 

interior work for such clients as the U.S. Postal Service and the 

Tennessee Valley Authority, has been using AutoArchitect sine 

1990. It's a flexible, versatile tool that allows him to do everythi 

from creating furniture layouts in 2D and 3D, to drawing walls 

with linked attributes that automatically generate partition type 

and material take-offs. Features such as stairs and plumbing fix

tures can be inserted automatically, thus reducing computer 

drafting time. Window and door schedules can be crea ted direc 

from plan drawn components, and customized drafting symbol 

and components eliminate guesswork and ensure accuracy. 



ANOTHER REASON · TO SPEC PELLA PRODUCTS 

Pella® Designer™ Software. 
The most innovative package for 

AutDCAD® in the window industry. 

Along with conventional 
window and door design, 
Pella® Designernt software 

features bow/bays, circle

head!transom matching, 
and sunroom design 
programs. 

The entire Pella product 
catalog is at your fingertips. 

Simple toggk feature lets you 

change from 2-D to 3-D 
effortlessly. 

"Quick Draw" feature 
streamlines design stages 

by simplifj;ing plan! 
elevation view. 

Design changes are easy
ojfers you greater flexibility. 

Pella"' Designer™ software delivers everything you expect in CAD software and more. 

An MS-DOS compatible, menu-driven computer program, Designer software works within AutoCAD® 

Release 11 and above, or ASG Architectural™ 6.0 CAD software. It generates plan views, 2-D and 3-D elevations, 

cross sections in two levels of detail, plus accessories and window/ door schedules of the entire Pella product line. 

Designer software allows more creativity with less design and drafting time. And so easy to use, it's the per

fect choice for beginning as well as experienced CAD users. 

Learn more about Pella Designer software at the AEC 1 800 54 PELLA 
Systems Show, or contact your Pella distributor. Or call - - -

© 1993 Pella Corporation , 102 Main Street, Pella IA 50219 

ASG and ASG Arch itectural are trademarks of Archsoft Group. 

AutoCAD" is a reg istered trademark of Autodesk Inc. 

(Code A277F3AE) 

Quality like this only comes from Pella. 
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FACILITIES MANAGEMENT 

When a project has been produced with CAD the architect's relationship with the 

client does not have to end when the building construction is completed. Because 

accurate drawings have been created in electronic form, they can now be used as 

the basis for a facilities management plan. 

Architects can choose from a number of products to help them 

develop facilities management plans for their clients . Among 

them are ARCHIBUS/FM that allows architects to keep a visual 

database that includes AutoCAD drawings, database files, 

scanned drawings and photographs. CAPS Specs provide tools 

needed for creating space allotment plans and stacking and 

blocking diagrams, as well as allowing the user to export facili

ties information to Microsoft Word . 

lient involvement for design professionals used to end 

when construction was complete. This no longer has to 

B fr s h rlod 
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c be the case. Facilities management software packages 

that work in conjunction with AutoCAD now offer the design pro-

John Hansen of Williams+Paddon explained, "Not having up-to 

information on the company's furniture inventory was costing t 

money." The first step was to field measure eleven of their build ' 

and enter the graphic information into the computer using 

AutoCAD. At this point, using a bar-code asset tracking syst m, 

Hansen's firm was able to bar-code all of the furniture in the faci 

and set up a database. Representational furniture symbols were 

entered on the AutoCAD drawings. Archibus's FM software pro 

ed the link between a graphic view of all furniture items, showi 

their exact location within a building, floor or room on the Auto 

fessional the ability to do everything from tracking furniture 

inventories to monitoring repair and maintenance costs of entire 

buildings. 

FIRST Systems, a subsidiary of Williams+Paddon/ Architects+ 

Planners in Roseville, California was hired by the Roseville 

Telephone Company to develop a furniture tracking program. As 
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recent years, architects have discovered that a slow economy 

eans that they need to provide more competitive services to get 

nd keep clients. Many AutoCAD users have weathered the storm 

and prospered - by taking full advantage of the new automa

on tools to enhance the services they can provide at all stages 

f the design process. AutoCAD is not just for drafting anymore. 

provides the powerful design engine for accomplishing a wide 

DD 

ings and their database descriptions. 

Archimage used FM System's FM: Space Management facilities 

ram for their project for Compaq Computer. According to 

ard Buday, this program enabled the 2D construction docu-

ts produced with AutoCAD to be converted into facilities man

ent documents. Turned over to Compaq's facilities manager, 

e documents provide a manageable database by which to moni-

11 facets of their operations. 

For his work as Senior Facilities Project Engineer for the E

Sy ems Greenville Division in Greenville, Texas, Steve Seitz uses 

range of tasks, from preliminary design to construction, that are 

becoming even easier for the architect with the introduction of 

compatible Autodesk software applications. Furthermore, creat

ing convincing presentations helps clients better understand and 

appreciate the role of the architect, and value-added services, 

such as facilities management, will keep the client coming back 

over the lifetime of a building. 

TAG Architects of Northridge, California provide their clients, 

such as the Security Pacific Bank, with facilities managment plans 

that include views of standard furniture and fixtures in both 2D 

and 3D, so that they can be easily understood by non-architects . 

TAG gives clients facility management files on diskette to aid 

them in future planning . 

CadPLUS Total AE System software with AutoCAD. Integrated 

software modules for architectural, engineering and facility man

agement work make it possible for Seitz and his division to manage 

all design, construction and inventory changes required for E

Systems in-house. This eliminates the need for outside consultants 

and ensures coordination among disciplines. Particularly impor

tant, explained Seitz, is the facility management functions of 

CadPLUS. The ability to generate furniture and equipment plans, 

and perform asset tracking is crucial for a company such as E

Systems with a large number of existing buildings. 
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Resources 
For information about all Autodesk products and services, 

call 800-964-6432 . For more information about specific products, cir

cle the number provided on the reader service card and mail or fax in . 

THE AUTODESK 
COMMITMENT To SERVICE 

About Autodesk 

Founded in 1982 by sixteen systems programmers, Autodesk has 

grown to become the world's sixth-largest PC software company 

and the leading supplier of desktop computer-aided-design (CAD) 

software. Autodesk develops, markets and supports a wide variety 

of drawing/CAD, scientific modeling and multimedia software 

programs currently used by over 1.8 million customers in 80 coun

tries and available in 17 different languages. AutoCAD, its flagship 

product, is the worldwide CAD standard with over 800,000 users; 

its comprehensive and customizable 2D and 3D design tools have 

made it a favorite of architects, engineers and designers for design 

and visualization. Autodesk' s multimedia software is the leader in 

PC animation with its two popular packages: the award-winning 

2D paint/ animation program, Animator Pro and the best-selling 3D 

visualization and animation package, 3D Studio. 

What can you do after making 
the world's best performing 
workstations? Do it again. 

When you're hot, you're hot. And our 
new generation of HP Apollo 9000 
Series 700 workstations sizzles. With 
performance far ahead of anything 
else on this or any other known 
planet. But at extremely down-to
earth prices. 

Our new generation PA-RISC is the 
catalyst for the latest advances. 
Providing a color entry-level system 
with phenomenal performance for 
just $5,695. 3D graphics available 
across the entire product line, even 
the low end. And a breathtaking 14 7 
SPECmarks at the high end. 

Think for a moment what all this 
could do for you. Then don't waste 
another moment before calling 
1-800-637-7740, Ext. 7171. We'll 
give you an encore dramatically 
better than the original performance. 

HEWLETT 
PACKARD 

Autodesk Dealers 
Autodesk' s global presence is 

growing rapidly with subsidiary 

offices in Europe, Asia and the 

Americas and includes an exten

sive network of partners, includ

ing 3100 Authorized Autodesk 

Dealers, 1500 third-party develop

ers and over 500 Authorized 

Autodesk training centers. 

Authorized Dealers not only sell 

software, but they can also help a 

firm select appropriate application 

software and find any training or 

hardware needed to create a com

plete AutoCAD systenL 

Call 800-964-6432 

for the Dealer nearest you. 

Training 
Customers wanting to improve 

their skills and productivity with 

Autodesk software can attend a 

course at one of the over 500 

Autodesk Training Center (ATC)® 

sites throughout the world. The 

ATC network has made a commit-

Model 715133 • 46 SPECmaik89 • 24.2 SPECint 
45 SPECJp • 15" col01· • 16MB d'iskless 

1 EISA slot (optional)• $5,695 

ment to providing business a 

industry professionals with ii 

sive, hands-on training of the 

est quality. Many also offer o 

training; applications trainin ch 

as AEC, GIS, Mechanical/Ma i 

facturing; and Autodesk mul 

dia training for 3D Studio an 

Animator Pro. For a referral t 

ATC location near you or to 

an ATC brochure and listing, 

800-964-6432. 

Education Programs 
and Services 
Autodesk has established as 

ized su pport system for the e 

tion community. Through a 

of education programs ands 

Autodesk offers partnership 

tunities CK-University), grant 

grams, in-service and techni 

training, and other initiative 

encourage and support the u 

Autodesk software in classro 

and research labs. Autodesk 

offers special discounts on 

Model 715133 • 46 SPECmarlcB.9 
45 SPECfp • 19" color• 16 

1 EISA slot (optional)• 

©1992 Hewlell-Packarcl Company All prices suggested U.S. list.. ADCSWG022 5091-61 65EUS 
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esk software to students, fac

taff, and educational institu

You can learn more about 

esk's education efforts and 

e of our software in educa-

y becoming a subscriber to 

ation by Design." To request a 

5-491-8836. 

CAD Certification 
ication is now available for 

AD users. Certification pro

a consistent and fair standard 

t which you and your 

yer can evaluate your abili

he AutoCAD Certification 

is designed to test your level 

ficiency with AutoCAD, 

ledge of the features of 

AD software and AutoCAD 

ng skills . Anyone that uses 

AD in the workplace, 

er as a designer, engineer, 

r, CAD manager, or recent 

ate should take the 

AD Certification exam. 

·g SPECmmk89 • 36.5 SPECinl 
19" grayscale • 32MB, 525MB 
SA slots· $17,895 

Businesses may also want to imple

ment a certification requirement 

for new and current employees to 

ensure that their staffs have up-to

date skills. For more information 

about AutoCAD Certification or to 

register, 

call 800-995-EXAM. 

Autodesk University 
This annual event, which will be 

held for the first time October 11-

15 at the Bill Graham Civic 

Auditorium in San Francisco, will 

feature hundreds of hours of tech

nical instruction, along with tutori

als, lectures, product demonstra

tions, more than 125 exhibits, and 

other unique learning opportuni

ties. Call 415-905-2354 for a course 

catalog. 

On-Line Support 
and Information 
The Autodesk Forum on 

CompuServe offers direct on-line 

support to customers through three 

Model 735 • 147 SPECmmk89 • 80 SPEOinl 
150. 6 SPEC.fp • 19" color· 32MB, 525MB 

1 EISA slot • $37,395 

specific forums: Autodesk 

AutoCAD Forum, Autodesk 

Software Forum and Autodesk 

Retail Products Forum. To connect, 

log on to Compuserve and type GO 

ACAD. For more information, the 

Autodesk Forum System Operator 

can be reached at 415-332-2344, 

ext 2403. 

Telephone Support 
Autodesk supports AutoCAD by 

providing unlimited phone calls to 

a toll-free telephone number for 

those who purchase a Direct 

Support Contract. 

User Groups 
Local independent chapters of 

AutoCAD user groups that 

exchange tips on using the software 

more effectively can be contacted 

through the Nor th American 

AutoCAD User Group (NAAUG). 

The NAAUG, sponsored by 

Autodesk, organizes a variety of 

activities, newsletters and meetings. 

Model 755 • 147 SPECmmk89 • 80 SPECinf, 
150.6SPECJp • 19"color• 64MB, 2.0GB 

4 EISA slots • $58,995 

Publications 
Filling in the gaps where support 

and training leave off, dozens of 

textbooks and other periodical pub

lications provide even more cus

tomer training and support. For a 

listing of publications covering 

AutoCAD and related products, 

request the brochure "Autodesk In 

Print" by calling 800-964-6432. 

THE AUTODESK FAMILY OF 

AEC CAD AND VISUALIZATION 

SOFTWARE 

AutoCAD Release 12 
This is the latest version of the 

industry-standard software for 

computer-aided design and draft-
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Architectural 
Software for 

AutoCAD® 

The value of a new tool is to enhance 
your design and documentation process -
to provide clear, concise and accurate 
communications. KETIV software can 
enhance what you are doing today. 

• 
• 

• 
• 

ARCHTTM 

ARE-24™ 
Advanced Rendering Extension 

KETIV Editor 
TM 

20 & 30 Architectural 
Block Libraries 

KETIV 
6601 NE 78th Court A-8 
Portland, Oregon 97218 USA 
Phone (503) 252-3230 Fax (503) 252-3668 

ARCHT is not an Autodesk product. Autodesk, the Autodesk logo and AutoCAD are regis tered in the U.S. Patent 
and Trademark Office by Autodesk, Inc . ARCHT, Advanced Rendering Extension , and KETIV Editor are 
trademarks of KETIV Technologies , Inc. ARE-24 is a trademark of KETIV Technologies , Inc. , and RenderStar 
Technology BV. Draw It Once is a service mark of KETIV Technologies, Inc. 
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ing software. A new graphical user 

interface, additional rendering fea

tures, and faster drawing regenera

tions are just a few of the added fea

tures in the latest version. The ver

satile program allows for seamless 

2D and 3D integration and is avail

able for DOS, Windows, Unix and 

Macintosh platforms. 

Circle 400 

AutoCAD IGES Translator 
Version 5.1 
This AutoCAD utility exchanges 

drawings from a variety of other 

CAD platforms more efficiently and 

accurately than ever before. Options 

for configuring and translating 

data, single and batch file process

ing, and geometric translation are 

some of the improved features. 

Circle 401 

Advanced Modeling 
Extension® (AME) Release 2.1 
An optional AutoCAD module 

AME provides 2D drafting and 3D 

solid modeling enhancements. 

Circle 402 

Autodesk 3D Studio Release 2 
This comprehensive graphics soft

ware package is the industry leader 

for creating high-resolution 3D mod

els, renderings and animations on 

the PC platform. Included is a 500 

megabyte CD containing 3D objects, 

textures and animations. This pow

erful program works with AutoCAD 

and requires a 386 I 486 PC. 

Circle 403 

Autodesk Animator Pro 
Release 1.3 
This award-winning 2D paint and 

animation software is especially 

well-suited for desktop video play

back and for working in conjunc

tion with 3D Studio. 

Circle 404 

Visual Link 
e A new utility allows users to 

advantage of 3D Studio's im 

creation tools while working 

AutoCAD. Making a photore is tic 

image from an AutoCAD dra ing 

is now easier than ever befor 

Circle 405 

Autodesk 3D Concept for 
Windows 
A basic, easy-to-use 3D progr 

Circle 406 

AutoSketch Version 3 I 
AutoSketch for Windows 
This 2D computer-aided sket g 

package has an intuitive dra 

interface. The simple-to-use p 

gram is perfect for both cone 

and working drawings and is 

able in separate versions for 

and Windows. 

Circle 407 

Generic CADD 6.1 I Gen 
CADD for Macintosh 
This is a low-cost, 2D comp 

aided drafting and design pr 

for personal or stand-alone u 

Increased compatibility with 

AutoCAD. 

Circle 409 

Generic 3D 
A low-cost basic modeling a1 

dering software for visualizi 

concepts in DOS that works 

pendently or in conjunction 

Generic CADD. 

Circle 410 

Office Layout® 
An easy-to-use PC-based pr m 

for facilities management. 

Inventory management, offic 

outs, and fixed-asset trackin 



T ome Series 
A · ily of PC-based software 

icts for the client or the do-it

elfer. Titles to choose from are 

, Bathroom, Kitchen, Deck, 

cape, and 3D Plan. 

412 

CAD Simulator 
puter-based tutorial for 

AD's menus and interface, 

ackage provides an effective 

am for corporate training and 

esk, the Autodesk logo, 
AD, AutoCAD ICES 
ator, Advanced Modeling 
ion , AME, Autodesk Animator, 
AD Simulator, Autodesk 3D 
pts for Windows, AutoSketch, 
tdio, Visua l Link, Generic 
, Generic 3D, Office Layout, 

ome Series are trademarks of 
esk, Inc. All other brand and 
t names are trademarks of their 

tive owners. 

-PARTY APPLICATIONS 

gement 
IBUS / FM is one of a range of 
cts that provides tools for 2D, 
d database management tools 
ilities management applica
Software modules include 
· ng Management, Design 
gement, Furniture & 

ment Management, Lease 
gement, Space Management, 
elecommunications and Cable 

Architectural Power Tools 
A powerful, intuitive architectural 

drafting program designed by 

architects that works within 

AutoCAD to help architects do 

everything from stair routines to 3D 

animations. 

Eclipse Software Inc., 

206-676-6175. 
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ARCHT 

Ketiv Technologies offers four soft

ware packages for architects: 

ARCH T, a complete CAD package 

that runs with AutoCAD Release 

12; ARE-24, an advanced rendering 

extension with animation capabili

ties; Ketiv editor, an ADS text edi

tor; and a 2D and 3D architectural 

block library. 

Ketiv Technologies, Inc., 

503-252-3230 
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Softdesk ASG Architectural 
This design / drafting package 

designed especially for architects 

including a library of 3D symbols, 

runs on all Autodesk platforms. 

Softdesk ASG also offers 

Mechanical-HY AC and Mechanical

Plumbing, as well as the Vertex 

Detailer which automates the pro

duction of construction details . 

Libraries of pre-drawn details and 

manufacturer-specific detail pack

ages are also available. ASG Core is 

a separate software package that 

integrates other products and pro

vides automatic layering, bill-of

materials, drawing notation, and 

other useful utilities. Softdesk ASG, 

415-332-2123. 

Circle 417 

Auto-Architect 
This architectural 2D/3D design 

and drafting package comes from 

the largest supplier of technical 

solutions for Autodesk. With inte

grated applications for all CAD pro

fessionals, including architecture, 

civil engineering, surveying, struc

tural engineering, facilities manage

ment, and GIS/mapping, Softdesk 

ASG provides excellent tools for 

SUN 

AS AN ARCHITECT YOU ALREADY KNOW HOW TO USE IT! 
The easiest to use AutoCAD application since 1984 
GEOCAD builds on your hard won skills instead of 
forcing you to learn new ones. A comprehensive applica
tion to AutoCAD R9 thru R12, it is acclaimed by archi
tects for its outstanding graphics and ease of use. Devel
oped by Architects, GEOCAD contains all the tools, 
symbols and fonts you will ever need for design, presenta
tion, working drawings and details on the computer. 
GEOCAD can be installed in Ft/In or in Metric units. 

GEOVUE builds one and two point perspectives quickly 
and easily from two-dimensional plans and elevations, 
using horizon line, vanishing points, picture plane and 
station point. There is no need to construct tedious 3D 
models inside the computer. 

For free brochures and pricing, samples of GEOCAD 
drawings, details and perspectives, (demo disk $15.00) 
call or write to: 

GEOCADinc. 
P.O.Box 186, 33 Laurel Rd. 
Pound Ridge, NY 10576 
800 96-GEOCAD 
or 914 764-4072 

~AUTOCAD~ 
~ AUTHORIZED DEALER 
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interdisciplinary work. 
Sof tdesk, 603-428-3199. 

Circle 418 

CADapult 
Tools for facilities management pro

vided by CADapult includes an 

area database, and an object 

database with a link to bar-coding. 

The CADapult Menu System pro

vides a link to a relational database 

for managing space vacancy and 

creating reports. 

CADapult, 302-594-9416. 

Circle 419 

interior program provides the 

resources to design kitchens, baths, 

offices, labs, garages, etc. Other 

AutoCAD applications by CADkit 

include Custom Cabinet Kit for 3D 

cabinet design, Photorealism Kit for 

applying life-like textures to sur

faces, Pricing Kit for creating cost 

estimates based manufacturer's cat

alogs for specific product, and 

Production Kit that creates materi

als lists and cost estimates from 

CAD drawings. 

CADKit, 303-455-0123. 

Circle 420 

set of tools designed specifically 

for the design and management of 

healthcare facilities. 

CadPLUS Products Co., 

505-265-1504. 

Circle 421 

CAP a cad 
This facilities management program 

from the the makers of the 

Electronic Sweets Catalog provides 

a link between CAD graphics and 

electronic catalogs of office furni-

ture. 

CAP Electronic Sweets, 

616-454-0000. 

Circle 422 

FM: Space Management 

PhotoCAD 
PhotoCAD allows designers t 

measure spaces by digitizing 

tographs and importing true-

111easurements into AutoCA 

Desktop Photogrammetry In 

415-574-4225. 
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ARCHITEXT 
ARCHITEXT is a set of nine 

AutoCAD fonts that replicate 

architect's hand lettering or p 

stylish text to drawings . 

Digital Architect Software, 

816-795-7333. 
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Architectural CAD Menu 
This package provides a 2D f 

end to AutoCAD to create A 

drawings in both metric and 

dard fo rmats. 

t-a: e 

ide 

CADKit Design Kits 

CadPLUS Total AE System 
The Total AE System provides all 

the tools needed to take an archi

tectural job from conception to 

facilities management. Extra mod

ules available include Civil 

Electrical, Mechanical/HY AC, 

Plumbing, and Structural software 

packages. The latest release of 

Total AE now integrates a special 

A fully integrated facilities manage

ment database, FM: Space 

Management works within 

AutoCAD to create FM plans and 

reports. 

FM: Systems, 919-870-9800. 
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Interface Architectural Softw e 

514-487-2938. 

CAD Kit's Basic Design Kit, a 3D 

Before. 

This is just an example of what you can do 
with Squiggle JM a new program that adds life 
to computer drawings. 

Start with an ordinary CAD drawing,* and 
it comes out looking hand-drawn. 

*HPGL or HPGL/2 as created in programs like AutoCad® 
and MicroStation!M 
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After. 

You can have any style, from "Carefully
Sketched-with-a-Drafting-Pen" to "Scribbled
on-the-Back-of-an-Envelope." 

And Squiggle costs only $75. (You ,,.,,,._ ... 
get both DOS and Windows ver
sions together.) Order now just by 

calling The Premisys Corporation at 
1-800-878-7736, or fax312-828-0096. 

Your computer 's been drawing li a 
machine too long, hasn't it? Well, no i ' 
can draw like a person. 

THE PREMISYS CORPORATION 
© 1993 The Premisys Corporation, P.O. Box 10042, Chicago IL 60610 
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chitects ... Engineers ... Facilities Managers 
u'll get faster results with CADapult® 
nagement software for all AutoCAD® users 

Here's Why: 
- Manages the details 
- Makes your system more compatible 

with other companies conventions and standards 
- Follows your design and management process 
- Easy to learn and easy to use 

CADapult AutoCAD Management System 
For any type of drafting and design. Network ready. 

- Built-in drawing management system 
- Automatically manages blocks, layers and scale 
- Powerful routines speed up architecture and 

engineering design 

CADapult Facilities Design 
& Management System 
Popular, highly customized integrated database. 

- Manages space, personnel , assets and cabling 
- Provides interface to other data management tools 
- Simplifies data input, updating and report writing 

Call 800-332-9961 to receive our information package 
and discover how CADapult can improve your management 
process. One Avenue of the Arts, Wilmington, DE 19801, 
302-594-9416. 

e • • •. 
napultLtd 
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Not just another pretty picture ... 

3!/bJke~Dgn. 
Created by architects for architects _ 
3Design's focus is based on the development of a set of 
working drawings using PLAN, SECTION, ELEVATION 

and DETAIL!'.:mats to create your constru~~~ t:ent 

Contract documents are more than 
architectural drawings, 3Design incorporates 
many structural, hvac, plumbing, electrical, 
civil, interior and landscaping elements. 

List Price $995 Requires AutoCAD®R12 
Call (919) 493-3050 
for more information 
and &ee demo disk, /by 
3Design is a Trademark of Quail Technology. 

f;i)uail 
~TECHNOLOGY 

-- ! --

:~-

AutoCAD is registered in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office by Autodesk, Inc. 
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GEOCAD landscape details. 

Created by Rudolph Horowitz LANDCADD International, 

Associates Architects, GEOCAD is a 303-688-8160. 

2D architectural design and draft- Circle 428 

ing package that uses a tablet with 

flip-up templates rather than on- Plump and Stripper 

creen menus for the input of com- Plump, Plump RX and Plump 

mands. GEOCAD 4.0 is compatible Professional are plot spooling soft-

with Release 12 and includes more wares. The Stripper translates 

than 100 new or improved features. .DWG and .DXF files for earlier 

GEOVUE, is a one- and two-point AutoCAD releases. 

perspective generator that works Eclipse Software Inc., 

with GEOCAD. 206-676-6175. 

GEOCAD Inc., 914-764-4072 Circle 429 

Circle 427 
Spellcheck and CADmagic 

LANDCADD Complete Spellcheck contains a full architec-

This comprehensive land-planning tural dictionary to catch mis-

system includes all of the tools spellings on drawings, and 

needed for interdisciplinary land- CADmagic provides an inexpensive 

planning and sitework from ter- set of editing utilities for AutoCAD 

rain-modeling to presentations. including a text editor, file manager, 

LANDCADD Light is an affordable and parametric calculator. 

land-planning tool for architects Haestad Methods Inc., 800-727-6555. 

who perform limited landscaping Circle 430 

functions. Construction Details is 

an additional package that pro- Milgard Windows 

vides more than 600 high-quality This software package provides 

CAD KIT 
Simply Sophisticated 

Interior Design 

CADKIT is an AutoCAD~ based 
computer program used for com
mercial or residential interior de
sign, layout, pricing and space plan
ning. Create in minutes floor plans, 
elevations and 3-D perspectives for 
spaces such as offices, kitchens, 
baths, laboratories, closets, garages, 
stores, restaurants, entertainment 
centers, etc. 

CALL 1-800-223-5480 or write 
to: 12136 W. Bayaud Ave. #120 

Denver, CO 80228 
for more information. 

Circle No. 397 

AUTOCAD®CUSTOM 
PROGRAMMING 

CADKIT will customize its exist
ing programs or will write a new 
program for your specific needs. 
CAD KIT specializes in developing 
rules-based expert systems, creat
ing "smart" 3D symbols and auto
mating the 30 modeling process. 
CADKIT willreviewyourprogram
ming needs at no cost. 

CALL Clark at 303-987-2376 or 
write to: 12136 W. Bayaud Ave. 

#120, Denver, CO 80228 
for more information. 

Circle No. 396 

See CADKIT in Booth #850 at the A/E/C Show 

electronic details and specifications can choose from several pre-d · ned 

of a line of Milgard windows. styles, including "napkin," w 

Milgard Windows, looks like it was drawn by felt 

206-926-77 48. marker on a napkin. 

Circle 431 The Premisys Corp, 

800-878-7736 I 312-828-0034. 

Pella DESIGNER CAD Library Circle 434 

This free 2D/ 3D parametric design 

program helps users detail and 3 Design 
specify Pella windows and doors This AutoCAD application c 

within AutoCAD. hundreds of block and Auto 

Pella Windows and Doors, routines that help architects 

515-628-6070. ate building elements. 

Circle 432 Quail Technology, 919-493-3 

Circle 435 

Power Note 
This automatic notation system, ere- The AutoCAD Resource 
ated by TAG Architects, is based on For a more complete listing 

CSI's MasterFormat and AIA's than 3,000 independent appl" 

ConDoc Methods of organization. that can tailor your AutoCA 

TAG Architecture, Inc., ware to specific design need 

818-954-8944. sult the AutoCAD Resource 

Circle 433 included with AutoCAD or 

able from your dealer or dir 

Squiggle from Autodesk. 

Squiggle transforms AutoCAD Circle 436 

drawings so that they look as though 

they were hand-drawn. Architects 
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rchitects and Power 

The fallowing letters respond to symbolic aesthetics, and its ma- be perverse. It is commonly Practice Points 
st three essays in PI A 's Architects nipulation. Increased content accepted in the design studio 

Power series: "Power, Knowledge, makes it easier for them to learn crits and reviews that clients, by Those firms looking for consul-
the Art of Leadership" by Sharon design and its processes. Also, insisting a design should meet a tants and partners may want to 
n (May 1992, p. 65), "The Nat- since I know most graduates will cost budget, prevent architects purchase or become listed in 
Market for Architecture" by not be the designers in offices, from making beauty. Schools do A/E TeamBuilder, a database of 
rt Gutman (December 1992, p. that students have a diverse range have courses on practice and firms' Standard Form 254 entries. 
and "Toward a New Architec- of interests and skills, and that construction, on management A listing costs $50 and the data-
Practice" by Weld Coxe and practice involves team work, my and development, and sometimes base costs between $175 and 
Haj1den (March 1993, p. 62). studio requirements entice stu- on environmental psychology or $395 depending on the number of 

iext installment in the series will dents to design in teams. Not user needs. They are all unrelat- regions of the country included. 
ar in the September 1993 issue. only do students who have weak ed to the requirements - the For more information contact the 
tors] "design" skills learn more from grading - of design in the studio. Society for Marketing Profes-

the students with more "design" As well, most of the faculty teach- sional Services, 99 Canal Center 
he Problem in Studio Education talent, but they learn that there ing these courses are not respect- Plaza Suite 320, Alexandria, VA 
s. Sutton's article stimulates are important design tasks in ed by the elite design faculty. 22314(703)549-6117. 

o write in support of her which they can excel. Needless to They are infrequently invited to 
M 

that the profession of archi- say, this approach to the design design crits and juries. When A Design Firm Management & m 
tD 

ire requires an explicit studio has met resistance from they are, they are frequently Administration Report(DFMAR) 
~ .vledge base to advan ce its many of my peer design faculty . ignored. Thus the student implic- survey of firms' participation in 

-~ 
-ests. I fully agree with Ms. But this is just a small problem itly learns that these subjects are bid/price competition found that -5 
n about the importance of in comparison to the larger one - not important to design. Stu- the number of architectural firms ~ 

Q) 

rchi tectural schools, but I faculty 's refusal to accept con- dents are not taught that design participating in bidding dropped .:::: 
"' "' Tee with her criticism of the temporary practice. Most believe has a direct relationship to the from 58 percent in 1991 to 50 per-
Q) 

a, 
0 

n studio . The problem is practitioners are sellouts to busi- structure of the development and cent in 1992. According to cl: 

he studio. The problem is its ness - that practitioners have lost construction industry. As a rule, DFMAR clients are putting fewer 
ed focus and unstructured the will to fight clients to make a they do not learn the roles archi- projects out for bidding. 77 
ent. Why is it that we are still beautiful world. Yes, even that tects have in practice and how 
ting design (meaning good they in the castle of academe much they earn. Nor do they The Missouri Court of Appeals 
) vs. content? The one im- must protect the Holy Grail (the learn how to coordinate consul- recently decided that a design 
the other. The beautiful, seed of true architecture) from tants and manage teamwork, or firm involved in a public project 
form, and aesthetic mean- the world 's bestialities. anything about the larger political must obtain a payment bond to 

vill always remain functions Our architectural schools in- and economic institutional frame- cover the services of other 
chitecture. Both form and culcate ideologies into students. work within which our particular design firms it retains in carry-
ent should be well articulat- They want students to become form of architecture is created. ing out its design obligations, 

the studio. members of an exclusive aesthet- Current educational policy according to Schinnerer Man-
ver my many design teach- ic culture. Schools strongly be- serves a particular power struc- agement Services. This decision 
ears, I find students fascinat- lieve that all students must do ture. Most faculty have neither may serve as a precedent for 
' how the world works and well in aesthetic design. As with interest, nor skills, in day-to-day other states. 
1 the marvelous detail involv- the AIA, they believe in the con- practice. Of those who do, most 
rchi tectural development, cept of the architect as generalist magically transform themselves Modern Healthcare predicts that 
ing, and how the goals and - that aesthetic design is the most in the studio. Suddenly, all the healthcare construction is likely 
nalities of the client and basic and essential commonality messy stuff that gets in the way of to be hurt by upcoming health-

ntial users affect the direc- through all architectural activi- making "a really good design" is care reforms. The magazine's 
of a design. Interestingly, ties. Still, we know that less than forgotten (at least in the pres- 14th annual survey of healthcare 
nts master pragmatics (es- 10 percent of graduates have the ence of the students). These stu- design and construction found 
Uy economics and costing) role of "the designer" in offices. dio practitioners act as though that outpatient care will likely 
easily than design. Indeed, Schools argue that an intense they are frustrated by an inability be the most promising post-

xperience is that students general design background is to accomplish beauty in their reform construction area. 
istently have the greatest dif- essential. God forgive , giving practice. Therefore, schools 
y learning about form, its knowledge about clients would teach design as an aesthetic end 



"We want what the rest of the civilized world, as politely as it can, is telling us we cannot have." 

Q) 

·~ and not as a process with content. tion of the utilitarian architect, as tural schools, but the essential The Other 95 Percent of 
u 
(ti The problem is a lack of individu- Professor Gutman accurately, problem lies in the inevitable Architecture ct 

al faculty and school accountabili- even understatedly, conveys is a contradiction of the profession's Anyone who has been in t 
ty for a student's learning and for role claimed by many allied pro- self-proclaimed expectations. profession of architecture for 
conveying knowledge - the com- fessionals and trades. The compe- The issue and relationship of era! years can attest to the loss 
plexities of its scope and the con- tition on the utilitarian level is the education industry to a pro- economic power and the loss 
sequences of its application - both prevalent and competent. fessional issue is, indeed, baffling control suffered by the profes 
about actual professional practice The argument then follows to the schools inasmuch as there sion. These losses have been ' 
and design responsibilities. that architects as designers do is no fundamental connection documented in the professio 

As important as individual share the fate of other fine and between the selling of architec- press and felt personally by all 
contributions are to this search dramatic artists, namely oversup- tural education and the selling of us. This lack of power over ou 
for the creation of a social arc hi- ply. But Professor Gutman con- architectural services. The issue professional lives starts in sch 
tectural knowledge base and tradicts his mvn argument against of supply and entry is derivative Educated by a faculty that· 
increased professional perform- utility when he says, "Architects simply and solely of an open mar- underpaid even by campus st 
ance, my experience is that insti- are actually somewhat better off ket operating openly. More bright, <lards, we are taught, through 
tutional policies are more power- than other artists, because the energetic people want to practice hard work, long hours, and e 
fol. Many institutions would have medium through which they architecture than the profession less juries, to be submissive to 
to agree on the usefulness of the achieve expression and form can absorb at any rate of remu- outside world. Anyone who is 
kind of knowledge base Ms. Sut- links their art to function and neration. Unlike medicine and totally dedicated will not cons 
ton, others, and I are suggesting. usability." possibly law, restricting access to this and will leave somewh 

To name the most commonly The argument that the relative may not result in increased pow- in the process. After completi 
known institutions in this country or perceived absence of power er and per capita remuneration. school we find low-payingjob 
needed to provide the necessary within the profession of architec- Reduction in the number of firms that hire only the best a 
intellectual and financial under- ture is based in oversupply is eco- architects may result only in the brightest. If we are lucky 

(Y) 
CJ) pinnings: American Institute of nomically plausible. The comment increased use of competing trades work in the design departme c.D 

~ 
Architects (A.IA), National Coun- that institutions of architectural and services, further eroding the what we do is copy, and "clea 

.~ 
cil of Architectural Accrediting education participate in the over- public's perceived value of the up" the work of others. If not 

..c: Boards (NCARB), American supply of nascent professionals is profession. design, we work on construct' u 

~ Council of Schools of Architec- also plausible, but " ... the schools The essential problem lies not drawings, something that mo <D 
2': ture (ACSA) , National Science are baffled when such questions in the stars but in ourselves. If schools only mentioned in pa (/) 
(/) 

<D 
Foundation (NSF), the Environ- [oversupply] are posed to them: Professor Gutman's thesis is rep- ing. If our luck holds we wor 0-, 

D 

ct mental Design and Research they do not even have the concepts resentative of the attitudes of the the firm for several years, wai 
Association (EDRA), and obvious- for grasping the problem." profession, we and we alone are for the time when we can tak 

78 ly important, those of the other We find much of Professor the source of our distress. We the professional exam. 
planning and design professions. Gutman's comment interesting want what the rest of the civilized Nothing in our schooling 

Without a radical change in and reflective of our experience. world, as politely as it can, is training has prepared us for 
their institutional attitudes We do not agree, however, with telling us we cannot have. The four-day marathon. Two thir 
towards knowledge and the ways the thesis that there is a funda- reality, whether we accept the the written exam covers area 
it is related to practice, research, mental problem or, given a prob- consequences or not, is that archi- engineering we haven't seen 
and education, we shall continue lem, that there is a rationally tecture is a pleasant, respectable, since school. Other sections 
to experience a loss of stature, based solution. The internal con- clean, honorable, and creative er contracts and other docu-
less financial remuneration, and flict of the argument revolves pursuit. Many more people share ments that the boss won ' t eve 
decreased influence, control, and around the mutually exclusive that perception and aspire to the let us see. And of course ther 
power over decisions concerning expectations that ( 1) architects satisfaction of the profession the design section. 
the built environment. want and/ or deserve increased than can be absorbed; however, The design section of the 
Louis Sauer, FAIA influence, respect, remuneration, decreasing the numbers by what- exam is the same as school o 
Director of Urban Design and power as compared to other ever drastic (and probably illegal different. For many of us this 
Daniel Arbour & Associes licensed professionals and/ or if not immoral) means available the first design we have done 
Quebec, Canada trades and (2) architects are will not result in eliminating the since leaving school. We hav 

essentially only distinguishable self-imposed and fundamental hours instead of days or wee 
Unrealistic Expectations of Power from competent engineers, con- dichotomy of utility and art nor We aren't allowed to present 
Professor Gutman's assess- struction managers, and interior the perceived lack of apprecia- design, to talk of its merits, 

ment interestingly identifies the decorators in their capacity to tion of what we do. The problem explain how well we know th 
essential quality of the architect design complex structures in a exists only because we say it does. solution. The jury, this time 
as the designer, and advocates manner deserving the term Art. Stephen Kieran, James Timberlake, group of professionals holed 
the unabashed advocacy of The problem defined by Profes- Samuel Harris in a hotel over a long weeke 
design as the natural market of sor Gutman is exacerbated by the Kieran, Timberlake & Harris spends only 10 or 15 minute 
the architect. The accommoda- number of applicants to architec- Philadelphia decide if we are to be arc hi te 



"Design is the least important part of our work to all those who are not architects." 

Cl) 

ow different other profes- so easily abandons. This action, p letely, this effort will leave you need plans, or a seal? Why not? ·~ 
(,) 

s are. Most of the other pro- really a series of steps for every and your firm lean, mean , and • Have you talked to your in- ctl c: 
onal exams are given at or unemployed/ underemployed ready to win back part of that 95 suran ce company? They own a lot 
- graduation from school. architect to take , will start to percent of the building market. of real estate now. And they over-
is when the information is reverse the loss of power by the Are you a sole practitioner, see those future rebuild projects. 

1, the studying skills sharp. profession. who h as been a generalist all • Have you talked to your bank? 
1out the pressures of job and • Design is the least important your career? Steal a page from They own a lot of real estate now 
·1y these other professions part of our work to all those who attorneys' play book. Small firms, too. And they have to get it 
the ir exam s, and enjoy a are not architects. The general when faced with this situation, leased ancVor sold. Who is doing 
h higher su ccess rate. public , (and thus our clients) should organize toge ther in a the work? 
ur fr iends in engineering cannot differentiate "form" from suite of offices and build on their • Go through all those back 
their careers ac tually doing "function ." When asked anything combined strength. Anyone who issues of P/A Find an out-of-town 

neering. The senior engi- about style of design the closest has ever called an attorney whose firm that has the niche experi-
-s then check their work. The anyone can get is "make it look phone was answered with "Law ence you need to get a local pro-
tin g in engineering firms is like (or not look like) that build- offices," has run into this kind of ject. Do a joint venture with 

by techni cians hired to be ing." Design almost always be- relationship. In this setting attor- them. 
tsmen. Others graduating in comes a matter of the client's neys share resources, costs, and • Find an ADA advocacy group 
ness or accounting also work taste. As anyone who has observed help each other to market them- in your area. Help them find and 
eir fie ld , as man ager in a how people dress, the public's taste selves. Ten architects looking for enforce ADA violations. Work with 
urant or digging through will often prefer "bad" design. work are going to, by predictable them and they will get you work. 
rds as part of an audit. Even This being the case , what is odds, find more work fas ter than • Don't do any more free work . 
doctors and lawye rs start left? Professor Gutman 's group one guy looking alone. When asked to do this, tell them 
g what they went to school h as the natural marke t of the top Can you imagine a group of you ' ll take the same deal that the 
ven if they work in the 5 pe rcent. To recapture the oth- five to ten architects working attorney has, right down to the 

M 

rgency room on a 24-hour er 95 percent we must re invent toge ther in this type of relation- hourly rate. And get it in writing! m 
u:i 

or combing the law library ourselves, each individually, to ship? Can you see the architect • Do more free work. Find a 
~ f I ases to support a position in serve tha t remaining market. Our who secured the project surren- charity group in your area and 

.~ 
a ef. T he point is: they are construction , engineering, and dering any of it, even to a col- become their architect for free . -5 
d g what the ir p rofession does design / build competition has league who is better qualified to Charities have boards that are 4: 

Q) 

the very start. learned this; we haven't. Once we do the work? Because of ego, full of business leaders you want -~ 
(/) 
(/) 

e h ave bred in to our profes- are back in control we can begin everyone loses.To fight the ero- to know. 
Q) 

CT, 
0 

a level of passivity that is again to have greater influence sion of work done by the prof es- • Track past clients to their new 0: 

ue in the professions. Others in the design of buildings. sion, here is a brieflist of things j obs. Take them out to lunch 
de of the profession - con- • Architecture is a business and that any architect can do: when they are still looking for 79 

ors, e ngin eers, even inte rior is subject to the same rules as all • Check the local building work. They will appreciate it. 
n e rs - h ave seen this and other businesses. Most architects departments for "plan stamping". • Find those past clients new 
on it, to their profit and assume that "marketing" means , This is work you could have jobs. They will really appreciate it. 

oss. "getting work." Of course what it drawn. • Volunteer to talk to any group 
s Robert Gutman points out, really means is: study the market, • Check local and state laws cov- that will listen. Tell them what 
itecture's natural market is pick your target in the market- ering plan review. If builders and architects (you) can do for them. 
ed to "great se minal monu- place, "package" your "product" interior designers can submit There is only so much construe-
tal buildings" and "this mar- for the marke t you selected, and plans for a permit without a seal, tion being done today and there 

ay constitute only 5 percent go out and sell it. Every architect get the law changed. Reclaim will be less tomorrow. Every day 
1ildings." I, like most of the or firm in practice today should that work. And don't plan-stamp. must work to make yourself, your 
ssion , am not accomplished look at the firm 's experience, • Read a book that has nothing firm, and the profession more 
gh as an artist to do this pick the one area that is sti ll gen- to do with architecture, some- competitive. It's a simple world 
of architecture. After ten erating projects, and do just thing from Tom Pe ters or Peter right now. Either you eat or your 

y in the profession I don ' t those projects. Become the Drucker. competition eats; not both. Don ' t 
ss the portfolio I would experts, develop the niche . Stop • Take one thing from the believe me? Ask IBM, or Pan Am. 
to compete in this area. For chasing projects that you aren't nonarchitectural book and put I am not overly optimistic 
tecture to move in this the best qualified architect to do . it to u se . about the future of our prof es-
tion I, as well as many oth- Start chasing every project in • Stop going to A.IA meetings. sion. Reforms, real reforms, will 
vould be forced out of the which you are the best qualified. Start going to BOMA, HBA, the be slow to come and in the end 
ssion . Clobber the competition. Real Estate Board, e tc. That's will be watered down at best. 

ropose an agenda, instead, Reorganize your office to wh ere the projects are. Most of the real issues , like the 

rt taking back the 95 per- serve this niche market. Drop the • Ch eck back with the building education and training system, 

of th e building and design partners/ staff who don ' t fit the department. How are fire dam- will be ignored altogether. 
ssion that Professor Gutman market. If done right and com- aged rebuilds handled? Do they Most of all, the types of 
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"In the 1980s ... was anyone in architecture looking ahead and thinking of potential problems on the horizon?" 

changes I ask for will require a 
change in habit and attitude on 
the part of large numbers of 
architects. Most of this passive 
group of individuals will find try
ing any part of this plan impossi
ble. They will instead sit alone in 
their offices and dream of a 
"qreat seminal monumental 
building" that will never come. 

I, like them, find personal 
change difficult. I have fought to 
be an architect for as long as I 
can remember. At every step 
along the way there were the nay 
sayers who told me I could not 
do it. I am where I am today not 
by talent. I know no other way 
but to fight. And I, and my part
ners, will be out there every day 
aggressively marketing, taking 
the fight to our competition. In 
doing so we will take back our 
profession, one step at a time. 
Ted Thomas 
Arcorp Ltd. 
St. Louis 

Take More Responsibility 
A few comments on Weld 

Coxe and Mary Hayden's 
thought-provoking essay on the 
European versus American prac
tice of architecture: the client 
"shopping" today in the architec
tural boutique is looking for one 
of two types of "merchandise": 
signature design or reliable ser
vice. Those few architects who 
are in the signature design busi
ness have nothing to complain 
about in terms of their status or 
power. Those in the majority who 
are not in this category have a lot 
to worry about. If they want to 
obtain status and power, they 
have to excel in the "reliable ser
vice" field just as much as their 
colleagues are excelling with sig
nature design. 

As in boxing, the fighter 
against a stronger opponent with 
a larger reach has only one 
defense - to get closer, where the 
mighty jab cannot hit with full 
force. The one who pulls back 
will be knocked out. The archi
tect who shies away from respon-

sibility and leadership will lose 
status and power. When the 
client finds the architect's service 
indispensable, he or she will 
reward it with confidence, com
pensation, and respect. 

For this reason our practice is 
developing from the traditional 
"architectural service" to full con
trol of the entire construction/ 
development process. This means 
combining architectural design 
and production with construction 
management - not as contractors, 
but as consultants who deliver a 
completed project for a fee and 
absolve the client of the head
aches and miseries of the process. 
Yes, it makes us assume more 
responsibility, but it also provides 
"power" to deal with the conse
quences of that responsibility. 

A person looks for profession
al help in the legal or medical 
field in the belief that he or she 
alone cannot solve a particular 
problem. If the same were true in 
connection with the architec
tural/ construction process, the 
person would seek out the guid
ance of the architectural profes
sional as well. This perceived 
need alone - and the trust that 
goes with it, without the cultural, 
stylistic, or political mumbo-jum
bo - will elevate the architectural 
profession to the level where its 
practitioners want to see it. 
Laszlo Papp, F AJA 

Papp Architects 
White Plains, New York 

Fewer Manifestoes, 
More Leadership 
The cyclical construction/ real 

estate markets again show that 
architecture (as in the mid-1970s 
and early-1980s) can bust as well 
as boom. As the profession flails 
around for a response, two possi
bilities present themselves: 1. we 
can concentrate on being the 
best damned architects we can 
be, or 2. we can broaden our
selves into sociology and eco
nomics and politics and the envi
ronment and materials and 
technology, becoming "more 

active in related fields." 
With regard to the first, it risks 

marketing myopia, that is, work
ing diligently to improve on the 
vacuum tube while the future 
really lies in transistors. But I seri
ously question the profession's 
will and ability to carry out the 
second option. 

Talking of "reinventing" the 
profession and "issuing new man
ifestoes" on architectural practice 
every time the going gets tough is 
pathetic. To say we must "move 
toward a new order" and "discover 
new expressions and forms appro
priate to our changing civiliza
tion" is nebulous cheerleading. 

In the 1980s, when construc
tion was booming worldwide, was 
anyone in architecture looking 
ahead and thinking of potential 
problems on the horizon? A 
decent course in economics 
would have shown what was com
ing in time to do something. Now 
it may be too late. As one of my 
faculty peers says, "We may be 
preparing students for a future 
which does not exist." 

Architecture's "unique strength 
is the generation and execution 
of ideas." Boy that's deep! No
body else does that. And if archi
tects must "promote these skills, 
which are particularly useful in 
times of change," then in these 
times of change why are so many 
architects out of work? 

There is also the distinct ten
dency for architects to fight the 
last war. Let's "lead and work with 
others in the political realm." The 
political realm has had it. The 
financial markets will increasing
ly make the decisions for the 
hamstrung politicos. 

O .K then, let's assume "greater 
responsibility for the myriad in
puts that are required to carry 
their work to completion." Sounds 
good. But how can accepting 
broader responsibility be the solu
tion when the problem is one of 
narrowing responsibility? That's 
like saying the way to get out of 
poverty is to make more money. 

We can also opt for "more 

research" or "cornmission a 
study." (These are quotes righ 
out of just a single issue of PI 
case you hadn't noticed. And 
wait; there's more.) Should we 
remain "consummate artists" o 
go with "necessary change?" I'l 
tell you, that's a tough one. Is 
anyone outside architecture re 
ing this stuff? They must be 
laughing their shorts off. Let's 
flip a coin at the next A.IA Co 
vention in Chicago: heads we' 
be artists and tails we'll go for 
change option. 

Like rats confined in too ti 
a cage, the practitioner snipes 
academia, saying it has its hea 
the clouds, while academia th· 
practitioners care only fo r pro 
and glory, the result being th 
we all, teachers and those in t 
offices, represent a profession 
with our heads up our collecti 
wazzoos. 

On the positive side, if we 
A. "celebrate our limitations" 
the practice arena and indee 
the best architects we can be; 
while looking to professors of 
architecture to add to our 
"breadth," maybe something 
could come of it. 

Also, I have a feeling wear 
desperately in need of a stron 
and forceful leader with visio 
and the ability to communica 
Is there a Frank Lloyd Wright 
crossed with a Ronald Reaga 
out there somewhere? 
William Voelker 

Associate Professor of Architectur: 
University of Illinois 

Champaign/Urbana 



DP IC's taught us a lot about communicating with our clients. 
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I often give clients DPIC materials to 
back up a point. It's part of making sure 
my clients get their questions answered. 
When we're negotiating a contract, we 
take the agreement paragraph by 
paragraph. 

One of the paragraphs in almost eve1y Heaton/Zart! 
contract is a limitation of liability (LOL) clause) limiting the 
aniount of bis firm 's risle to $50) 000 or the fee. DPIC bas 
niade information on using LOL available to design 
professionals for over twenty years. 

We attempt to get limitation of liability 
into every agreement we have. We're 
very successful. It comes down to 
economics - we charge more if they 
don't take LOL, because it's going to cost 
us more. 

Heaton/Zart! & Associates bas obtained limitation of liability 
in 86% of its contracts over tbe last five years. 

The limitation of liability clause is 
already in our word processor, so it's 
easy for us to use. The credit money we 
get back from DPIC is a nice incentive, 
but we'd limit our liability anyway. 

In 1992, Heaton/Zartl received a 25% reduction in its 
professional liability insurance premium from DPIC because 
of tbe architectural firm 's use of limitation of liability clauses. 

In a small organization, you're more 
aware of the dollars that are coming in 
and going out and you're more aware oi 
something like limitation of liability and 
what it can save. 

Like your bide. 

• • DPIC's Limitation of Liability Credit Program has returned nearly $37 million to 

DPIC policyholders in the last fi ve yea rs. Each yea r, DPIC policyholders can earn up 

to 25% off their insurance premiums by purring a basic limitation of liabi lity clause in 

their contracts. J\ilore important, they' re protecting themselves. For a free package on 

limitation of liabili ty, ca ll DP!Cs Communications Department at (800) 227-4284 . 

Companies. Inc. It's not just money back. It's an incentive to be the best you can be. 

Circle No. 341 on Reader Service Ca rd 
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The office isn't the only 
environment we keep beautiful. 

II\ Our OesignWall' " lnter.ior 

W Panels are made from 

recyclec-l newsprint and covered 

with lruilf'ord of Maine FR 701 ® 

Fahric . ~o it's easy For you to 

prese rve the beauty outside 

your huildings while beautif)ring 

the walls inside . 

OesignWall is extremely 

FR 70 1 1< "reg1s1ererl trerlnme rk of G1Jilforrl of M;iine 

tackable, reduces sound, is 

Class A flame-spread rated and 

Circle No. 314 on Reader Service Card 

competitively priced . It's avail 

able in four popula r colors . 

Call 800-257-9491 , ext. 31 

for literature and samples. See 

for yourself why DesignWall is a 

natural for your next project. 

homasote 
C 0 M P A N Y 
Box 7240 , West Trenton , NJ 08628-0240 
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he judging will take place in 

October 1993, and winners 

ill be notified, confidentially, 
by October 31. Public 

nnouncement of the winners 

ill be made in January 1994, 

nd winning entries will be 

eatured in the January issue 

f P/A. Clients, as well as 

rofessionals responsible, will 

e recognized. P/A will 

istribute information on 

inning entries to national, 

ocal, and specialized media. 

eadline for Submissions: 

eptember 10, 1993 

nnua 

Progressive Architecture announces its 41st annual P/A Awards program. 

The purpose of this awards competition is to encourage outstanding work in architecture and urban design 
before it is executed. 

Awards and citations will be designated by a jury of distinguished, independent professionals, basing their 
decisions on the overall excellence and innovation. 

In an effort to address the broader concerns of the profession, P/A is encouraging the 41st P/A jury to take 
into account various considerations in addition to qualities of form: response to program and context, 
management of the design and construction process, technical solutions and details, social and economic 
contributions. Potential entrants are urged to interpret the call for ''outstanding work" as broadly as possible, 
consistent with the awards program's limitation to specific projects that have been accepted for execution. 

Jury 

Andres Duany, AJA, Town Planner 
Andres Duany & Elizabeth Plater
Zyberk, Architects 
Miami, Florida 

Christine Killory, RIBA, Assoc. AJA 
Principal, Davids Killory, 
San Diego, California 
Lecturer, School of Architecture, 
University of California, San Diego 

M. David Lee, F AIA 
Partner, Stull & Lee, 
Architects and Planners, 
Boston, Massachusetts 
Adjunct Professor, Harvard 
Graduate School of Design 

Mary Mcleod 
Associate Professor of Architecture, 
Graduate School of Architecture, 
Planning and Preservation, 
Columbia University, 
New York, New York 

William J. Mitchell, FRAIA 
Dean, School of Architecture and 
Planning, and Professor of Archi
tecture and Media Arts and Sciences, 
MIT, Cambridge, Massachusetts 

Dr. Sharon E. Sutton, AIA 
Associate Professor of Architecture 
and Regional Planning, 
University of Michigan, 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Rafael Viiioly, FAIA 
Rafael Vinoly Architects 
New York, New York 

Eligibility 

1 Who Can Enter. Architects and 
other environmental design 
professionals practicing in the 
U.S., Canada, or Mexico may enter 
one or more submissions. 
Proposals may be for any location, 
but work must have been directed 
and substantially executed in 
offices in those countries. 

2 Real Projects. All entries must 
have been commissioned, for 
compensation, by clients with the 
authority and the intention to 
carry out the proposal submitted. 
In the case of design eompetitions, 
the proposals eligible are those the 
client intends to execute. 

3 Architectural Design Entries. 
Entries in Architectural Design 
may include only works of 
architecture scheduled to be 
completed after January 1, 1994. 
Indicate anticipated completion 
date on Project Facts page (see 
item 11, below) . Prototypical 
designs are acceptable, if 
commissioned by a client. 

4 Urban Design Entries. Entries in 
Urban Design must have been 
accepted by a client who intends to 
base actions on them. 
Implementation plans and 
anticipated schedule must be 
explained in entry. 

5 Research Behind Projects. While 
research in architectural and urban 
design will no longer be judged as a 
separate category, P/A encourages 
the submission of research that .has 
been done in support of specific 
architectural or urban design 
projects. P/A is making other plans 
for coverage of generic research 
studies; see future issues. 

6 Verification by Client. The jury's 
decision to premiate any sub
mission will be contingent on 
verification by PIA that it meets all 
eligibility requirements. To that 
end, P/A will contact the clients of 
projects the jury selects for recog
nition. P/A reserves final decision 
on eligibility and accepts no liability 
in that regard. Please be certain 
your entry meets the above rules. 

Publication Agreement 

7 Providing Graphics. If the 
submission should win, the entrant 
agrees to make available further 
graphic material and information, 
as needed by P/A. 

8 First Publication. P/A is granted 
the first opportunity among U.S. 
architecture magazines for feature 
publication of winning projects 
upon their completion. 

(additional rules and entry form on the 
following page) 

(Y) 
m 
u:i 
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Entry form: 41st P/A Awards Program 

Please fill out all parts and submit, intact. with each entry (see 
paragraph 14 of instructions). Copies of this form may be used. 

Entrant: 

Address: 

Credit(s) for publication (attach additional sheet if necessary) 

Entrant phone number: 

Project: 

Location: 

Client: 

Client phone number: 

Category: 

Entrant: 

Address: 

Project: 

I certify that the submitted work was done by the parties credited and meets all Eligibi lity 

Requ irements (1 - 6) All parties responsible for the work submitted accept the terms of the 

Publication Agreement (7- 8). I understand that any entry that fails to meet Submission 

Requirements (9- 20) may be disqualified. Signer must be authorized to represent those credited 

Signature ____ ____ ____ __________ _ 

Name (typed or printed): ___________________ _ 

Fees: 

Subscriber, $90 D Non-subscriber. $125 D Entry plus one-year subscription, $125 D 

Awards Editor/Progressive Architecture 

600 Summer Street, P 0 Box 1361, Stamford, CT 06904 

Project: 

Your submission has been received and assigned number _ _ _ 

Entrant: 

Address: 

(Receipt:) 

Awards Editor/Progressive Architecture 

600 Summer Street, P.O. Box 1361, Stamford, CT 06904 

Entrant: 

Address: 

(Return label) 

Submission Requirements 

9 Binders. Entries must consist of legibly 
re produced graphic material and text 
adeq uate to explain it, in Engli sh. All 
en try material must be firmly bound in 
binders no larger than 17" in either 
dime nsion (9 " x 12" preferred). Avoid 
fragile bindings. Suppleme ntary 
documents su ch as research reports or 
urban design appendices may be bound 
separately to avoid unwieldiness, as part 
of the same entry. Occasion al fo ld-out 
pages are permissible, but unbound 
material in boxes, sleeves, etc., wi ll not 
be considered . 

10 Documenting the Process. It is 
desirable for en tri es to document the 
design process , as we ll as its result: 
entrants are encouraged to include 
copies of preliminary sketches, 
alternative preliminary schemes, 
information on context and precedents 
for the design and excerpts from 
working drawings. 

11 Project Facts Page. To assure clear 
communication to the jury, the first 
page in the entry binder must list 
PROJECT FACTS under the fo llowing 
explicit headings: Location , Site 
ch arac teristics, Surroundings, Zoning 
constraints, Type of client, Program , 
Construction systems, Funding, and 
Sch edule. Give hard data (square
footages , costs, specific materials) where 
possible. All Proj ect Facts should fi t on 
one page . Paragraphs amplifying this 
data , covering design philosophy, e tc., 
should be included o n subsequent 
pages. 

12 No Original Drawings. Orig inal 
drawings are not required , and P/ A will 
accept no liab ili ty if they are submitted. 
No models, slides , or videotapes will be 
viewed by the jury. 

13 Anonymity. To maintain anonym iL)' in 
judging, n o names of e ntrants or 
collaborating parties may appear on any 
part of the subm ission , except on entry 
forms. Credits may be concealed by tape 
or any simple means. Do not conceal 
identity or location of projects. 

14 Entry Forms. Each subm ission must be 
accompanied by a signed entry form, to 
be fo und on this page . Reproductions 
of the form are acceptable. Fill out the 
entire form and inse rt it, in tact, into an 
unsealed envelope attached inside th e 
back cover of the binder. 

15 Entry Categories. For pu rposes of jury 
procedure only, please identify each 
entry on its entry form as o ne of the 
following: Educational (including any 
campus buildings) , House (single
family) , Housing (multifamily) , 
Commercial, Cultural, Govern mental, 
Health-re la ted (in cluding nursing 
homes) , Indusu-ial, Recreational, 
Religious, Urban design. Mixed fac ili ties 
should be classified by the largest 
function. If unable to classify, enter 
Miscellaneous. 

16 Copies of Key Pages. To provide P/ A 
with basic information on your entry, 
even if it is not premiated by the jury, 
please include xe roxes of six or more 

key pages (including Project Fac ts 
page ), stapled separately and slippe 
inside the back cover of the binder. 

17 Entry Fees. Entry fee must accom 
each submission . Fee is $90 for P/ A 
subscribers, $125 for non-subscribe1 
(Non-subscribers can choose to 
subscribe at a special rate of$35 pe 
year and pay the $90 en try fee ; see 
fo rm. ) Make check or money order 
payable to Progressive Arc hi tecture 
Canadian or Mexican offices musts 
drafts in U .S. dollars. Fee must be 
in serted in unsealed enve lope with 
entry form (see 14, above). 

18 Entry Receipts. P/ A will send a re 
before October 1, which will indica 
entry number to save for your refer 

19 Return of Entries. P/A intends to 
return all en tries by J anuary 1, by 
Mail. P/ A assumes no liabi lity for lo 
damage. 

20 Entry Deadline. Deadline for sen 
enu-ies is September 10, 1993. All ent 
must show some date marking as 
evidence of being in carrier 's hand 
September 10. Address is printed b 
Hand-delivered entries must arrive 
P/ A's offices (address below, 6th fl 
reception desk) by 5 p.m., Septem 

try 

10. In order to assure arrival in tim 
the jury, P/A recommends u sing a 
carrier that guarantees delivery wit n 
a few days. 

New Rules This Vear: 

• The competition is open to firms 
Mexico, as well as the U.S. and 
Canada (Rule 1 ). 

• Entries are limited to the catego 
of architectural design and urba 
design (Rules 3, 4). 

• P/A encourages submission of 
research reports supporting spe 
projects and intends to inaugura 
series of features on generic res 
(Rule 5). 

• Entrants are urged to include 
information on the design proce 
(Rule 10 ). 

• Entries must include a Project F 
sheet (Rule 11 ). 

• Extra copies of at least six entry 
pages must accompany each en 
(Rule 16). 

Address entries to: 
Awards Editor 
Progressive Architecture 
600 Summer Street 
P.O. Box 1361 
Stamford, CT 06904 

(For carrie rs other th an U.S. mail , 
simply del e te box number from 
address.) 

Deadline: September 10 
Strictly Enforced 



'Eacfi year, tfiousancfs of apprentices 

and)ourneymen receive training from 

FJvU. 'Training in 6rick,ana 6fock_,[aying, 

ti[e setting, stone ana mar6[e masonry, 

cement masonry, maintenance ana 

restoration, terrazzo ana mosaic work, 

ana pfastering. Our courses conform 

to tfie evercfianging aemancfs of tfie 

markf,tp[ace wfii[e maintaining craft 

stanaarcfs. rrfirougfi tfieir work, witfi 

union contractors, our apprentices 

ana trainees gain va[ua6re ezyerience. 

rrfie /(jna of ezyerience tfiat affows 

tfiem to offer tfie u[timate 

craftsmansfiip in masonry. 

'Union craftsmansfiip. 

rrfie Internationa[ :Masonry Institute. 

It ta/(g,s more 
than the 
best design, 
more than 
the best 
materiafs, 
more than 
the best toofs 
to bui[d 
the best 
bui[dings. 
'You afso 
need the best 
hands. 

'Union 
craftsmen and 
contractors. 

'The best 
hands in the 
business. 

IMI is a labor/management trust fund of the International Union of Bricklayers and Allied Craftsmen and the contractors who employ the Union's 
members in the U.S. and Canada. To learn more, write to us at: 823 15th Street N.W., Suite 1001 , Washington, DC 20005. © 1993, IMI. 
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Hovv ro BriI1g Yo-.ir Brighresr Ideas 
C>-.ir of rhe Sha<lovvs. 

through a haze of cigarette smoke i saw the band 
launch into an old Cole Porter favorite . but they 
improvised, stretching the barriers of the tune, finding 
new life in an old structure. some listeners just 
couldn't dig it, but for those who did it was real and 
beautiful and a moment to be savored. 

that's the essence of jazz. 
and the essence of Jazz, our new laminate 

collection. designed for vertical applications, these 
twelve ne'v\' compositions range from abstracts to 
solids to stone-like patterns to woodgrains. they're 
pearlescent . metallic . with an illusion of dimension. 
and what might be called a visual rhythm - the subtle 
interplay of colors shifting with shadow, light and 
moven1ent. 

Jazz laminates are creative instruments for those 
who find new life in that old structure of four walls, a 
floor and a ceiling. Louis Armstrong said if you have to 
ask what jazz is, you'll never know. and if you depend 
on our verbal descriptions of Jazz laminates, you'll 
never know either. in both cases, you simply must 
experience the real thing. 

so if you want your next design idea 
to really shine, you better get hip to 
Jazz. for more information and rapid 
Rocket Chips~' delivery of samples, just 
get on the horn and call : 

1-800-433-3222 
In Texas: 1-800-792-6000 

WILSDDADTi 
P E ARLESCE N T LA M INATES 

Bringing new solutions lo the surface® 
© 199.1. RWP Co. Circle No. 313 on Reader Service Card 



B uildings that arch above 

the ground, that sit in the ground, 

and stand lightly on the ground -

all are featured on the following 

pages, with in-depth discussion of 

their design and construction 

processes. Also covered: 

the urban design saga of the 

Riverside South project in 

New York, a critique of Yale's 

Psychiatric Center, completed 

a few years ago, and a report 

on hurricane damage in 

Southern Dade County. 

Progressive Architecture 

Axonometric of the 

International 

Terminal at Chicago's 

O'Hare Airport lYy 

Perkins & Will. 

(Y) 
CJ) 

u::i 
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O'HARE'S NEW INTERNATION 

TERMINAL BY GROUP ONE DESIGN IS BO H 

RATIONAL AND ROMANTIC, BOTH TRANSPARENT A D 

TRANSCENDENT. 

88 
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0 e of the most charming pieces of junk mail I've received recently came from 

ited Airlines, telling me that they were auctioning off "private backstage 

ks" at five of their airport facilities; they would accept bids of United frequent-flyer 

m es. I had to wonder how many bids they're going to get; would you trade in miles you 

could use to go somewhere for a chance to spend more 

time at the airport? 

M 
en 
u::i 
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The fact is, airports are enormously complex facilities, but travelers 

don't need to be exposed to that complexity. We need them to seem 

as clear and simple as possible. Such simplicity, combined with a crisp 

yet romantic vocabulary of images, is displayed in the new 

International Terminal at Chicago's O'Hare International Airport. 

From its vaulted steel-and-glass ticketing pavilion - the building's most 

visible feature - to its hold rooms, the building displays the earnest 

Modern clarity and optimism of its principal design architect, Ralph 

Johnson of Perkins & Will. 

The terminal, designed by Group One Design, a joint venture of 

Perkins & Will, Heard & Associates, and Consoer Townsend & 

Associates (all of Chicago), is the last major piece of a two-billion-dol

lar, 12-year expansion of the airport. When it opens for arrivals this 

month, it will provide 21 gates for international carriers, and Federal 

Inspection Services (Customs, Immigration, etc.) for the entire air

port. Shoehorned onto a leftover site near the airport entrance, the 

terminal also functions as a new architectural gateway for O'Hare. (At 

night, the ticketing pavilion will be a kind of gateway from the air, too, 

a lantern reminiscent of Minoru Yamasaki's air terminal in St. Louis.) 

While many hands went into this design, the one that is most 

apparent visually is that of Ralph Johnson. He employs here the vocab

ulary of previous projects such as the Orland Park Village Center (P/A, 

Oct. 1990, p. 65) and the Morton International Building (P/A, July 

1991, p. 94): circles punched out of ceiling planes, slender towers, 

exaggerated horizontals. It is in part the language of Willem Dudok, 

the 20th-Century Dutch Modern architectJohnson admires. But here 

he has also been influenced by the airport itself - not so much the 

Miesian Modernism of the original O'Hare buildings, but the off-the

shelf quality of the many hangars and generic buildings on the site. 

This shows up particularly in the choice of materials: steel, glass 

(transparent where possible) and metal and laminate fascias. "The 

ticketing pavilion is as much in the language of engineering as in that 

of architecture," he says. 

By the time Group One received the commission for the building 

in 1986 (winning out over Harry Weese & Associates, Skidmore, 

Owings & Merrill, and I.M. Pei & Partners), many important design 

decisions had already been made. O'Hare Associates, a joint venture 

led by C.F. Murphy & Associates (now Murphy /Jahn) had written 

"project books" for each of 140 separate projects in the O'Hare 

Development Program, which had begun in 1981. O am es W. 

Stevenson of Perkins & Will, who was project director on the terminal, 

was general manager of O'Hare Associates from 1981 to 1988.) The 

program called for increasing the airport's land-side capacity, which 

had become severely overtaxed in the 1970s, by moving runways and 

taxiways to allow for expansion and renovation of the "prime real 

estate" within the circle of terminals. The International Terminal pro

ject originated when United Airlines successfully lobbied to obtain the 

site of the existing international terminal for its new flagship terminal, 

an acclaimed steel and glass structure by Murphy/Jahn (P/A, Nov. 

1987, p. 95). To accommodate United, the site was cleared and inter

national flights moved to a retrofitted parking garage. 

The project book for a new International Terminal established a 

site and floor levels for the building, and a basic parti that was fairly 

typical for modern airports: a two-level roadway, departures on top, 

arrivals below, and baggage handling in between, at ground level. 

Because the terminal would be separated from the tight ring of exist

ing terminals, the Development Program also called for a light rail 

Airport Transit System (ATS) to connect the new terminal and a long

term parking lot with the existing airport. O'Hare Associates deter-

mined the location of the ATS tracks; furthe rmore, the carriers 

were to use the terminal wanted the train to stop inside the buildi 

The ever changing and ever tightening needs for security an 

more efficient Federal Inspection Services (the umbrella ter 

Customs, Immigration, and other Federal agencies concerned 

arriving air passengers) also played an important role in the for 

the terminal. The decision by security officials to have only one c 

point for departing passengers, for example, ruled out the " 

through" check-in used at the United Terminal and helped estab 

symmetrical plan. 'We had a preconception that because the sit 

asymmetrical, the building should be," says Ralph Johnson. " 

turned out that the function was symmetrical." As the archi 

worked through the program in the design concept phase (f 

page), that symmetry and centrality became more apparent. 

Security concerns have also had a negative impact on some as 

of the building. FIS requires arriving passengers to pass through 

ile corridors" on their way to inspection. That once meant merel 

they could have no physical contact with outsiders. FIS now fro 

visual contact as well, meaning that all windows in sterile cor 

must be translucent. This is too bad, since transparency and vie 

a major architectural theme here, starting with the seeming 

parency of the ticketing pavilion. (It is only "seeming" because t 

side glass is fritted to keep glare out of pilots' eyes; this require 

did as much to frustrate the building's transparency as FIS.) 

Locating the Architectural Rewards 
Because of their proximity, comparisons between this termin 

Murphy/Jahn's United Terminal are inevitable. As Cheryl Kent 

out (page 96), United reversed the traditional sequence of a· 

spaces, ennobling the concourse instead of the ticketing hall, o 

theory that travelers spend most of their time in the former. 

One spent more energy on the latter, in part because, unlike Un 

theirs is truly a terminal, not a place for transferring between 

(Many users of the United terminal never set foot in the tic 

hall.) The International Terminal will treat departing passeng 

the spectacular ticketing pavilion and very comfortable - thoug 

long - concourses. The architects mitigated the length of th 

courses through the use of a curve for part of their length, and 

viding views out in both directions. Arriving passengers, subject 

suspicion of Customs and Immigration , are treated muc 

humanely: their "sterile corridors" are long and relatively unart 

ed. And none of the major spaces in the arrival sequence off 

experience comparable to that of the ticketing pavilion. 

While the United Terminal emphasizes the vertical dimens 

the felicitous sections of its concourses, the International Te 

emphasizes the horizontal, to equally dramatic effect. The lon 

of the concourses, clad with horizontally ribbed metal panels, s 

go on forever as you drive by them, and inside, a rectangle 

high and ten feet wide is the module for windows and wall panel 

exception, with vertically oriented mullions, is the ticketing pa 

which by contrast seems to soar, although it rises only 50 feet. 

The International Terminal is far from a generic or even m 

design when compared to the original O'Hare terminals. 

idiosyncrasies as the heroic, axially placed control tower (which 

only the terminal's own taxiing aircraft) and the curving ceili 

the inspection area and in the meeters and greeters lobby a 

come but decidedly un-Miesian conceits. Still, in its general c 

ment to clean lines and clear function, this terminal is an appr 

successor to C.F. Murphy's originals. Mark Alden Branch 
ate 

• 



sign Development 

on the scene, the Inter
al Terminal was already 
· g to take shape as a result 
isions by the planners, 
e Associates. Some of these 
· ewed as inevitable: the con

ion of the taxiways and 
ch road defined the site, 

e placement of the transit 
was fixed. The footprint 
·angle, from which extend-
asymmetrical arms. "The 
0

tywas in what happened in 

the triangle," says Ralph Johnson. 
The "project book" developed by 
O'Hare Associates indicated a hol
low center for the triangle, but a 
push from the city to increase con
cession space (and thus revenue) 

led to the idea of filling up the tri
angle with a concessions court. 

Before moving into the 
schematic design phase, the city 
asked Perkins & Will to produce 
three different schemes for review. 
Scheme "A," an asymmetrical 
design with a round, mast-support
ed set of hold rooms, treated the 
ticketing pavilion as an undiff eren-

tiated space, suggesting a flow
through departure arrangement. 
Scheme "B" was more centrally 

arranged, with the ticketing pavil
ion divided into two winglike struc

tures converging on a central con
cessions court. (Besides the flight 
imagery, the tapering wing shape 
was thought to be functional, as 
less circulation space is needed 
toward the ends.) Scheme "C," 

with its bow-shaped plan, begins to 
reconcile the flow-through ticketing 

system with one central security 
checkpoint and passage to the 
departure area. 

The design team evaluated 
these three approaches and, before 

presenting them to the city, devel
oped a fourth scheme incorporat
ing the strengths of the first three. 
Scheme "D" in essence became the 

final design for the terminal; in it, 
the bow of scheme "C" moved 

from plan to elevation, expressing 
the centrality and symmetry of the 
program. Here, too, the control 

tower first took a central role. At 
this point, the concessions court 
was in a glass rotunda. (A slightly 
later version toyed with a Tatlin
esque skewed glass tower.) 
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ATS STATION 

TICKETING PAVILION 

GALLERIA DEPARTURES CONCOURSE 

CONCESSIONS COURT ARRIVALS CONCOURSE 



FIS 

MEE S AND GREETERS LOBBY 

SEC N THROUGH TICKETING HALL AND ATS STATION 

As the ticketing pavilion nears 

completion (above), the cool color 

palette becomes apparent. Floors here 

are terrazzo, but in the concourses, 

a similarly patterned carpet was sub

stituted to save money. A 

perspective section (left) describes 

the entry sequence and the transit 

station embedded within it. 

Diagrammatic drawings (above left) 

illustrate the sequence of eight public 

spaces in the terminal. 
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Aviation Evolution 

Cheryl Kent recounts O'Hare's adaptation to changes in flying and in archi tecture. 

for decades, O'Hare International Airport has yielded with com
parative grace to pressures for change by an industry growing and 
changing past all expectations. The airport's nearly completed ten
year, two-billion-dollar expansion program - of which the United 
(P/A, Nov. 1987, p. 95) and International terminals are both a part -
has changed the nature of change at O'Hare . No more is design conti
nuity prized. Rather, the 
celebratory, robust - and, 
to some degree, idiosyn
cratic - designs of the 
United and International 
terminals are encouraged. 

O'Hare was designed to 
support flexibility when all 
that could be said with cer
tainty about aviation's 
future was that radical 

to such a size that they took a floor in a building across the st 
Many of the team members came from Skidmore, Owings & Me 
where work on the Air Force Academy was winding down. Nae 
Murphy - anxious to emulate the structure and scale of SOM 
staying closer to the Miesian architectural model - welcomed 
new colleagues, among them Stanislaw Gladych, who had worke 

the Air Force Chapel 
became chief designe 
O'Hare. 

The team worked 
one-half-inch scale mo 
The size of the projec 
such that organizati 
innovations were near 
important as design in 

~ tions. The 7 ,200-acre 

~ 
was laid out on a gri 

change was imminent. In 
1956, when huge civic jobs 
could be dispensed with 

One of O'Hare's domestic terminals, fry Naess & Murphy, 1962. 
tha t any point coul 
located by its coordin 

Medici-like largesse, Chicago Mayor Richard]. Daley gave the airport 
commission to Naess & Murphy (later C.F. Murphy Associates, then 
Murphy/Jahn). The firm would act as consulting architects into the 
1980s, overseeing additions and ensuring that what was built was com
patible with the original Miesian scheme. 

Air travel was still youthful when O'Hare was being designed. More 
people went by passenger bus than plane, because flying was expen
sive and airlines did not reach the small towns and rural areas. There 
were no formulaic solutions to airport design. A well-respected "air
port consultant" of the day had started out as a ticketing agent in a 
small Midwestern airport. The first p lan for O'Hare was laid out by an 
engineer in a pinwheel with runways converging on one another. 
(The architects' p lan for modified parallel runways corrected the obvi
ous dangers of that scheme.) In 1959, while O'Hare was under design, 
what many said would never happen did happen: the jet was intro
duced for commercial flight, prompting the awarding of contracts and 
the first serious work on O 'Hare. (Before that, the airlines had stalled, 
contentedly using Midway Airport on the South Side despite condi
tions so strained as to verge on peril. ) The architects had incorporat
ed runways of a suitable length in their design, but others had not. 
Idlewild (now Kennedy), which was under construction at th e same 
time as O'Hare, could not take jets when it was finished. 

"Everything was in flux, so we had to accommodate everything," 
says Carter Manny, project manager for O'Hare, and a retired partner 
from Murphy /Jahn. That meant everything from incorporating differ
ent baggage-handling systems for different airlines to docking planes 
of varying heights, scale, and manufacture at uniform gates. 

At first, the architects worked from a penthouse on top of the 
Railway Exchange building, which Daniel Burnham had constructed 
so he could see Chicago's lakefront spread before him as he laid out 
the 1909 Plan for Chicago. Before long, the O'Hare team had grown 

Composite drawings sh 
the location of all underground cables, fuel pipes, heating and 
ing lines, and tunnels. Project blueprints were produced to permi 
ibility when reduced to half size. To make the bidding process 
ageable, those competing for the 70 contracts awarded during th 
of the proj ect were given half-size drawings. 

The five-foot concourse module permitted varying configura 
depending on the airlines' needs while maintaining a proport 
standard. The concourses retained their coherence through 
ations dictated by changing needs and tastes over many years. 

The terminals were O'Hare's signature spaces. Their light, bu 
forms - visible from the approach roadway un til they were block 
a hote l and parking garage completed in 1973 - were O'H 
emblem. Still , Gladych had doubts at the last moment. Fearin 
mullions were too fragi le for exterior expression, he consid 
pulling the columns outside the curtain wall. With founda 
already in place, it was too late and the change was not made. 

The terminal was detailed to last, and it has, with an enviabl 
gance. There were not enough experienced workers to lay th 
acres of terrazzo required in the concourses and terminal buil 
Craftsmen were brought in from Cuba to get the job finishe 
schedule. The seating system commissioned for O'Hare from C 
Eames at Herman Miller is still in p lace, and has become ubiq 
in airports around the world. Ticket counters and telephone b 
were designed by the architects. Airline logos were restricted by 
sistent parameters, and advertising was forbidden. While O'H 
not entirely free of the accretion of detritus found at most airpo 
is freer than most. 

O'Hare adapted to much - to wide-body jets and more - b 
change it could not accept gracefully came in the late 1970s whe 
terminal was rendered virtually obsolete. Security checks broug 
by hij ackings, and made stricter in 1990 by the (continued on pa 
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DETAILS: TICKETING PAVILION 

Details: Ticketing Pavilion 
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The most prominent space in the airport is the 
ticketing pavilion, an 800-foot-long steel-and-glass 
structure with a curving roof that gently rises from 
14 to 50 feet (photo, p. 99). Project designer 
August Battaglia of Perkins & Will says the room was 
intended to evoke the light exposed structures of 
turn-of-the-century railway stations. Toward that 
end, the room's light, standing seam metal roof is 
held up by 28 steel tube frames, on 30-foot centers, 
spanning the 50-foot width of the room. Each is 
composed of two six-inch pipes with double angle 
web members. The paired pipes provide adequate 
structure while allowing light to pass through. 

The frames rest on double concrete columns 
that rise from below the floors below, stopping 
about 11 feet above the floor of the ticketing pavil
ion . Each frame was built in three pieces off site; 
the spanning members are joined to the column 
members with a welded slip joint (not shown). 

The steel pipe shown in section (detail, center 
left) acts as wind bracing, and connects the frames 
to each other. Mullions are placed behind these 
bracing members to avoid visual clutter. 
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Project: International Terminal 
(Terminal 5), O'Hare International 

Airport, Chicago. 
Architects: Group One Design, a joint 

venture of Perkins & Will Group, Heard 
& Associates, and Consoer Townsend & 
Associates (James M. Stevenson, project 

director; Thomas A. Kamis,Jr., director of 
construction administration; Ralph 

Johnson, design principal; August 

Battaglia, project designer; James N. 
Economos, project manager; Mark 

Romack, project architect; Larry D. 
Robertson, MEP technical coordinator; 

Fred Antonelli, airside/landside terminal 

building technical coordinator; Joe 
Pullara, terminal building technical 
coordinator. 

Client: City of Chicago, Department of 

Aviation, represented by Terminal Five 
Team of the O'Hare Development Program 

(Richard M. Daley, Mayor; David 

Nlosena, Commissioner, Department of 
Aviation; Patrick Harbour, Terminal Five 

Team Project Director) . 
Site: 100-acre triangular tract within 

existing airport boundaries, bordered by 
taxiways, nmways, and the entrance 

roadway. 
Program: 1.1 million-sq-ft terminal to 

accommodate foreignjlag departures and 

all international arrivals, with 21 gates, 

ticketing pavilion, concessions, support 
facilities, transit station, and Federal 

Inspection Services. 

Structural system: composite steel beam 

framing on concrete belled caissons; steel 

pipe frames in ticketing pavilion. 

Major materials: glass curtain wall, glass 

skylights, single-ply sheet roofing, metal 
panel siding, fluted metal siding, painted 

concrete block, plastic laminate, painted 
gypsum board, metal panel ceiling, acous

tical tile ceiling, aluminum and glass 

storefront, precast terrazzo tile, carpeting. 

(see Building Materials, p. 161) 
Mechanical system: 12 heat exchangers 

with hot water provided by H & R plant; 
secondmy hot-water pumps radiating to 

air-handling units, fan coil units, unit 
heaters, and radiant panels. 

Consultants: Avila & Associates, survey

ing; Restrepo Group, civil engineering; 

Carol Naughton & Associates, signage; 

I. Robinson & Associates, interiors; Wells 

Engineering, structural; Rolf Jensen & 
Associates, fire protection and codes; 

Duignan-Woods, fire protection and 

plumbing; Thompson Consultants, 

programming and planning; Hanscomb 

Associates, cost estimating; David A. 

Mintz, lighting; R. Lawrence Kirkegaard, 
communication and acoustics; Harco 

Technologies, cathodic; Air Terminal 

Consultants, concessions; Berling 
Consultants, SMS; Black & Vestch, 

hydronics; Engineers International, 

soil/geotechnical;Janssen, Spaans 
Associates, roadway engineering; Cl 
Tech, USA, curtain wall; Rowan, 
Williams, Davies & Irwin, snow a 

wind; Lerch Bates & Associates, bu 

maintenance equipment; Hansen P 

Associates, Ltd., MEP engineers; W. , 
Janney, Elstner Associates, consulti 
engineers. 

General contractors: Gilbane Buildi 

Company; UBNI, Inc.; Globetrotters 

Engineering Company; d'Escoto, In 
Rubinos & Mesia Engineers, Inc. 

Cost: $618,000,000. 

Photos: James Steinlwmp/Steinkam 

Ballogg. 



A control tower and skylights for the below-grade FIS space (3) 

forrn a symrnetrical air-side gateway ( 1). Curved corridors and 

a rotunda help break up the long departure corridors (2). 

Rarnps that begin the "sterile" arrival sequence are articulated 

as separate pavilions along the apron (4). 
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What has happened to the 
Yale Psychiatric Institute in New 
Haven, Connecticut, since its 
completion in late 1989 is a 
revealing case study in how 
changing theories in psychiatric 
care and a factor as remote from 
the architect's design considera
tions as health insurance can 
have a direct and substantial 
effect on architecture. 

The building was designed in 
the mid-l 980s as a long-term-care 
facility for emotionally disturbed 
adolescents. The 
product of a collab-
oration between 
Frank 0. Gehry & 
Associates and the 
New Haven firm of 
Allan Dehar Associ-

its pigment, shows no damage 
and little wear, except in the 
courtyard, where patients smok
ing in secluded nooks under the 
fire stair have stubbed cigarettes 
into the EIFS. 

The exterior bears virtually no 
signs of graffiti, which is surpris
ing given the building's tough 
neighborhood. This may be cred
ited to the fact that the local 
community was included in 
design reviews of the facility. The 
original design for the courtyard 

c R T 

the south wing, Washington 
Square. Recreation areas and 
more independent living quarters 
were found in Liberty Village (the 
east wing), while work-adjustment 
therapy would take place in a 
small wing northwest of the court
yard, where a door opens directly 
onto the street. Thus, this small 
village would slowly lead the 
patients, whose stays would nor
mally run six to nine months or 
more, from a delusional, self-con
tained world back into society 

Q u E 

VILLAGE, NOT 

design would have been more 
cessful if it had been flexible: 
able walls to expand and contr 
patient areas, for example. I he 
this criticism from a number of 
ple during my visit. But the arch 
tects were not asked for a flexibl 
building. In fact, a rigidly struct e 
environment was sought becaus 
would provide the stability that 
patients need for recovery. 
Haeberle admits that "the arc 
tects gave us what we asked fo 
just didn't know what to ask fo " 

Although an 
important elem 
of the village c 
cept, the buildi 
glassy nature h 
been problema 
for other reaso 

ates, YPI was in
tended as the last, 

THE UNFULFILLED PROMISE OF YALE'S PSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTE While the large 
windows are ge 
ally appreciate 
the staff, thera 

best hope for pa- Michael]. Crosbie 

tients who could not 
receive the treat- report that pati 
ment they needed at feel passersby 
short-term-care facilities. wall was of solid brick, but the and the larger world. This con- looking in on them, and the 

Aware of the fact that such a community complained that the cept was reinforced by large being recognized. Interior w· -

complicated and sensitive build- blank wall would make them feel expanses of glass throughout the <lows in conference rooms a 
ing program would call for more "excluded." So Gehry and Dehar building, which offered views offices have made therapy di -

expertise than a star architect opened the wall with a metal between rooms, from one part of cult to conduct. "It's very ha 
with no experience in designing fence to allow views in and out . the village to the other, and cap- run a therapy group in a roo 
psychiatric hospitals could This openness may account tured the skyline of New Haven with windows while other pa 
muster, Gehry teamed up with for the building's acceptance by and the larger world. walk by and make faces, pres 
Dehar, who had a track record of the community, and the lack of But from the day YPI opened, their noses against the glass,' 
experience with the Yale medical graffiti, but it has caused other Gehry's "village" concept was in reports one staff member. A 
school, and chose as programing problems. Shortly after the build- trouble. Pressure from the health result, blinds have been inst 
consultant Barun Basu Associates ing opened, the fence proved insurance industry was cracking on windows throughout the 
of New London, Connecticut, easy to surmount. It was down on extended care. As insur- building at a cost, according 
who had experience with YPI on anchored with exposed bolts ers whittled down the period of YPI's associate administrator 
facilities planning. along the sides, which provided treatment they would cover, the Margaret Smith, of between 

The 76,000-square-foot insti- easy footholds, so sloped metal patients' length of stay steadily $50,000 and $75,000. "Ther 
tute occupies a one-acre site adja- plates were welded over the bolts. dropped. Today, YPI patients stay were no blinds when we mo 
cent to Yale's medical center and Early in the design Gehry con- for an average of 16 days. The into the building," says Smit 
on the edge of one of the city's sulted a number of psychiatrist institute admits patients (who "We've spent a fortune tom 
most crime-ridden neighbor- friends as to which of his complet- now range in age from adoles- tain privacy." 
hoods. The building is broken ed buildings might be a good cents to the aged) when they are There are also acoustical 
into three blocks - two bland model for YPI. They suggested sickest, gives them intensive, breaches in privacy. A comm 
brick wings north and south the sculptural, village-like compo- focused treatment, and then complaint among therapists 
sandwiching a sculptural middle sition of the Loyola Law School in releases them for out-patient sound transmission through 
wing that faces onto a courtyard. Los Angeles as a starting point. care. Thus, there is little opportu- doors in their offices. "There 

The exterior materials have The concept for YPI evolved into nity for patients to appreciate the confidentiality when you talk 
held up very well. The brick a "therapeutic village" that would building as a progression of about patients in your office, ys 
shows some small areas of efflo- offer long-term patients a com- spaces leading to better mental one therapist. "Patients sittin in 
rescence, which is not uncom- munity in miniature in which to health. "I don't think the patients the next room can hear eve 
mon in this climate. The copper recover. The notion was to trans- perceive the building as a village," word. I know, because they'v 
cladding is beginning to patina late the progression of the recov- says Dr. Thomas McGlashan, YPI's repeated conversations back 
into a dark brown as expected, ery process into discrete building executive director since 1990. me." As a remedy, homasote 
and the lead-coated copper forms that the patients could "The approach to care that the els have been installed on th 
looks as crisp and stain-free as identify and strive to reach. building was designed for no doors, along with threshold 
when the building opened. The Patients were admitted in the longer has any currency." Paul The glassed-in nurses' sta 
cream-colored exterior insula- north wing, known as Congress Haeberle, YPI's head administra- on the second and third flo 
tion finish system has retained Place, and then were housed in tor, observes that the building the Washington Square win 



The courtyard is a popular place for relaxation -

and a gymnastic challenge to those who have 

scaled the fence. The courtyard's nooks and 

crannies were criticized because they make it 

difficult for a staff member to monitor patients. 

The street level of the north wing was intended 

as commercial space, but has remained 

unoaupied since the building's completion. 

The neighborhood 's high crime rate and 

remoteness from downtown are blamed for the 

commercial failure. Plans currently call for a 

universit)i-related function to occujJy this space. 

"CHIMNEY"-TOPPED ENTRY AND SYNTHETIC STUCCO-CLAD FIRE STAIR 

The fire stair's controversial chain-link fencing 

ajJparently does not conjure images of 

institutional restraint, as some feared it would. 

Most staff members I spoke with, howeve1~ 

apjJraised the stair as "ugly. " 

BRICK BLOCKS DEFINE INSTITUTE'S NORTH AND SOUTH EDGES 
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THIRD FLOOR 

SECOND FLOOR 

1 ENTRY 
2 ADMI NISTRATION 
3 CONFERENCE 
4 PATIENT LOUNGE 
5 COMMERCIAL 
6 THERAPY 
7 CAFETERIA 
8 ADMISSIONS 
9 BEDROOMS 

10 NURSES" STATION 
11 GYMNASIUM 
12 RESEARCH LAB 
13 STAFF OFFICES 

FIRST FLOOR N r 40'/12m 

The glass-enclosed nurse 

station on the third floor 

south wing does not o.ffi 

acoustical privaly becau 

open below the skylight. 

glassy conference room i 

photo 's background is ty 

of many such spaces tha 

been fitted with blinds. 

The plan's arrangement of conne 

between building blocks is praised 

its ease in patient and staff orient 

But because of the number of keys 

needed ta move between blocks, the 

layout has proved difficult when l 

on serured areas are changed. 

The g)'mnasiu m on the t r 

floor is one of the buildi1 

most popular spaces. 

On the first day of use, c. 
patientjwnped onto the 

cooler and through the v 

over the door~· the openin 

later fenced. The exercise 

mezzanine above the g)11 

not accessible to whee/ch 

usen, who need it most. 

he 



THIRD FLOOR NURSES' STATION 

GYMNASIUM WITH EXERCISE MEZZANINE 

allow some acoustical privacy, 
although the third-floor station is 
topped with a skylight that trans
mits sound into patient areas. 
The skylight has also drawn fire: it 
tends to overheat this space in 
the summer. In general I heard 
numerous complaints about the 
HV AC system. 

The design of the nurses ' sta
tions was a bone of contention 
between Gehry and the staff. The 
nurses wanted them glassed; the 
architect wanted them open. In 
fact Gehry envisioned them as 

While the large 

windows are generally 

appreciated by the staff, 

patients feel that passersby 

are looking in on them, and 

fear being recognized. 

soda-fountain counters, where 
staff and patients could sit and 
shoot the breeze. I didn't find 
one staff member who thought 
the glassed stations were a mis
take. In fact, nurses and thera
pists are desperate for private 
space where they can relax. There 
are no closed staff lounges and 
no private outdoor spaces. On 
the basement level, adjacent the 
loading dock, a makeshift terrace 
(known as "the moat") is the 
staffs only outdoor retreat. It is 
not wheelchair accessible and is 
in fact not even supposed to be 
occupied because it is surround
ed by walls of lead-coated copper, 
a material kept out of reach 
throughout the building. 

In defense of the architects it 
should be pointed out that it was 
the client's decision to cut staff 
amenities when the budget got 
tight. This also resulted in small 
staff offices, which are a constant 
source of frustration and an imped
iment to therapy. Family sessions 
are difficult to conduct in them. 

Another space open to criti
cism is the reception lobby, 
housed under the tall copper-clad 
"chimney" element between the 
north and east wings. This space 
h as always been perceived as 
"cold," according to the staff 
members I spoke with, and it is a 
rather uncomfortably propor-

tioned space to stand in. A recep
tionist behind a thick plate-glass 
window admits visitors through a 
door to an inner waiting area that 
has no visual connection to the 
receptionist. To remedy this, 
plans call for new windows to be 
installed in the wall between the 
receptionist space and the waiting 
area. The thick plate glass will be 
replaced with a sliding glass win
dow, which will be a bit less 
impersonal. 

Other complaints have been 
few. Gypsum board surrounding 
steel columns in remote patient 
areas didn't last long. 'The patients 
had a contest to see how fast they 
could kick holes through it," notes 
Margaret Smith. 'We replaced it, 
and they had another contest." 
Smith finally enclosed the columns 
with curved, fiber-reinforced light
weight concrete blocks. 

Despite these shortcomings 
and the failure of the village con
cept, YPI's architecture is appreci
ated. I noticed lots of photos of 
the building framed and hung in 
offices, like trophies. Staff and 
patients alike laud the building's 
spaciousness and its ample sun
light. One therapist notes that, 
"on a sunny day, it 's glorious." 
Patients refer to YPI as "the 
hotel." McGlashan says that he 
likes the building's angles and 
views, and that family members 
and other visitors react very favor
ably to the architecture. "They 
are positively touched by it," 
observes the director. 

Even though Gehry's hope for 
the institute's architecture to be 
an integral part of the therapeu
tic process has gone unfulfilled, 
YPI has nonetheless proven a 
stimulating and challenging set-
ting for treatment. • 

Project: Yale Psychiatric Institute, New 

Haven, Connecticut. 

Architect: Frank 0. Gehry and Associates, 
Santa Monica, California, in collabora

tion with Allan Dehar Associates, New 
Haven, Connecticut. 
Facilities consultant: Barun Basu 

Associates, New London, Connecticut . 

Structural engineer: Spiegel & Zamecnik, 
New Haven, Connecticut. 

Mechanical & electrical engineer: Luchini 

Milfort Goodell & Associates, Wethersfield, 
Connecticut. 

Landscape architect: Rolland/Towers, 

New Haven, Connecticut. 

Photos: Jeff Goldberg/Esto. 
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Now Yau See It 
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POWELL LIBRARY STAGING FACILITY : 
I 
I 
I 

I I 

L---------------------------------------J 

In 1972, Craig Hodgetts, with two other archi
tects , won a P/A First Design Award for a mobile 
theater designed to be transported by ten trucks 
and trailers to communities located far from cultur
al centers. Like the utopian visions of Archigram, 
Ant Farm, and many others, the theater responded 
to the dynamic nature of human needs and desires. 

Twenty years later, Hodgetts and partner Ming 
Fung have designed a temporary structure to house 
the activities of UCLA's undergraduate library for a 
five-year period while its permanent building is 
being seismically upgraded. In both process and 
product, the temporary Powell Library reflects the 
ideal of a participatory architecture investigated 
more than two decades ago. "It's assumed," says 
Fung, "when you design a permanent building, that 
the user will never change or evolve. But that's not 
true. Everything is temporary. " 

Sited on a grassy quad bordered by the men ' s 
gym, the dance building, and a service road, the 
new library is an alien yet perversely contextual 
presence among the brick fa<;:ades and tiled roofs of 
the campus. It aspires to be nothing but temporary, 
an honesty defined by its tent-like features . 

The prefabrication of the steel frame , aluminum 
ribs, and fabric relied on quick and accurate com
munication among architects, consultants, fabrica
tors, and contractors. The ribs and tensioned fabric 
were produced simultaneously, each traversing the 
country to be extruded and fabricated. 

The lack of preconceived notions of design and 
construction freed the designers and consultants to 
experiment and exchange ideas. Fastening the fab
ric to the ribs was an agonizing process for the gen
eral contractor until the electrical engineer suggest
ed that his winch be used to raise the fabric into 
position; installation speed increased from one to 
eight panels per day. "It was a unique experience; 
it broke down the o ld gui ld boundaries ," says 
Hodgetts. The architects also remained open-mind
ed. "While we always tried to make an architectural 
solution, sometimes there was a more expedient 
way to do things ." The glazing , for example , is 
sealed with "more silicone then we had hoped,'' 
admits Hodgetts. • 

Three temporary structures - in Los Angeles, Paris, and London -

are visionary examples of an unsung building type. 

In the first, Hodgetts + Fung did their homework for an interim library at UCLA. 

CONCEPTUAL SKETCHES 

An aerial view ( 1) shows UCLA 's temporary library in the context of the campus and Los An 
A construction photo (inset) shows the curved profile of the aluminum ribs. 
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MAIN LIBRARY HALL SECTION 

The temporary Powell or "Towell" as it is referred 
to by students, with a few fabric panels in place 
(2) and day and night views of the completed 
library (3). Hodgetts +Fung cite Joseph Paxton's 
Crystal Palace as a source for their design. "We 
needed to provide a large space and had to find 
a way to break it down into small components so 
as not to overwhelm the quad. " Stacks are locat
ed on the ground floor and mezzanine level ( 4). 
Students study in the east reading room (5). 
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Project: Powell Library Staging Facility, 

University of California Los Angeles. 
Architects: Hodgetts +Fung Design 

Associates, Santa Monica, California 

(Craig Hodgetts, Ming Fung, jJartners-in

charge; Lynn Bats ch, Rob Flock, project 
architects; William Martin, Jr., Peter 

Noble, Michael Swischuck, project team). 
Client: UCLA Capital Programs (Sarah 

Meeker Jensen, project director). 

Site: A quadrangle between the men's gym
nasium and the dance building. 

Program: 36, 000-squarejoot temporary 
facility with reading rooms, stacks, 

administrative offices. 
Structural system: Extruded aluminum 

ribs with fabric panels, unit masonry 

perimeter wall and foundations, and 
tubular steel mezzanine and seismic struts. 

Major materials: Polycarbonate glazing; 

vinyl-coated, woven polyester tent fabric; 

fiberglass panels on metal stud curtain 

walls; heavy timber; oriented strand board. 

(see Building Materials, p. 161). 
Mechanical system: Water-source heat 

jJumps with gas-fired boiler, jJrefabricated 

fiberglass cooling towers. 

Consultants: Robert Englekirk, Inc., struc

tural engineers; The Sullivan Partnership, 
Inc., mechanical engineers; Patrick Byrne 

& Associates, electrical engineers; A . C. 
Martin & Assoliates, civil engineeJ'S; 
Patrick Quigley & Associates, lighting 

consultant; Rubb Building Systems, Inc., 
tent structure. 

General contractor: American Constructors 

California, Inc. 
Cost: $3.1 million. 
Photos: As noted. 
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Nasrine Seraji-Bozorgzad 

seizes the day with a temporary building for 

the American Center in Paris. 

As a prelude to Frank Gehry's monumentally 
scaled permanent headquarters for the American 
Center in Paris, the multidisciplinary arts organiza
tion held a limited competition for a temporary build
ing for the center's activities during the construction 
of Gehry's building. The winning scheme by Nasrine 
Seraji-Bozorgzad, a young Iranian-born architect with 
a practice in Paris, is an appropriately unorthodox 
composition. Sited on a wedge-shaped piece of land 
on loan from the City of Paris, Seraji-Bozorgzad's 
structure is just a street's width away from Gehry's 
building in the Berey section of the city. 

Seraji-Bozorgzad viewed site restrictions, a limit
ed budget, and a fast-track program as forces more 
liberating than limiting. The building is construct
ed of prefabricated modules of varying sizes and 
shapes, and clad with square chipboard panels. The 
center's chiseled profile is softened and enriched 
by an undulating roof canopy, supported by a series 
of steel columns. The columns also carry assem
blages of polycarbonate panels and metal grillework 
on the building's long elevations. 

The juxtaposition of steel, polycarbonate, and 
chipboard continues inside the building. The two
level, open-air interior, housing offices, classrooms, 
workshops, and an exhibition space, has an urbanis
tic appeal, with a street-like configuration of metal
grate stairs and mezzanine-level flooring; an open 
clerestory formed by the roof canopy and walls; and 
a row of linden trees. (The trees, like the two rows 
along the site's perimeter, had to be left intact as a 
requirement of the loan from the City of Paris.) 

The temporary American Center is a materials
driven design; lenient fire codes and the client's will
ingness to accept components not guaranteed for 
long life gave Seraji-Bozorgzad the latitude she need
ed to use nontraditional materials. She envisioned a 
translucent cladding with an undulating profile for 
the fai;:ades and roof canopy; after some research, 
Makrolon, a two-layer polycarbonate with rigid fins 
for the passage of air and moisture, was found to 
have the desired effect. She had originally wanted to 
clad the building with a marine plywood, but it was 
too costly. Remembering the chipboard used on 
inexpensive houses in the U.S., Seraji-Bozorgzad had 
a sample of the American product polished by a 
French manufacturer, who, upon seeing the results, 
suggested a chipboard called Triply as a cheap and 
readily available alternative. It offers a quick and sim
ple clue to the building's interim duty. • 
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temporary American Center from the southwest ( 1) and a model showing 
rials and stair configurations (inset); the interior "street" (2) with trees. 

Project: Tempormy American Center, 
Paris. 

Architect: Nasrine Seraji-Bozorgzad, Paris 

(Nasrine Seraji-Bozorgzad, architect; Jean
Paul Djalili, associate architect; Leith 

Adjina, assistant architect; M. Brunstein, 

C. Bristow, M. Draghici, E. Pilade, J.-L. 
Simian, assistants). 

Client: SCI American Center. 

Site: A triangular public park with three 

rows of trees bordered by Rue de Pommard 

and Rue de Berey (across the street from 

Frank Ge!uy's American Center) . 

Program: A 1, 035-square-meter ( 11, 000-

sq.-Jt.) temjJormy building with offices, 

meeting rooms, classrooms, workshops, 

and exhibition sjJace. 

Structural system: Steel and prefabri,cated 
modules made to measure. 

Major materials: Anti-rust coated steel, 

jJolycarbonate jJanels, chijJboard, alu

minum-framed windows, steel-}1-amed 

doors with security glass. 

Consultants: Bureau d'Etudes Techniques 

Dupont Setece. 

Contractors: ATEMCO, CNSE, Marande 

et Fils, STDE, Paris CharjJente, SMAC. 

Cost: 5 million francs ($943,396). 
Photos: Jean-Marie Monthiers. 
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Future Systems pitches a tent 

alongside the River Thames. 

The MOMI Tent, a glowing tubular structure 
erected for brief stints under London's Waterloo 
Bridge, replaces a "miserable canvas tent" used by 
the British Film Institute for parties and receptions. 
Amanda Levete and Jan Kaplicky of Future Systems, 
London, received the commission for the tent after 
suggesting to the BFI's director that they could 
design a demountable structure for a cost compara
ble to tent rental fees accrued over a ten-year period. 

From day one they worked closely with Peter 
Rice (the noted structu ral engineer who died last 
fall) and engineers at Ove Arup & Partners. The 
most important design requirement was that the 
tent be demountable and transportable. The tent's 
simplicity of assembly (it is erected in two days) and 
ability to withstand mounting and demounting 
make its delicate pieces seem incongruous. The 
structural components fit into two trucks and the 
fabric is folded into a one-cubic-meter box. 

The architects' first idea for the tent was based 
on the logic of a concertina, where the ends pulled 
out from the middle of the structure; Rice quickly 
vetoed this idea, saying that it would be too compli
cated and expensive. They then began to think 
about using a series of ribs with "absolutely minimal 
connections." They "wanted to captu re a sense of 
fragility and leave the tent's structural logic as a bit 
of a mystery," says Levete. Pairs of inclined fiberglass 
rods braced in an arched geometry with a system of 
stainless steel props and cables become rigid only 
when tensioned against the fabric membrane; two 
outward-leaning steel end arches braced against the 
steel-edged floor beam provide lateral stability. 

The desire to use a translucent fabric th at could 
release light for an intense night-time glow led the 
architects to specify Tenara, a PTFE fiber similar to 
the coating in a nonstick pan. It is 60 percent light
permeable as opposed to the more commonly used 
PVC fabric which is 20 percent light-permeable. 

With a capacity of 400 people and the poten
tial for stale air to accumulate in the tent's mid-sec
tion, an effective ventilation system had to be 
devised. Industrial fans positioned a long the 
perimeter allow half intake and half extraction of 
air; the tent is also cooled by air collected from 
beneath the raised platform floor. 

The otherworldly imagery of the MOMI Tent, 
hovering near the Brutalist forms of the South Bank 
cultural center, recalls Archigram's Plug-In City and 
Instant-City projects (as well as Hodgetts's mobile 
theater), with the notion that buildings or functions 
can be injected, temporarily, into the existing 
cityscape. Abby Bussel • 

CONCEPTUAL SKETCHES 

MOMI TENT, ERECTION SEQUENCE 
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i ong low profile of the MOMJ Tent at night (1) and the interior 
graphed during the clay (inset). 

Project: MOM! Tent, London. 

Architect: Future Systems, London (jan 
Kaplicky, Amanda Levete, Mark Newton). 

Client: Museum of the Moving Image. 

Site: A public promenade under Waterloo 

Bridge on the South Bank in front of the 
National Film Institute; the tent was 

designed to be mounted on any site. 

Program: A 3, 000-squarejoot demount

able tent for receptions, parties, and other 

events with a 400-person capacity. 

Structural system: GRP rods, stainless 

steel props, and cables; steel encl arches, 

steel edge beam of the floor. 
Mechanical system: Uplighting and air 

supjJly and extract fans are located along 
a raised perimeter zone. 
Consultants: Ove Arup & Partners (Peter 

Rice, Brian Forster, Alistair Lenczner; 

structural), structural engineers; Ove 
Arup & Partners, (Mike Beavan, Andy 

Sedgwick) service engineers. 

Contractors: Koit High-Tex, fabri cator; 

Littlehampton Welding, steelwork. 

Cost: Withheld. 

Photos: Geoff Beeckman. 
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ENLIGHTENMENT 

BELOW 

A RECENT BUDDHIST TEMPLE BY TADAO ANDO, 

SUBSUMED BY EARTH AND WATER, 

IS SYMBOLICALLY SHELTERED BY LOTUS BLOSSOMS. 

To understand the Lotus Temple, imagine that Le 

Corbusier's Pilgrimage Chapel at Ronchamp was completed 

not in 1955 but in 1220, the same year Chartres Cathedral 

was finished. The impression of the chapel on medieval 

Catholic priests in France would be like the impact of Tadao 

Ando's temple on contemporary Buddhist monks in Japan. 

Few of Ando's projects better represent the challenges 

and comforts this architect offers to Japanese culture than his 

recently completed temple on the island of Awaji in Japan's 

Inland Sea. Less a building than a series of shaped sensual 

experiences, the Lotus Temple is a radical challenge to cen-

turies-old conventions governing temple design inJapan. 

In form, materials, and processional sequence, the Lotus 

Temple is utterly unlike the wood structure typical of the· 

traditional Buddhist temple. The lasting image one takes 

away - not of a building at all - is an elliptical concrete pool 

with floating lotus blossoms. Image, symbol, and meaning are 
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united, for in Buddhism the lotus is an important symbol signifying the wall where the hill falls away. The improbability of finding light 

enlightened soul rising from the world's corruptions, represented by 

the brackish water in which the flowers grow. 

Ando' s strategy of gradual disclosure and surprise begins to unfold 

in the long approach to the temple. After ascending a hill, one arrives at 

a freestanding concrete wall with a doorway cut through. This is the first 

introduction to the temple and one of the few opportunities to admire 

the refined concrete for which this architect is known . A complex 

sequence that follows, by deferring expectations, erases assumptions 

about what is ahead. First there is a 90-degree turn, a distant framed view 

of the sea, then a 180-degree turn, and the pool comes into view. 

The pool is militantly distinct from the overgrown hills, the cul

tivated fields and ramshackle farm buildings set below it. Surprise is 

the effect Ando wants to achieve. Strong architectural intervention, he 

believes, makes the awareness of nature more acute . Unlike 

Christianity, Buddhism permits multiple belief systems. Still , Ando is 

more disposed to Shintoism and its worship of nature than to Bud

dhism. He has said he wants to invest his buildings with emotion by 

bringing nature into them. He means to create the sense of standing 

in the air, through the unexpected admission of light and the con

struction of shadows, devices he employs with exceptional deftness. 

He obliquely suggests his impatience with the particularities of re

ligion, but he is entirely sympathetic to the larger, overarching princi

ple of spirituality. It is on this foundation that he bases all his designs. 

The temple's sanctuary lies embedded in the hillside and is 

reached by a stair slicing through the pool. The visitor steps below the 

level of the water: an original experience that is more than an inver

sion of the ascent to a conventional temple. The fractured composi

tions typical of Ando's work have been inverted. Geometric forms are 

nested within one another, suggesting harmony rather than the 

resolved imbalance implied in his other works. The shape of the pool 

is carried below as the building's defining form . Roughly half the 

ellipse contains a circular temple sanctuary formed by a wall of tightly 

lapped Japanese cypress boards painted vermillion, a traditional 

Buddhist color. This is the first use of strong color in Ando's hereto

fore monochromatic architecture, and it creates the illusion of a red 

volume where the air seems saturated with color. Natural light is 

admitted behind the shrine through windows in the exposed support 

descending below the pool magnifies the sense of drama and myst 

Only Ando 's teahouses demonstrate as compellingly as the L 

Temple how this architect attends to cultural expression without c 

ing traditional forms. Ando says his "reductivist aesthetic" is charac 

tically Japanese, allowing him to deviate from tradition even ashed 

from it. Not everyone sees the work that way. The temple concept 

not easily accepted. One monk said Ando 's two Christian chapels ( 

February 1990, pp. 89-97) were ~'sacred," but the forms were "hu 

ist," and the religious symbols were "applied." Even with Ando 's pe 

sive powers, the temple would never have been realized without a 

erful congregation member who championed it. 

The Lotus Temple is imbued with a spirituality consonant wit 

religious function. This transcendent quality redeems the templ 

some who find the design difficult. Others surely continue to see 

a disfigurement of the traditional temple . 

For all its sensitive connotations, the Lotus Temple's implicat 

are not confined to Japan . Together with the rest of Ando's work 

temple poses a challenge to architects everywhere. His work is a 

sionate answer to questions plaguing contemporary architect -

While plainly within the Modernist tradition, Ando's architecture 

nonreactionary critique of Modernism 's failures. Filled with sur 

and warmth, his buildings avoid the coldness, redundancy, and 

nomic formulism that drove Modernism into decline. The arch 

"resists the homogenization of the world," as he says, and see 

express history and culture without denying the 20th Century. 

How Ando will translate this into built work outside Japan is y 

be seen. His Vitra Seminar House is in construction near Basel, 

construction of the Bennetton Research Center near Veni 

planned. The architect's first international jobs, the Japanese Pa 

at Seville (P/A, July 1992, p . 94) and a gallery in the Art Institu 

Chicago's Asian wing have not tested the archi tect on his terms. T 

commissions asked him to express Japanese culture outside Japa 

tougher task - surely not long in coming - will challenge h im t 

sign for another culture and context with the same grace and ski l e 

has shown in the Lotus Temple. Cheryl Kent • 

The author is PI A's Chicago correspondent. 



estanding wall on a bed of brilliant white gravel (2) 
first introduction to the temple. Natural light is 

·ued to the sanctuary beneath the pool (3) through a 
led window. A complex entry sequence (4) brings one 

lotus pool. 
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The passage concludes with a descent beneath the level of the pool's surf ace ( 5) 
to the sanctuary, which is contained in the vermillion drum (6). The shrine (7) 
can be approached only by monhs, and is contained by red gridded screens. 



adao Ando took an unconventional path to become an architect. 

out formal training in the discipline, he educated himself during 

ls in Europe, the United States, and Africa in the 1960s. He opened 

office in Osaka in 1969, never having worked for another archi

He continues to practice from Osaka, the city where he was born in 

. Ando had a brief career as a boxer, a fact that could be overlooked 

it not for the genially combative nature of his personality that 

s so much in keeping with his past profession and is the animating 

of his present one. Before traveling to Japan to see his work, I met 

in Chicago. He had just received the Carlsberg Prize in Denmark, 

f many awards he has received over the years. He was greeted by 

in Chicago with only a little more reserve than Mick Jagger might 

been accorded, and our interview was conducted under trying 

stances. "I'm always like this," he assured me. Despite the many 

ctions, he brought a startling intensity and emotional honesty to the 

rsation that are, I think, evident here. Our conversation was trans-

by George T. Kunihiro, a New York architect. Cheryl Kent • 

ill it be difficult to be 

ternational architect 

your work is so con

ed with regionalism 

ms be compromised? 

here is a contradiction. 

arth is getting smaller: 

ire is becoming uni-

1 p a rtly because of 

ernism and technol

You can have any 

tec tural material any

e in the world. But 

nalism makes the 

big again. With differ

atures unique to each 

n , the world expands. 

our usual material is 

·ete - a hard, Modern material that you have made very beautiful 

xpressive. The craftsmanship and the level of quality and detailing 

et are extraordinary. You don't see that in the United States. 

ut one should attempt to challenge these craftsmen and contrac

aying that it doesn ' t exist in America is not fair to America. 

ut you didn 't try it in Spain. I wondered if you had made the 

ese Pavilion in Seville out of wood because the material is more 

·ng, because there is more tolerance for error. 

o describe Japanese culture was best done with the traditional 

ese material. The idea was to create everything in prefabricated 

and to make it possible to assemble it efficiently on site with just 

and bolts. The materials and technology were brought in from 

is countries - materials from Canada, and assembly in different 

of Europe. Although it was the Japanese Pavilion, the construc

nd realization of the project were truly an international effort. 

an you talk about the influence of Modernism on your work? 

ith Modernism's technology came this utopian ideal that every 

s life would improve. But what was built were simple boxes that 

t fulfill the manifestoes. That wasn't utopia, and there was a 

. Post-Modernists looked to the decorative aspects of historicism. 

lly, they made the same simple Modern box and added applique. 

My architecture is about making the box r ich in its own way, by 

restructuring it with my own methodology. 

CK: And that methodology is? 

TA: It is still a simple box, but richness is added through the use of 

light, darkness, and incorporating nature. That is my declared fight. 

The architects of my era gave up on making the box rich. They felt 

the box was inevitable because of technology and economic con

straints. But, instead of being trapped in the box, I seek freedom in it. 

CK: Is this what you mean when you say you wan t to invest the box with 

human emotion? 

TA: Human emotion was missing from the Modern boxes. I have to 

find ways to capture one's emotions. It's important to disturb people. 

Modernism rejected all that. It tried to make ideal situations - utopia. 

CK: What did you mean when you wrote that you try to "betray ex

pectations in buildings"? 

TA: When you do something new, people resist. One has to overcome 

that first unexpected encounter. But people's hearts and spirits are 

Tadao Ando and 
an early shetch of the 
Lotus Temple. 

<( 

0 

i 

attracted by foreign experi

ences. Most architecture is 

predictable. It's efficient 

economically and technologi

cally. And it's dead. It's bor

ing because it doesn't come 

out of a battle. It's based on 

government regulations and 

budget needs, not on a fight 

between existing conditions 

and the architect. 

CK: The Ise Shrine has to be 

rebuilt in exactly the same 

way every 20 years because 

it's wood. It is eternal and 

new at the same time. The 

Japanese view of a religious 

building is very different 

from the Western view. 

TA: Right, it's very spiritual; 

it's not a physical thing. 

Eternal things are impossible physically - like Ise. The only eternal 

things go from heart to heart, like the stories people tell their chil

dren. Architecture should be eternal. It has to remain somewhere and 

the question is where. To me, it should remain in the heart and spirit 

of the person who is experiencing it. 

CK: Do you imagine your chapels and temple standing for eternity? 

TA: No. It doesn't matter as long as they stay in people's hearts. 

CK: What is architecture's biggest challenge? 

TA: It's becoming too convenient. The office is a place to work and the 

house is a place to live. There's no place for the spirit to rest. 

CK: And that's what you're trying to address? 

TA: Yes. 

CK: I heard a story that goes like this: you were visiting a site and a 

worker threw a cigarette butt into the mix. Your background as a box

er came out and you had a fistfight with the guy. Is that true? 

TA: It's happened more than once. If you were caring for your son and 

someone abused him it would be natural to get upset. If you don't get 

upset, it's a little funny. One job superintendent heard he would be 

working on one of my jobs and he got scared. He started jogging for 

30 minutes every day to train in case I attacked somebody. I'll quit 

architecture when I lose that emotion. You've got to really fight. • 
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CIVICS LESSO 

large-scale urban development proposals seem to lead increasing- acreage. Trump acquired the land when he was riding high a 

ly to irreconcilable conflict, resulting either in endless stalemate or 

dismal compromise. A promising alternative process has been tried 

on Manhattan's West Side, where an overwhelming proposal by devel

oper Donald Trump, itself whittled down from a truly outrageous ear

lier scheme, was transformed into a responsible plan, replete with 

public amenity. 

Most encouraging of all is that the transformation was based on a 

concept volunteered by an architect, Paul Willen, with environmental 

consultant Daniel Gutman, which grew out of their work with local 

organizations, including the AIA chapter. It won the backing of civic 

groups, then the support of Trump himself. A unique public-private 

corporation was established - representing six nonprofit organizations 

plus Trump - which commissioned the immensely detailed design by 

Skidmore, Owings & Merrill and Paul Willen. Although approved, 

with some modifications, by the city, the current plan may yet be 

blocked in court by some neighborhood groups that never bought 

into this remarkable process. 

The setting for this civic saga is a 56-acre tract along the Hudson 

between 59th Street and 72nd Street, at the doorstep of Midtown 

Manhattan, one of many prime urban tracts all over the world that 

were saved from earlier development by their use as a railyard. For 

decades, various owners had been proposing plans for this unbuilt 

developer of flashy retail, residential, and casino properties; he 

owned Trump Airlines, and his love life was making national 1 
lines. You couldn ' t ask for a more appealing target for the fu 

New York's civic and community groups can direct toward any 

opment scheme. 

Trump aroused just about everyone ' s ire in 1985, when he 

posed a scheme by Helmut Jahn, with the world 's tallest tower 

stories) flanked by several 72-story structures on one great super 

for a total of 15 million square feet of mixed uses; the inclusi 

television production space - adjoining the area where the city' 

work offices and studios are already concentrated - gave the proj 

name "Television City." Nearly universal condemnation led to as 

what less ambitious scheme by Cooper Robertson, envisioning 

million square feet, with less extravagant towers. 

By 1990, it looked as if this second Trump scheme would wi 

"certification" - a term that in New York merely signals a peri 

attack by opposition groups followed by strategic trade-offs. Fo 

project not covered by as-of-right zoning, the city's adversarial r 

process virtually invites inflated schemes, so that every poli ticia1 

neighborhood spokesman can take credit for a cutback or for a t 

off such as transit improvement dollars , and Trump' s sc 

appeared replete with goodies (baddies?) to sacrifice. Back in 



On New York's West Side, a big-time developer's over-reaching plans have been 

transformed by civic collaboration into the instructive proposal for Riverside South. 

all, the Lincoln West proposal for this site had been approved, 

so many costly trade-offs and concessions (final size: 7.3 million 

·e feet) that the banks would no longer back the scheme. 

me West Siders, of course, opposed any new development on the 

s threatening intolerable congestion and air pollution - an over

ed claim, even if accurate in some cases. To some residents of the 

ning 5,050-apartment Lincoln Towers development, the aban

d railyard is seen as an ideal neighbor, with no adverse impact on 

c, transit, or river vistas. 

yond its sheer size, prime location , and vehement neighbors, 

ite had a special focus for controversy: the Miller Highway, a 

idated but essential elevated roadway running along its water

. The only surviving fragment of a much longer West Side 

way, this portion stands only because there is no surface road 

gh the yards on which to divert its traffic. North of here, this 

ay becomes a parkway, threading through miles of Riverside 

a century-old urban amenity (damaged but not destroyed by the 

ay) that has been the inspiration for many other waterfront 

and proposals. The possibility of extending Riverside Park south 

igh this tract was therefore a popular vision for this site. The pro

outlined by Willen and Gutman showed the highway bowing 

d - onto Trump's land - and diving below an extension of the 

; highrise apartments lining this route looked like those along 

Riverside Drive itself; lower structures to the east would line streets 

that extended the Manhattan grid. 

With Trump's massive proposal on the brink of city certification, 

the state began moving toward rehabilitation of the seriously deterio

rated Miller Highway. An alternative plan that could win public sup

port was sorely needed, and that scheme filled the bill. 

A Unique Collaborative Corporation 
The pressure to present a better alternative cemented a coalition of 

civic-improvement organizations with various scales of concern - the 

Riverside Park Fund, the Parks Council, the Municipal Art Society (a 

much more comprehensive watchdog group than its name implies), 

the Regional Plan Association, and the National Resources Defense 

Council - with one community group, Westpride. Involved initially 

were other neighborhood groups, including the city's official overview 

group for this area, Community Board 7, which could not, in princi

ple, collaborate on a proposal. 

The incredible early accomplishment of this coalition was to enlist 

developer Trump himself as part of their group, as the seventh mem

ber of what became the Riverside South Development Corporation. As 

the price for joining, Trump had to agree to some major reductions in 

square footage (the Willen/Gutman scheme proposed 7.3 million 

square feet), the elimination of most of his proposed 3.6 million 
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The existing Riverside Drive (right), 

shown here in a view south from about 

94th Street, has a variegated wall of 

apartments facing Riverside Park; the 

grade-level jJarkway though itforrns a 

most apjJealing highway, but separates 

residents from the water. The Riverside 

South site (jar right) is a largely aban

doned railyard; an active Amtrak right

ofway through it must be retained. The 

surviving portion of the elevated West 

Side Highway overlooks ruined piers. 

square feet of office space, a sharp reduction in parking capacity, and 

the elimination of his 1.5-million-square-foot shopping mall. He also 

had to fund the planning corporation (up front, so that he could not 

withdraw if he was outvoted). 

Why would the developer buy into such a reduced version of the 

scheme the city was probably about to "certify"? And why accept a 

decision-making structure he could not dominate? He no doubt real

ized that the unpopular scheme he had in hand could face years of 

costly debate and compromise. Then too, by 1990 the real estate mar

ket had slumped, and Trump's debt position was getting precarious; 

with low demand for office and retail space, why fight to defend these 

features? With a new consensus plan, Trump could anticipate quicker 

city approval, which would reassure his creditors and allow him to sell 

off parcels, thus enhanced, to other developers. And, notwithstanding 

his earlier glitzy output, Trump had gone to very reputable architects, 

even for his grandiose earlier plans for this site. Meanwhile, each of 

the organizations could join only after internal debates as to whether 

collaboration with Trump represented a kind of sell-out. 

The new planning corporation was to be directed by Richard 

Kahan, who had been chairman of the Battery Park City Authority and 

CEO of the state's Urban Development Corporation, and was experi

enced in private development as well. To draw up the new master 

plan, the corporation retained architect Paul Willen, whose specula-

tive scheme had been a touchstone for the coalition (and who 

been involved in the 1976 proposal, as a member of Gruz 

Partners); then they chose S.O.M. as the large firm needed to col 

rate on the highly complex design. 

In March 1991, the corporation and the city announced a pr 

nary agreement for the project that envisioned 8.3 million squar 

of construction: 6.2 million for residential units, 300,000 for 

space, 138,000 for retail, and 1.8 million for the television/ movi 

dios that Trump hopes to attract; 25 acres were reserved for park. 

Artists as Collaborators 
One departure in the design process was the participation of 

visual artists in the design of the open spaces. These artists -

Chin, Joyce Kozloff, Mary Miss, and Fred Wilson - were not ask 

propose specific art works, but to collaborate with the archi tect/ 

ners (and landscape architects Michael Van Valkenburgh, succe 

by Thomas Balsley) on the overall shaping of open spaces. (K 

had involved artists extensively, but in a less radical way, at B 

Park City.) With these artists, a scheme was developed that de 

the center of the park to a great arc-shaped lawn, sloping gradua 

a soft edge at the river, with tidal grasses. Some remains of old 

were to be treated as found art, just offshore. 

As soon as the open space plan underwent city review, and 



Ar lel of the scheme submitted to 3. Freedom Place, a broad and virtually 

y for approval shows principal unused existing street, would get 

es of the plan. widened sidewalks, pergolas, and 

e 21.5-acre extension of Riverside arcades to accommodate outdoor cafis -

vould f eature a large sloping and mitigate the forbidding flank of the 

at the center of the wate1front. Lincoln Tower garage to the east. 

age 123 for jJark pa?ticulars.) Commissioned art works would com-

e new Riverside Drive South memorate the martyred Freedom Riders 

jJartially cover a relocated West of the 1960s, for whom the street was 

ighway and would be lined with named. Details of this refurbishing 

nent towers (see facing jJage). remain to be resolved - with city and 

-trnent concerns were factored in, modifications were required (see 

122, 123). So disturbing were these changes to the artist members 

design team that they withdrew as a group from the project. 

tee ts - for better or worse - are conditioned to compromises. 

fore the city council's vote on the project, the Manhattan bor

president's office reviewed the scheme very conscientiously, tak

Ho account obj e ctions voiced in some 600 public meetings. 

igh President Ruth Messinger asked for, and got, some signifi

hanges. Overall square footage was reduced from 8.3 million to 

illion; streetwall heights (to the first mandatory setback) along 

ew drive were reduced from 165 feet to 150 feet. At Messinger's 

nee , at least 20 percent of all apartments must be subsidized 

for low- or moderate-income residents (assuming government 

y programs continue; without support, the requirement is 12 

nt); in contrast to the comparable Battery Park City develop

at the tip of Manhattan, these units must be on-site, not off in 

er borough. She got guarantees on the timely phasing of park 

-uction, increases in agreed-upon contributions to the upgrading 

rby subway stations, and modifications of the park to accommo

ames. The apparent willingness of the corporation and its plan

o accept these concessions - except for the clearly resented 

es in park design - could arouse suspicions of prearrangement 

d the scenes. 

community input. 6. Manhattan West, a sejJarately owned 

4. Two new squares totaling 3.5 acres site, is to be develojJed according to a city-

would be created along the east edge of the ajJjJroved jJlan, with 950 ajJartments. 

tract - assets that tend to be overlooked in 7. A TV and film studio complex pro-

discussions of the project. In part they posed for the southeast corner of the 

would reconcile Riverside South to two development has not gotten city 

enclaves of projected development along ajJjJroval. 

this boundary (5 and 6, below). 8. The existing Lincoln Towers develop-

5. The ABC site includes one building ment includes over 5, 000 apartments. 

already completed for the network, plus 

jJossible housing and ABC expansion. 

The designation of one parcel for 1.8 million square feet of televi

sion studios was not approved, but was held over for later considera

tion, in part because the city is supporting development of studio faci l

ities in the borough of Queens; in many respects studios seem an ideal 

use for their southeast corner of the site, compatible with adjoining 

commercial functions and generating relatively little traffic. 

Knowledgeable observers say that if any television company wanted to 

locate here , the city would not hesitate to approve. 

As the city insisted, planning for the waterfront park would make it 

viable even if the elevated highway were not to be demolished for 

decades. For it is one of the ironies of this development saga that, 

even though planning proceeded swiftly and even though the rerout

ing of the roadway has already won approvals and allocations up to 

the Federal level, the state is now carrying out a $62-million emergen

cy rebuilding of the highway. (This repair "is not an irony, but an out

rage," claims Kent Barwick, director of the Municipal Art Society.) 

Approved But Not a Sure Thing 
Once amended to meet the Manhattan borough president's 

approval, the plan won the mayor's support and the city council 's 

approval with relatively little debate. It is by no means acceptable, 

however, to Community Board 7, on whose turf it would rise, or to the 

vociferous Coalition for a Livable West Side. 
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Riverside South Credits 

Architects: SOM/Paul Willen (Skidmore, 

Owings & Merrill; Paul Willen/Daniel 

Pang & Associates). Design partners: 

David Childs (SOM), Paul Willen. 

Administrative partner: Donald Smith 

(SOM). Urban design partner: Marilyn 

Jordan Taylor (SOM). Project Manager: 

Tony Vacchione (SOM). Senior urban 

designer.john Gerber (SOM). Senior 

designers:Jim Czajka (Willen), Shirning 

Tarn (Willen), Roger Duffy (SOM). Senior 

urban designer: Lois Mazzitelli (SOM). 

Client: Riverside South Planning Corp. 

Chairman: Richard Kahan. Vice 

President: Catharine Cary. Board: 

Richard Anderson, Regional Plan 

One knotty issue stressed by the neighborhood opponents is how 

sewage from the site will be treated. This area should be served by the 

new North River sewage plant some 60 blocks to the north, but that 

plant, despite its NASA-scaled budget, has been producing smells that 

infuriate its neighborhood, so making large additional demands on it 

is politically unacceptable. The corporation has expressed willingness 

to process its own sewage on site, but some city officials insist this isn't 

necessary, and the subject remains unresolved. 

Sewage is only one concern cited by Community Board 7 in its reso

lution rejecting the plan. Acknowledging that during the planning pro

cess the Riverside South Corporation had engaged in "continuous 

frank exchange of information and opinion among planners, the com

munity and the ... Department of City Planning,'' the board neverthe

less declares many of their concerns unresolved. While several of their 

key demands were embodied in the city-approved scheme, they list 

dozens of others. They maintain, for instance, that there should be no 

more than 6.9 million square feet (5.5 million residential); the asser

tion that more area is needed for economic viability is, they say, not 

supportable in the absence of financial data (which Trump has not 

made public). They seek to transfer all control over park construction 

from the developers to the city (apparently forgetting how Trump 

swiftly rebuilt the Central Park skating rink after bungled reconstruc

tion by the city had kept it closed for years). Some of their objections 

Association; Kent Barwick, MunicijJal 

Art Society; Frances Beinecke, Natural 

Resources Defense Council; Linda 

Davidoff, Parks Council; Bruce H. 

Simon, Westpride; Donald j. TrurnjJ, 17ie 

Trump Organization; Peter Wright, 

Riverside Parh Fund. 

Client consultants: Housing Futures, Inc., 

project management; Daniel Gutman, envi-

ronmental; Steven Robinson, architect 

Professional consultants: Thomas B 

Associates, landscajJe architect (Mich 

Van Valhenburgh in earlier design ph 

Philip Habib & Associates, transport 

engineers; HNTB, civil engineers. 

Developer: The Trnrnp Organizatim 

Model maker: Tenguerian Models, I 

Model photographer: ©. Brian Nolm 

seem intentionally onerous, e.g., requiring pedestrian bridge 

recessed portions of the highway to be the 60-to-80-foot width 

streets. A requested study of the long-unused railyards as a "trail 

flatcar" terminal seems no more than an obstructive tactic. 

The Coalition for a Livable West Side is less polite in its obje 

than the community board, going beyond issues of density, air 

tion, and sewage disposal to cite "increased costs to taxpayers" fo 

struction of infrastructure, although the corporation says it will p 

all streets and utilities , at an estimated cost of $342 million. 

decried are "costs" of tax abatement programs, which have not 

offered, but would probably apply to the affordable housing re 

in the project. The Coalition joined other groups last Decembe 

lawsuit to prevent sewage from this site from being processed 

"overloaded" North River plant. Those involved in the plannin 

that Coalition members are concentrated in Lincoln Towers, ' 

apartment slabs now enjoy sweeping river views. It is apparent th 

lier schemes for the railyard site showed a dip in building heig 

the view corridor from Lincoln Towers, as if to placate these neig 

The plan seems to have acquired too much support now 

totally defeated, but it could be seriously impeded by lawsuits 

weakness of the economy could prove a greater obstacle for th 

struction of buildings that would carry the burden of street an 

construction, transit improvements, etc.; ironically, the requir 
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nal, city-apjJroved jJlan includes basketball, handball, etc. 4. The jJroposed amphitheater was 6. The proposed soft, "toe-in-the-water " 

l changes to the jJark projJosal 2. A 1.5-acre area of fiat lawn adjoin- reduced in size after Parks DejJartment river edge, with tidal grasses, was reject-

·ued by the corjJoration. The ing the projJosed jJark caje. review and turned slightl)' so that the eel by the Parhs De/Jartment as a main-

e before these changes can be seen 3. Ruins of former piers (seen in photo, park is not so shmjJly divided by it; tenance headache and replaced /:Jy "non-

model jJhoto on jJage 121. page 120), jJrojJosed for retention as seating was transformed into grass- tidal wetlands" above stone rijJ-rap 

wnes lawn for informal games of relics of barge-to-rail transfers that once covered terraces that will be inviting (drawing~ facing jJage) . Boardwalks 

, etc., was inserted near the north took place here, will be removed. One between programmed events. loojJing out over the tidal river have 

the park; extending under the 750foot pier, as proposed, will be 5. A crescent of sloping lawn four blocks been retained. 

. ted highway nearby are courts for rehabilitated for recreational use . long would be the cente?piece of the jJark. 

~~? -----

RIVERSIDE SOUTH PARK 

N f< f----L---1----- 300'/lOOm 

lude subsidized housing - which would have been a heavy liabili

the 1980s -- could be an asset in funding this project. And the 

opment is large enough to become a factor in that economy, a 

ot lost on construction labor unions, whose support has helped 

neighborhood objections. The key element of the highway relo

(another potential economic stimulus) may never actually take 

, despite approvals from Washington on down; it would be ironic 

d if the shadow of th e elevated road were never to be eradicated 

the dearly-bought riverfront park. 

en if all goes as planned, what will we b e able to say of the 

plishments of the architects, planners, and consultants in shap-

is development? It is hard to quibble with the impulse to extend 

ide Park and its wall of bold yet genteel fac;:ades into yet one 

sweeping S-curve. With the specter of Trump's earlier 

shafts only a few years behind us and the need to placate the 

unity, this essentially nostalgic image seems hard to question. A 

recent precursor for the architecture contemplated in this 

s zoning and design controls is Battery Park City (a model 

Hable in large part to Alexander Cooper who, ironically, did the 

·scarded scheme for this Trump site). If the building design con

h ere are even tighter than those of Battery Park City, that is 

se, Kahan points out, there will be no semipublic authority in 

ing. As Marilyn Taylor of SOM points out, glass-clad prisms and 

"tongue depresser" balconies are ruled out, but material choices are 

less restricted than at Battery Park City, being limited only to "mason

ry" for most exterior walls, although there are numerous qualifica

tions for distinct treatment of entrances, building corners, window-to

wall proportions, etc. 

ch 1 e here, with powers of design review; all controls must be in writ-

While Riverside South's buildings and open space show exceptional 

skill in dealing with spatial and political realities, one does have to won

der whether such strict design control is constructive. In a city that has 

nurtured such dive rse talents as Raymond Hood, I.M. Pei, Gordon 

Bunshaft, and Richard Meier, must we only replicate architectural 

amalgams of Central Park West and Riverside Drive in their prime? 

Those old exemplars did generate a very civilized streetscape, as com

plements to adjoining parks. The design of the park here, too, has an 

Olmsted-derived romantic quality, notwithstanding the efforts of four 

artists on the design team; for a former industrial site just north of 

some working piers, something more daring might have been attempt

ed. I am by no means sure that any Modernist or NeoModernist 

options would have produced a more habitable or uplifting, not to 

mention marketable, environment. But simply raising the question 

makes it quite clear that only formal evocations of the Good Old Days 

would have stood a chance in the political struggle that enmeshes 

America's urban design today. John Morris Dixon • 
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Perspectives Blown Away 

Thomas Vanier reports from Dade County on the aftermath - and the lessons - of Hurricane Andrew. 

Hurricane Andrew lumbered across Florida's Atlantic coastline 

near Miami early in the morning of August 24, 1992. By the time the 

giant had blown into the Gulf of Mexico four hours later, more than 

80,000 homes were ruined, leaving 175,000 without shelter. At least 22 
people were dead and scores more were injured. 

Millions had no electricity, fuel, water, telephones, or transporta

tion. Schools, stores, hospitals, and public utilities sustained stunning 

damage. Th e destruction was so vast that life remains badly disrupted 

today, despite the largest relief effort in U.S. history. Also in Andrew's 

wake were claims for insured losses totalling $18 billion and more 

than 700,000 cases, seven times 

more than for any oth er disaster. 

Direct losses may surpass $25 bil

lion; beyond that, estimated lost 

economic output is nearly $3 billion 

for one year. 

How Bad? 
As shattering as it was, Andrew 

ranked only fifth among hurricanes 

to strike Florida in this century. The 

worst ever, on Labor Day 1935 (trop

ical storms were unnamed before 

1950), was maximum-rated V on the 

scale of the National H u rricane Cen

ter (NHC); Andrew rated IV, pack
ing peak gusts of at least 169 mph. Andrew's eye over Dade County. 

Some believe that sustained winds hit 160 mph with peaks above 200 
mph. Questions about sustained wind speeds may be argued technical

ly for some time as courts seek to determine whether buildings had 

been constructed to meet the 120 mph sustained speed in the South 

Florida Building Code (SFBC). 

Whether Andrew went off the ch arts or remained within the range 

of predicted weather events, its power was sufficient to damage key 

NHC wind measurement instruments. Th e strongest winds were at the 

storm's eye, a circle ten to twelve miles in diameter; many observers 

reported that tornadoes swirled around its edges. 

Developed southern Dade County has always kept pretty much 

within limits of a corridor several miles wide , extending to either side 

of the Dixie Highway (U.S. Route 1) as it runs from Miami south to 

the Florida Keys. Moving perpendicular to this corridor, the storm cut 

like a mammoth router; the eye passed some 25 miles south of Miami, 

over the towns of Homestead and Florida City, wrecking almost every

thing in its path beyond repair. 

Because the stricken areas were mainly residential - and most 

tragedy befell people who lost homes - much of the forensic after

math has been about houses. Recent Dade County houses were mainly 

single-story wood frame slab-on-grade construction, with gable roofs 

framed from preassembled wood trusses sheathed in various 

sheet products and covered with asphalt shingle; Some two-story 

es had first floors of reinforced concrete block, with wood-frame 

ond floors and wood-truss roofs. 

What Failed? 
The incredible scale of the d estruction - and the outraged 

dents who believed homes should have survived the storm - bro 

swarms of product manufacturers' represen tatives into south 

County to assess the wreckage. Industry groups dealing with faste 

roof coverings, siding , sh eet 

ber, and preassembled wood 

ing components (the main 

stituents of the stick-built ho 

industry) reached very similar 

clusions about what went w 

most often and why. 

Connections. Violations off 

ing provisions in the SFBC 

major culprits. Improperly atta 

shingles and sheathing mat 

were lost rapidly. Nai ls (or, 

often, pneumatically-driven wir 

ples and nails) were missing, p 

driven , and spaced irregular 

too widely; m any fai led to co1 

adequate ly with structural 

hers.Wood-industry calculations suggest tha t wind uplifts pro 

exceeded those anticipated by the SFBC at interior and exterio 

n ers of typical houses. Also, improper uplift connections clearly 

to carry wind loads continuously to foundations, allowing entir 

tions of houses to separate at weak points. 

Gable end-walls. The ubiquity of truss-formed gable roofs was c 

matched by the extent of their fai lures. Wood trusses blew over 

one end to another like rows of dominoes , often because los 

sheathing robbed the assemblies of bracing and diaphragms. 

roofed second stories sheared off or bent like hinges from th 

plates of ground-level end-walls, leaving roofs like hats blown 

Also, the widespread use of suspended gypsum board ceilings ( 

from metal lathe affixed loosely to the bottom chords of roof tr 

eased interior drywall finish ing, but robbed truss assembl" 

diaphragms formed by more securely attached gypsum board cei 

Envelope integrity. Large "picture" windows, French doors, an 

ble entry doors - and especially doors on garages attached to 

spaces - simply shattered or blew out. Field surveys found lost w· 

frames, glazing intact, that had been anch ored by only a few 

barely driven into framing. Debris pierced flimsy shutters and 

doors. Wind-driven projectiles shot easily through exterior walls 



oisture-resistant gypsum board covered with siding. Only CMUs 

securely nailed 3/ 4-inch-thick plywood sheathing resisted the hail 

onresidential buildings. The storm also smashed through miles of 

mercial strip development, devastating concrete block, precast 

rete , and preengineered metal frame buildings. Displacement of 

tressed double-tee concrete structures was explained in one analy
s a result of the tees' being made "nearly weightless" 

npredicted wind uplifts that erased dead-load 
ents needed for stability. 

onceding that metal wall panels were blown off many 

houses and commercial buildings, a metal-building 

neer said fasteners had not performed as expected 

smaller framing members had bent, creating envelope 

ches. But he also asserted that no primary structures 

collapsed, because pan-
ave way. ''What's worse?" 

sked. "Losing some skin, 

h can be repaired or 
ced, or losing the whole 
ilada?" 

representative of a met

ilding-system company :i 
many damaged metal J 
ings were not properly 

would have suffered far less damage had they not been struck by huge 

sections of flying house trailers (and in one case by an entire unit 

blown off its site). 

Subdivisions seeking to ban post-storm mobile homes had such 

steps challenged as technically unwarranted (units can be anchored, 

manufacturers insist) and discriminatory toward low-income groups. 

Prefabricated trailer homes could again become a leading form of 

low-cost housing in the region. 

Not Just Buildings 
Andrew also devastated native and 

imported plants. One architect re

marked that the giant royal palm 
trees flattened at the Fairchild Tropi

cal Gardens (as seen on Miami Vice) 

and live oaks felled in Coral Gables 
were architectural and urban trea

sures of greater merit than many lost 

buildings. "Trees take longer to grow 
back ," she said, "and we will miss 

them more." 

Trees also caused great damage. 

ned, their components w.__~~~~~~~~~~~....-~~...,-~--i 

Obvious tradeoffs are involved; the 

tropical foliage possible in Florida is 

essential to livability, but newly-plant

ed gardens may follow storm-inspired 
guidelines: g come from a variety of sources rather than from a 

e supplier. He, too , warned that upgrading codes to 

gthen secondary framing components - purlins and 

- could heighten risks of primary frame displace

e t or total failure : 'Walls that are too rigid may work 

ails, not giving way, but pushing everything over." 
lso under fire: retail stores with three exterior walls 

asonry, a steel-bar-joist roof and a fourth wall mostly of glass. "In 
case I saw,'' said one architect, "glass-and-mullion systems gave 

' Another advocate of stricter controls on display-window glass 
the same point: "A showroom for a rental furniture company 

d 'Rooms-to-Go' really went. The glass end-wall popped and the 

took off like a big kite. With the roof gone, down came the walls." 

e others say protected glass curtain walls will readily withstand 
icane-force winds, the evidence was clear that such assemblies 

emerged intact. 

enacing Mobiles 
ople have agreed universally on one point: mobile homes did 

le damage. "They' re evil," was how one P/A editor summed up 

vidence he saw and heard. Countless investigators - many of 

engineers, architects, and builders - are certain that homes 

Keep large trees away. Some hous

es were damaged first - often not very 

seriously - by falling trees and limbs. 

All wounds can give powerful storms a 
foothold for worse damage. Even if 

large trees are not kept entirely out of 
falling range, take care in planting. 

Plant young and small. Allow plants to develop full root systems in 
place; these are much safer than the truncated versions often found 

with larger transplants. Root balls confined to pockets carved in lime

stone spun out and ruptured at the trunk base, probably because roots 

were not allowed to develop extensively. A number of 90-year-old trees 

with large root systems lost limbs and suffered snapped trunks, but 

had good prospects for recovery. 

Was the Code Sufficient? 
Hurricane provisions in the SFBC are said to be the most stringent in 

the country. The National Forest Products Association (NFPA) - while 

asserting that most houses built in strict accordance with the code per

formed well - concluded that certain provisions needed strengthening, 

while others should be added.The NFPA stressed bracing of gable end-
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walls, urging the use of continuous, balloon-style framing and 

stronger uplift connections along top plates. Their calculations also 

revealed that "withdrawal loads [on sheathing and shingles] appear 

to have exceeded ultimate withdrawal capacities for many fasteners." 

An independent engineer, saying he found the SFBC "weak on 

pressure coefficients an d gusts," said 

only hammer-driven, round-headed 

nails should be used to attach sheath

ing and shingles. "Th e code must 

re_quire nails every four inches along 

sheathing panel edges and six in their 

fields, driven directly into framing 

members," he concluded. 

What Might Have Helped? 
Andrew-inspired changes are cer-

0 

tain to be made in residential construe- "' 

· 1 In ··>tli.l 1 I\ l\L 

ing huge air pressure differentials that 

build above both flatter and steeper roofs 

Small overhangs. Despite its tropical di 

intense sunlight, and heavy rainfall, Flori 

older buildings had almost no overhangs 

to be confused with widely-used veranda 

porches). This denied key places for str 

wind uplifts to peel back roof comers. 

Heavy roofs. Did hefty ballast from t 

cotta tiles resist roof liftoff better than as 

shingles? Maybe, but such tiles were used on many roofs 

failed completely; ballast is probably useless (and maybe 

advantage) if framing is weak and roof forms are imprope 

tion details and building codes for hur- ~----------------

Raised foundations. Many older wood-frame build 

were simply set atop limestone or coral blocks, with fr 

weakly tied (if at all) to foundations. But open sv 
between ground and building may have provided vital r 

for exterior wind pressures. Raised foundations also 

interiors dry (when envelopes were not othenvise pene ricane-prone areas. But differences of 

kind, not just degree, also need to be 

considered. Lessons may lie in history. 

Dade County's buildings circa 1900 

reflect the region's unique "frontier" 

past. Typical examples of "frame ver-

The New South Dade charrette identified 
28 distinct communities in its study area 
(top). Community centers lihe Caribbean 
School (above) were jJroposed to strengthen 
these communities. 

ed) in flooded areas. 

Storm shutters. Openings covered by sturdy, well-anch 

unslatted shutters resisted both wind and projectiles, 

venting excessive pressurization (or evacuation) of i 

nacular" include plantation houses and utilitarian buildings for agri

culture and railroads. Features typical of such buildings helped many 

to weather the storm quite well, and could be applied to new homes 

and other facilities: 

Heavy-timber-style woodframes and joints. Balloon framing (with con

tinuous members from foundation to roof, rather than discontinuous 

platform framing), let-in braces, pinned mortise-and-tenon and rabbet 

joints bolstered overall strength and resistance. These techniques were 

stronger (or at least more reliable) than the hurricane straps and fas

teners used in platform-style wood-frame construction. Flexibility 

inherent in frames built by older methods probably helped them to 

endure sustained heavy winds. They were willows that bent, not rigid 

boughs that broke. 

Roughly square floor plans and small rooms. Strength is inherent in the 

squat, approximately square floor-plan forms of pioneer-era buildings. 

Such strength is buttressed by interior non-loadbearing framing for 

relatively small rooms. Some blame faddish large living spaces for 

inherent structural weaknesses. "What I call 'California Design' got 

wrecked," said a Florida architect after touring hundreds of smashed 

residences. ''Typical Coral-Gables-type houses, a hybrid of tropical and 

mission styles, with masonry, small rooms, low-slung hip roofs, and 

courtyards, did much better." 

HijJ roofs. These did better than gable roofs in part because they pro

vide self-bracing and add triangulation to overall building form. Hip 

roofs also present an inclined but low profile to direct winds, minimiz-

ors. Louvered shutters were too weak, while those 

anchored by strong hardware secured to structural frame me 

simply blew off. Unreinforced plywood nailed over openings gav 

benefit; most boards became destructive projectiles after quickly 

ing off. One architect's reinforced folding plywood shutters, mou 

on preinstalled bolts anchored to exterior walls, worked very well. 

Venting. A well-battened house need not be airtight. Leaky b 

ings, as older ones tend to be, as well as newer ones with bala 

(and waterproof) air intakes and outlets, withstood the storm b 

than those whose airtight envelopes were suddenly breached by d 

or frame displacement. 

Porches and side-builds. When well anchored and sturdily made, 

style appurtenances added strength. Some were pushed into 

"host" structures, but similar buildings without such features 

often destroyed totally. 

Braced interior walls and jJartitions. Even if they play no struc 

role normally, well-braced interior walls help structures resist ra 

under intense wind loads. Removal of interior partitions in som 

er frame structures may have weakened them measurably. 

Architects and Emergency 
Architects immediately helped with recovery. Local AIA cha 

and the University of Miami established an Architecture Rec 

Center to provide toll-free telephone lines staffed by volunteers, 

nars, and lists of professionals available for news interviews 

appearances. Bulletins and excerpted codes gave official state 



"Rebuilt houses are every bit as lamantable 

as those destroyed - maybe lADrse. " 

e types of work allowed without permits. They advised on deal

with contractors and showed typical details. They also helped to 

worse damage (for example, by describing how best to dry inte

oodwork) and covered electrical and mechanical system safety. 

forts to rebuild southern Dade County have outstripped the pace 

nstruction practice reforms and code reviews. "The first things 

in shape here," said a claims adjustor," were fast-food outlets, 

r stores, and strip joints to serve all of the 'carpenters' who 
d driving every pickup truck south of the Mason-Dixon Line." 

e and others fear that the quality and hurricane resistance of 

'lt houses are every bit as lamentable as those destroyed - maybe 

. Construction techniques and materials pegged (unjustly, say 

) as the big offenders - pneumatically driven staple fasteners, ori-

strand board, compressed particle board - are now banned, but 

repairs are uninspected, and hasty jobs are rarely of good quali
here is also the problem that insurance policies pay only to 

ce what existed at comparable value - not to upgrade or comply 

uilders, developers, inspectors, craftsmen, and insurance compa
re the heavies in th e press," said an architecture professor, "but 

asers deserve blame, too." He says buyers were uncritical, seek

esign features clearly unsuited to South Florida's climate and the 
'nty of severe weather. If buyers demanded houses more appro

to the region - perhaps incorporating traditional house fea

described above - builders would be inclined to produce them, 

ys. "Maybe a lesson has been learned," the professor concluded: 

u don't pay now for the few extra costs involved, you will surely 

ter and pay more." 

me structural engineers say all home designs should be reviewed 

ssionally for hurricane resistance. "Only 1 percent of the dam

buildings involved an engineer," said one. He estimated review 

licensed structural engineer would add about 3 percent to the 

cost of a single-family residence. "If necessary," he said, "fees 
d come from architects." 

e architect rejected this idea, noting that "most buildings 

' t designed by anyone," but agreed on the need to design better 

cane-resistant details and said architects lack knowledge of severe 

behavior. Stiffening prescriptive codes would help, he said, but 

not necessarily cover unusual structural configurations or non

ard uses of materials. 

ce hurricane-resistant designs exist, however, everyone agrees 

ey lies in construction quality - and that only careful, frequent, 

e inspections can assure it. 

nning for the Future 
pported by the Knight Foundation and others, the University of 

i has conducted a series of post-hurricane design charrettes and 

conferences. Sessions have drawn up plans for new centers that could 

be rebuilt in 28 communities over an area of 140 square miles -where 

even before Andrew there had been no real centers. 

"The American suburb broke down totally," said a Miami architect. 

Even if undamaged, cars could not move and people had no way to 
cope. "Physically," he said, "there were no real 'communities.'" Like 

others, he saw Andrew's aftermath as an opportunity to reverse antiur

banism, to recover not only from disaster but also from the "illness" of 

distant suburbs by reintroducing new urbanizing principles. Now, pro

posals abound to integrate retail, residential, and public buildings, 
breaking existing patterns of vast housing developments separated by 

great distance from shops, schools, fire and police protection. But 

such schemes require changes in policies, development rights, and 

even ownership. 

Are residents prepared for major change? "People aren't always up 

to social experiments after an ordeal like this," said a sociologist at a 

post-storm seminar. But he then quoted a Colombian earthquake sur
vivor: "lfwe are just to live as we did before, why the earthquake?" 

Architects hope people will live differently from before; a new mas

ter plan for Florida City ("accepted in principle," according to its 
authors) would create an urban center and mix commercial with insti

tutional and residential uses, including public buildings specially 

hardened against disaster. New regional plans would restore ecologi

cal zones damaged by prior develop men ts. 

While the authors of such schemes remain committed to sounder 

urban planning principles and are enthusiastic about their prospects, 

they also acknowledge that past mistakes are being repeated, although 

records from 1900 onward document six years as the longest interval 

between hurricanes in Florida. They insist that Miami and other high

risk areas had better learn from misfortune in order to weather it bet

ter next time. 

Yet even if the boldest reforms are not finally implemented, Hurri

cane Andrew will have lent new vigor, insight, and urgency to debates 

on patterns of suburban and exurban life. The storm has elevated the 
level of planning and regulatory deliberations, as well as sensitivity to 

small-scale design decisions - not only to prepare for the next storm, 

but to improve the quality of life until then. Thomas Vonier • 

The author, P/A 's correspondent in Washington and Paris, traveled to Miami for 
this article. 
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The Roads to Rome 

Donald Prowler reports on foreign study programs 

Increasing numbers of American architecture students are seeking 

an opportunity for structured study abroad. According to the 1993 
edition of "Special Programs," an annual survey published by the Asso

ciation of Collegiate Schools of Architecture (ACSA), more than 75 

architecture schools currently offer foreign study programs. This num

ber has risen significantly from the 40 schools listed in the first ACSA 

survey of such programs in 1983. 

Of the 29 countries listed in the 1993 survey, Italy is clearly the 

most popular destination. The Italian programs offered by American 

institutions differ dramatically. Many are summer traveling programs, 

featuring bands of itinerant faculty and students. Others occupy tem

porary premises that change from year to year. Still others, most 

notably the University of Washington's program, are housed in perma
nent facilities with a year-round staff. "Each year it seems more schools 

are investing in long-term facilities, transforming traveling programs 

into full-fledged bases," reports Richard McCommons, ACSA Execu
tive Director. "Another trend is that schools are also going off to non

traditional, non-Western destinations; Japan is increasingly popular, 

and there are now programs in India and Thailand as well. " 

Most of the multidisciplinary American schools with permanent 

bases in Italy are loosely affiliated through the Association of Ameri

can Collegiate and University Programs in Italy (AACUPI). Its man

date is largely administrative; it helps its American affiliates find their 

way through the Machiavellian maze of Italian bureaucracy. 

To avoid the inevitable hassle, many American schools choose to 

rent space from established programs rather than develop their own. 

For example, studios in the University of Washington's newly renovat

ed apartments in the Palazzo Pio in Rome were rented during the 
1992-1993 academic year to Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute , the Uni

versity of Miami, Ohio State University, and University of Oregon for 

one or more semesters. Typically, each school provides its own faculty 
and curriculum, although the services of guest lecturers or visiting 

scholars are occasionally shared. 

Since many schools charge a premium for foreign study that may 

range from several hundred to over a thousand dollars per semester, 
most universities do not make foreign study a requirement for gradua

tion. Penn State University's Florence-based program, however, is a 

B.Arch. undergraduate requirement. Of the programs based in Rome, 

only the University of Notre Dame insists that its architecture students 

spend a full academic year in residence as a professional degree 

requirement. More typical is the Temple University program housed 
at the Villa Caproni near the Piazza del Popolo. Study at the center is 

an elective offering open on a competitive basis to about a dozen well

qualified students each semester. 
Most schools indicate in the ACSA "Survey" that their foreign study 

programs are open to students from other institutions. Some are also 

open to practitioners seeking a structured sabbatical experience. How

ever, schools do not generally advertise these opportunities, so inter-

ested practitioners call individual schools for information. (The s 

is available as a starting point.) Initial inquiries should be ma 

least one year in advance, and should take into consideration 

established programs in popular European destinations are us 
well-subscribed, with waiting lists the norm. 

While students share the foreign milieu, their academic ex 

ences are quite varied. Some of the schools offer highly struct 

curriculums, with courses, deadlines , and formal review sched 

Others are more laissez-faire, based on the assumption that stu 

can best experience and interpret their new environment on 

own terms. In Rome, the divergent pedagogical philosophies are 

fied by the programs run by the University of Washington an 

Rhode Island School of Design (RISD). Both programs are vener 

with the University of Washington in place for over 20 years and 
recently celebrating its 25th anniversary. 

In the two-semester RISD program, architecture students -

minority (there were only three this year) in a studio dominat 
painters, sculptors , and graphic artists. Reflecting this emp 

Friedrich St. Florian, faculty member in residence this year, dis 

aged his architecture students from drawing buildings durin 

entire first semester, and encouraged freehand sketching and ind 
dent studies. "There will be time for buildings later," St. Florian ar 

The University of Washington program has been guided fro 

inception by Professor Astra Zarina, considered by many to b 

grande dame of Rome programs. A forceful and committed edu 

Zarina has similarly strong views on architectural education. ' 

totally disinterested in free form," she asserts. "Our students need 

lenging, creative discipline." Consequently, the 15 to 18 students s 

ed on a competitive basis for the program each semester are subj 
a rigorous and tightly choreographed curriculum of language 
site visits, documentation of archaeological and historic si tes, 

trips, and lectures. The semester culminates in individual present 

of a design project drawn in a prescribed format in pen on mylar. 
The rigor was not lost on one of Zarina's prominent forme 

dents. "Astra is an exceptional teacher with profound insight, 
architect Steven Holl . "My studies with her in Rome in 1970 h 

d 
s. 

ts 

ir 

me form the elements of my architecture philosophy, which I ca1 r on 

in my work today. Her insights allowed me to think of New York ur 

Rome - a surrealistic city with a similar rusting capacity to pr ke 
thought and wonder. " 

Regardless of the particular academic approach, there is no bt 
that the benefits of foreign study are enormous. What is less clear w-

ever, is how American architecture schools will be able to sust its 

premium cost, given financial pressures and escalating demand £ 
dent aid. Donald Prowler • 

The author, an architect who teaches at the University of Pennsylvania, i 
Philadelphia correspondent. 



AMPSTEAD POOL HOUSE 

his poolside structure is testimony that tiny 
dings can go hand in hand with expansive con-
ts. Designed by Tim Ronalds, a London archi
, it has the simplest of programs: storage space 
a changing room occupy a narrow slot of space 
een a pair of garden walls. Seen from the pool, 
wall clad in cedar and mahogany seems like a 
standing object, sensuous and hermetic, like 
ething from Japan. It is set in front of the brick 
, finished in stucco, that marks the lot line (the 
1 is in one of London's garden suburbs). Joists 

the changing room within; their spacing and 
th is matched by those cantilevered over the 

o. Refined in concept as well as execution, the 
cture is a modern pergola, elongated to imply a 
zontal flow of space . Ronalds's efforts harmo-
with the client's motive for the poolhouse - to 
e his pool more amenable for family gather-
. His new structure , its modesty notwithstand
implies a sense of largesse - the attributes of a 

g ious host. Philip Arcidi • 

Seen on the long axis 
(above), the pool house 
is an open-ply structure 
of walls and joists. 
The jJoolside view (left) 
offers a minimalist wall 
of cedar and mahogany. 
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130 TWO POOLHOUSES I ONE CLIENT 

It is a rare client who gives an architect complete 
design freedom . But that is what Ford , Farewell, 
Mills & Gatsch encountered with these two pool
houses, one in northern New Jersey and the other 
on Fisher's Island, New York, both for the same 
client. "She asked us to do something special with 
the first one," says Michael Farewell, "and with the 
second she gave us free rein." 

Such freedom can be debilitating, so Farewell 
and his project team imposed restrictions on them
selves, resulting in two disciplined, but very differ
ent designs. The New Jersey project, designed first, 
is a symmetrical and highly rational structure, with 
two stuccoed blocks (one containing the changing 
room, the other a bar and an equipment room) on 
either side of an open-air breezeway. Above these 
spaces arcs a metal-clad wood roof supported on 
curved, laminated wood beams. The volume of the 
pavilion matches that of the pool, says Farewell, "as 
if we excavated the pool and built the poolhouse of 
it." This idea of positive/ negative continues in the 
contrast between the poolhouse's formality and the 

PLAN N le'. L._A __ ~ __ _.., 20'/6m 

r----~---um 1 '/3m 

The edge of the New Jersey pool curves in unc 
the poolhouse roof (photo above). The buildi1 
itself stands as an isolated object in the back 
(top right). 

1 CHANGING 
2 BREEZEWAY 
3 BAR 
4 EQUIPMENT 
5 STORAGE 



etry of the nearby ranch house. The pool
"is almost anti-contextual," says Farewell, 

ing dreamlike out in the backyard." 
the New Jersey building is rational and aloof, 
ne on Fisher's Island is like a ruin , rooted in 
rth. Its thick granite retaining walls look as if 
nee were the foundations of some archaic 

ure, and its changing and shower rooms are 
to the ground like a cave. 
e poolhouse's granite-faced concrete walls 
those of the adjacent house, and its wing-like 
sunshade, supported on curved teak beams, 

s the sailboats and airplanes that connect the 
to the mainland. And its plan is "more ritual

says Farewell. The main access stair, for exam-
cut into the hillside and is on axis with the 
board and the view out over Long Island 

. Likewise, the long walls, with their multiple 
ngs, seem like a stageset in a Surrealist play. 
oolhouse is not the sort of commission many 

ects receive, and given the fiscal austerity of 
90s, it may become even less common. But 
two projects show how much room there is, 
this building type, for formal exploration. 

s Fisher • 
PLAN 

_ 1 CHANGING 
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3 EQUIPMENT 
4 SUNSHADE 
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The stone walls of the Fisher's Island 
poolhouse double as retaining walls 
(top), with skylighted changing rooms 
buried in the earth (top right). 
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Books 

Books of Note 

Miami: Architecture of the 
Tropics edited by Maurice Culot 
and Jean-Franfois Lejeune, 
Center for the Fine Art, Miami, 
and Princeton Architectural 
Press, New York, 1992, 190 pp., 
$39.95. 
Historic and contemporary 
Miami offer an abundance of 
vernacular traditions. The book 
was published for a traveling 
exhibition by the Fondation pour 
!'Architecture in Brussels. 

Frank Lloyd Wright's Hollyhock 
House by Donald Kaufman, 
Dover Publications, New York, 
1992, 118 pp., $10.95. 
The Hollyhock House (1920-21) 
is analyzed from the perspective 
of the "turbulent" relationship 
between the architect and the 
client, Aline Barnsdall. 

Czech Cubism: Architecture, 
Furniture, Decorative Arts edit
ed by Alexander van Vegesack, 
Princeton Architectural Press, 
New York, 1992, 344 pp., $65 
cloth, $39.95 paper. 
If you want to be enlightened 
about a little-known aspect of 
Modernism, see this book. It is 
an extensive and well-crafted 
document published in conjunc
tion with a traveling exhibition. 

Barragan edited by Isabelle 
Bleecker and Andrea E. Mon
fried, Rizzoli, New York, 1992, 
167 pp., $45. 
Barragan's architecture, a 
serene synthesis of Modernist 
and indigenous Mexican tradi
tions, is thoughtfully document
ed by essays, project descrip
tions, and Armando Salas 
Portugal's lush photos. 

Russian Recovery 

Western scholars of Russian architecture are an intrepid but small brigade. 

Anatole Senkevitch, Jr., reviews three of their latest books. 

Reshaping Russian Archi
tecture: Western Technol
ogy, Utopian Dreams edit~ 
ed by William C. Brumfield, 
Woodrow Wi lson Interna
tional Center for Scho lars 
and Cambridge University 
Press, New Yorlz, 1990, 222 
pp., $59.95. 

The Origins of Modernism in Russian Architectu re 
by Wi lliam C. Brumfield, University of California Press, 
Berheley, 1991, 343 pp., $75. 

Le Corbusier and the Mystique of the USSR: 
Theories and Projects for Moscow, 1928-1936 
by Jean-Louis Cohen, Princeton University Press, 
Princeton, New Jersey, 254 jJp., 1992. $49.50. 

The Western historiography of Modem Russian 
architecture may gradually be coming of age: not 
long ago, it would h ave been impossible to review 
books like the trio assembled here. All three probe, 
with varying degrees of success, the dynamic factors 
that shaped the manifold venues, values, and agen
das of the Russian architectural scene. 

Some preliminary remarks will h elp place these 
works in perspective. Le Corbusier and the M)1stique of 
the USSR is a translation of a major work by the 
French architectural scholar Jean-Louis Cohen. The 
Origins of Modernism in Russian Architecture, the first 
English-language monograph devoted to the Rus
sian avant-garde of the tum of the 20th Century, is 
by William C. Brumfield, a sch olar of Russian litera
ture and thus outside the discipline of architectural 
hi story a nd cr i ticism. Brumfie ld a lso ed i ted 
Reshaping Russian Architecture, a compendium of 
scattered discoveries and insights by sch olars from 
different disciplines, united by a desire to examine 
the forces that accompanied Russia 's industrializa
tion. T h e heterogeneity of this material is due to 
the authors ' divergent approaches, values, and lines 
of thought. But it is also partly due to the scarcity of 
Western architectural historians speciali zing in Rus
sian architecture . This shortage, not surprisingly, 
h as served to attract a handful of specialists from 
other disciplines - from Russian literature to Rus
sian social, cultural, and political history - to fi ll the 

void. If the results are not always what one wo 
expect in the more developed areas of architectu 
inquiry and historical scholarship, it is because 
American academic community has not provi 
the support needed to produce more substant 
results. Although faculty positions h ave justifia 
been created in departments of art and archit 
tural history around the country for the study 
Islamic, Chinese, Japanese, Near Eastern, and ot 
cultural traditions, no su ch positions have yet b 
established for Russian art or architecture, des 
the growing interest in and demand for scholars 
on the subj ect. Works by individuals in other di 
plines, often lacking a firm grounding in archi 
tural discourse and historical analysis, thus per£ 
admirable yeoman service in h elping to fill glar 
gaps in our literature on th e subject. 

Reshaping Russian Architecture: Western Technol 
Utopian Dreams, grew from presentations at the 
nan Institute for Advanced Russian Studies. Des 
its unevenness , it provides a useful matrix 
examining the development of 20th-Century 
sian architecture and the transformation of imp 
al Russia into an industrialized Soviet empire. B 
Ruble's ini tial article, "From Palace Square to 
cow Square: St. Petersburg's Century-long Ret 
from Public Space,'' discusses competing Rus 
notions of urban space advanced successively in 
planning of St. Petersburg/ Leningrad; these ra 
from the recurring propensity to express state 
er in the 1830s and again in the 1930s and 1940 
the more innovative desire to create progres 
new cultural and financial ensembles at the tun 
the century. Ruble 's second piece, "Moscow's R 
lutionary Architecture and Its Aftermath: A Cri 
Guide," offers a tour of individual Modernist st 
tures. He suggests that the effort to create an av 
garde architecture in Moscow was doomed bee 
it could not satisfy the social demands generate 
1930s industrialization. 

Brumfield's first essay, "Russian Perception 
American Architecture, 1879-1917,'' provides a 
able glimpse into prerevolutionary Russia's fas 
tion with the American u rban architectural sc 
particularly the skyscraper. His second contribut i , 

"Architectural Design in Moscow, 1890-1917: Ii 
vation and Introspection,'' is, in significant meas 
an informed distillation of Evgenia Kirichen 
many published studies detailing the building a 
ty that took place in Moscow at the turn of the 

(continued on jJage - ) 
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1 Richly Colored Tiles 
This collection of glazed and 
unglazed tiles includes a wide 
range of sizes, shapes, and colors. 
Special shapes, such as bars 
and rectangles, and special sizes 
such as l" x l" and l" x 8" can be 
ordered. They are designed to 
be extremely durable and can be 
used for floors, countertops, 
shower stalls, and other applica
tions. Harbor Farm. 
Circle 100 on reader service cmd 

2 Adjustable Coping 
The "E P Coping" system is a 
new, fully adjustable engineered 
plastic coping product for roof 
parapet walls. It is extruded from 
"Geon" rigid vinyl from B.F. 
Goodrich. The coping fits brick, 
precast concrete, synthetic stuc
co, or insulated metal panel-clad 
parapet walls from 7 % inches to 
16 1/2 inches thick. It has a Facto
ry Mutual I-90 classification (with 
locking strips) for weather and 
wind tests. Southern Aluminum 
Finishing. 
Circle 101 on reader service card 

3 New Decorative Glass 
"INNER-LITE" is a new multilay
ered, tempered glass product 
that can be installed into stan
dard mullion systems. Hand
blown, beveled, or textured glass 
is laminated to the inner layers of 
an insulated glass unit. Light is 
captured an d diffused through 
colored and translucent decora
tive elements. "INNER-LITE" is 
suitable for interior and exterior 
applications in commercial and 
public build ings, healthcare facil
ities, and residences. 
Architectural Glass. 
Circle 102 on reader service card 

(continued on next page) 
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New Products and Literature 

Waterproofing Brochure 
Four waterproofing systems are 
described in this brochure 
including "System 1000 Loose 
Laid Membrane System," "System 
2000 Adhered Membrane Sys
tem," "System 3000 Loose Laid 
Membrane System with Contain
ment Grids," and a system for 
foundation walls. The brochure 
describes geotextiles, thermal 
insulation, drainage and protec
tion layers, expansion joints, 
membrane, and flashing compo
nents for each system. Sarnafil. 
Circle 200 on reader se1vice card 

ADA-Compliant Outdoor Drinking 
Fountain 
The "3300 Hi-Lo" pedestal
mounted outdoor drinking 
fountain is designed to meet 
ADA requirements. It has dual
height fountains and recessed 
push-button valves, and is vandal
resistant and lead-free. The 
fountain has a green polyure
thane enamel finish. Haws. 
Circle 103 on reader seivice card 

Radiant Barrier Coatings 
"SNUG" is a new acrylic radiant 
barrier roof and wall coating. It is 
a two-ply system that combines 
"SNUG BLUE" - a thermal barri
er base coat that prevents heat 
absorption - and "SNUG 
WHITE" - a high titanium top 
coat that reflects up to 60 per
cent of solar heat and minimizes 
thermal build-up in the base 
coat. The "SNUG" system is 
designed to insulate, seal leaks, 

and protect exterior surfaces 
from air pollution, oxidation 
and ice and water damage. 
Chem Link. 
Circle 104 on rmder sernire can/ 

11 

Door Guard 
The LCN Safety Guard cover 
opening between the in terio 
edge of the door and the fra 's 
hinge edge to prevent hand 
injuries. It is suitable for use 
schools, restaurants, nursing 
homes, and other public fac -
ties. LCN Closers. 
Circle 105 on reader seivice card 

New Tile Shapes 
The "Intricates" tile collecti 
includes triangular and min -
ture rectangular tiles. The f 
are handmade and can be c 
bined with several existing 
tions. Epro. 
Circle 106 0 11 reader seivice card 

(continued on page 14 7) 



Now concrete, masonry, EIFS, and scratch-and-brown walls, either exterior or 
interior, can have the look of solid granite at a fraction of the cost. It's easy with 
Thoro's Granstone® Finish System. This architectural finish system can be applied 
quickly to create the appearance of natural stone. It is available in 12 standard 
colors and allows the ultimate in design flexibility. 

Use Granstone to rejuvenate an entire exterior, or just to accent architectural 
details. A Granstone finish resists mildew, fungus, freeze-thaw cycles, wind
driven rain and airborne pollutants. It is eligible for Thoro's limited material 
and labor warranty. 

Find out how you can turn ordinary walls into Granstone walls. Call 
(800) 327-1570. In Florida call (305) 597-8100 or write to: 

~·-A.: .. A.~ .. :-.~1 .. Thora System Products, 
• \..:_,~~ 71. • L•l . ~ · "t"\.:,,~ 7800 N.W. 38th Street, r.::~'!!'11 THORO 

.·:;.._ 0~_di · · · · ~ w Miami, Florida 33166. SYSTEM 
--~-- ·-:-- - -··-··-:---~' 

.............. PRODUCTS 
@ A Part of ICI Specialties 

See Us In Sweet's Catalog. 
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ercial Tile Catalog 

1993 
PRODUCT 
CATALOG 

8-page, full-color catalog 
93 is a reference guide for 
lection of ceramic tile. 
fication, size, color, trim, 
pplication information is 
ded. Installation photos are 

eluded. Dal-Tile. 

ing Tile" is a resilient rub
oring tile with permanent
ded grooves designed to 

A requirements. It is 
fa complete flooring sys
at includes matching tiles, 
stringers, and safety stair 
. Eight colors are available. 

7 on reader service card 

ROADWAY TESTED PERFORMANCE 

Softform® 

Roadway/Area Lighting 

• American Olean Tile 1993 Catalog 
t.'0111mercf11l Prt11Jud1' 

Commercial Tile Catalog 
This 1993 product catalog 
of commercially rated ceramic 
tiles provides size, color, techni
cal data, and installation 
photographs for the company's 
complete line. The catalog 
includes several new products 
such as a 4" x 4" modular wall 
and floor system of color-coordi
nated glazed wall tile and ceram
ic mosaic floor tiles called "Com
binations" and a two-inch 
octagonally shaped tile. Ameri
can Olean. 
Circle 202 on reader se1vice card 

1-800-328 -7480 
WINSTED, MN 55395 

Circle No. 331 on Reader Service Card 

Porcelain Tile 
The "Old Stone Series" is 
designed to have the appearance 
of traditional urban pavers and 
natural stone; it has a dimpled 
surface and variations in its shad
ing. The tiles are offered in six
inch squares and in triangles. 
They are 1/2-inch thick and are 
suitable for indoor or outdoor 
use for floors and walls. Buchta!. 
Circle 108 on reader service card 

French Doors 
This new five-light French door is 
constructed of Douglas Fir or 
Western Hemlock and is avail
able in 6'8", 7', and 8' heights and 
2' and 3'6" widths. The dual
glazed door can be specified with 
argon gas between panes of low 
emissivity glass. Simpson. 
Circle 109 on reader service card 

(continued on page 149) 
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Five new porcelain pavers with 
water absorption rates of almost 
O % . Ap.d breaking sttengtns that 
double the ANSI standards. 

An impervious body built to last 
under any, conditions. The perfect 
tile for exterior cladding, tunnels, 
signage or any area where freeze I 
. thaw exposure is a concern. 

ville's new porcelain pavers, · · , 
. complete the reader servke card 
and get all the facts from full-color 
product information. 

When you' re searching for 
· porcelain paver solutions, turn to 
Summitville. The tile industry 
innovator. 

· " SummitVille 
~ Summitville Tiles, Inc., Summitville, Ohio 43962 

FAX 1·216-223-1414 

Circle No.· 311 on Reader Service Card 

MADE IN 

USA 
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ural Tile Detailing Handbook 
8-page handbook includes 
sional measurements for 

ard wall configurations of 
than 90 standard shapes of 
Butler glazed structural 
tis intended to be a guide 
liminary planning. Elgin-
tiles have a nonporous 

e that is resistant to chemi
d abrasion. Contact Mar
Dept., Acme Brick Com

PO Box 425, Ft. Worth, TX 
(800) 932-2263. Cost: $5. 

ull-color manufacturer's 
ure covers an extensive 
·on of "Hydroment" tile 
ng and installation systems. 
oment Color-Poxy," a 100-
lt-solid, epoxy setting and 
ng system available in 34 
and "Hydroment 476 
" a high-performance latex 
ture for thin-set applica-
re among the products 

bed. Bostik. 
3 on reader service card 

ecorative Laminates 
new decorative laminates 
ecently introduced. 
n Series" combines 

scent gold lines and 
s with "interface color" 
nts; the "Lustre Series" is 
ed to have a brushed metal 
ranee using pearlescent 
nts; and "Architectural 
" has a soft-colored, subtly 

gra d appearance. Laminart. 
Gire 0 on reader service card 

PRECISION FLOODLlGHTING 

U. S. Capital ~~[?~~~[QJ~!i 
V?asbington, D.C 

Glazing Products Brochure 
This 24-page brochure provides 
performance and technical data 
for LOF products such as "Ever
Green Glass," "Energy Advantage 
Low-E Glass," "Eclipse Reflective 
Glass," "Mirropane E.P. Transpar
ent Mirror," and a range of clear 
and tinted float glass products. 
Libbey-Owens-Ford. 
Circle 204 on reader service card 

A STERNER COMPANY 

1-800-328-7480 
WINSTED, MN 55395 

Circle No. 332 on Reader Service Card 

Modified Bitumen Manual 
The Modified Bitumen Sweet's Man
ual for 1993 includes 
extensive product information 
for the full line of torch-applied 
APP and mop-applied SBS 
modified bitumen membrane 
roofing systems. The 24-page, 
full-color manual offers general 
design recommendations for 
application and flashing proce
dures, common uses, application 
methods, product size, weight, 
and coverage, code certifications, 
and installation details. Firestone 
Building Products. 
Circle 205 on reader service card 

New Cabinet System 
The "Liaison" cabinet system, to 
be introduced at NeoCon® this 
month, features a customizable 
storage system, cable manage
ment and distribution, and 
structural flexibility. It can be 
integrated into existing systems if 
connected to "Action Office 
Series 3" panels, or can be used 
as freestanding furniture. 
Herman Miller. 
Circle 111 on reader service card 

(continued on page 151) 
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"Catch the new wave in 
Waterproof Membranes" 

LATICRETE® 9236 Waterproofing Membrane 
for ceramic tile and natural stone installations. 

o Thin and Flexible 

o Interior and Exterior use 

o 500°10 Elongation 
~ 

oSafe, no solvents; water cleanable Cl'""-'C 
O Easy to spread on walls or floors f of s-iO'f\ 

~\so l'"es 
. siil'l' 

LATICRETE INTERNATIONAL, INC. 
1 LATICRETE PARK NORTH • BETHANY CT • 06524-3423 USA 
TELEPHONE (203) 393-0010 • TELEFAX (203) 393-1684 

®TELEX 96-3541 LATICRETE BTHY 

A-649 3/93 ©1993 LATICRETE International ®Registered Trademarks of LATICRETE International. Inc. U.S. and Foreign Patent Offices 

Circle No. 330 on Reader Service Card 



( c nued from page 14 9) 

ost Roll-Up Industrial Door 
RT-500" roll-up industrial 
available in sizes from 

' through 10' x 12' , is 
le for interior or exterior 
ations. A PVC-coated 
polyester-seamed panel 

ial and a flexible bottom 
are designed to absorb 
impacts. Kelley. 

version of the "Touch 
"remote control system to 
ge electronically operated 
ment has been introduced. 
ntrol equipment used in 
rooms, training centers, 
nferencing rooms, and 
houses, "TiltScreen®" 
es angle adjustment of 

splay screen for personal 
g convenience and the 
ation of glare. It has an 

" electroluminescent screen 
touch-sensitive overlay. AMX. 
3 on reader service card 

dustrial Perforators Associ
has published a new 
hlet illustrating various 
ations, patterns, fabrication 
· ques, and available finishes. 
rial Perforators Association. 

CUSTOM LIGHTING - BUILT To LAsr 
Towson Town Center 

Towson, Ma1yland 
~LJ~~~~~li 
S TERNER LI GHTING SYS TEMS IN CO R PORATED 

1-800-328 - 7480 
WINSTED, MN 55395 

Circle No. 333 on Reader Service Card 

Circle No. 315 on Reader Service Card 
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In addition to the conven
tional method of tile instal- 1 

lation used in the project 
shown here, Buchta! offers 
a new prefabricated system, 
Keraion-Quadro, which 
invisibly fastens large for
mat tile to metal grids on 

new or existing substrates. 
So when you're looking 
for an innovative sequel to 
your last facade, call us 
for more details. 

At Buchta! Ceramics, we choose our words carefully. Much like an architect chooses a building material. That's why when we say 

Chroma® offers the designer the most extensive palette of modular sizes and colors in glazed ceramics, you can believe it's true. • 

With over 60 colors and sizes from 2x10 strips to twofoot square panels, dramatic design statements are inevitable with Chroma. 

Architects like you have been using Chroma all over the world for dozens of applications. In banding, to identify spaces and define 

circulation patterns. As colorful medallions to punctuate a never-ending wall. Or to fully expose an entire facade. •And Chroma's 

performance attributes take the mystery out of specifying glazed tile. Chr:oma is frost-proof, acid-resistant, and colorfast. And offers 

high bond and breaking strengths. • With Chroma, we wrote the book on glazed ceramic tile. • Chroma glazed ceramic tile is 

featured in our catalog in Sweet's File 09 300/BUC. Or contact Buchta! Ceramics directly B 
at 1325 Northmeadow Parkway Suite 114 Roswell, GA 30076 (404) 442-5500 U CHTAL ~ 
Fax: (404) 442-5502. •In the meantime, every picture tells a story. c E R A M c s 
San Diego Design Center, San Diego, CA Architect: Johannes Van Tilburg & Panners , Santa Monica, CA 
McKellar Development, La Jolla, CA Product: 6x6 700 Glacier White, 6x6 717 Brilliant Black, 6x6 740 Isar Green Circle No. 329 

+ + + 



has released its new line of 
ange personal computers, 
entris 610 and Centris 650. 

machines use the Motoro-
40 chip previously available 
n the Quadra line. This pro
r offers speed comparable 

Intel 486 chip used in PC 
atibles - available for about 
he price of previous 
ras. This new range 
ces the Macintosh II line. 

mp's new low-cost cordless 
er tablets are aimed at PC 
acintosh users who have 
usly used only a mouse for 

. The A- and B-size tablets 
proximately 1/s-inch thick 
ave an accurt;tcy of+/- 0.010 
ith a resolution of 1,270 

per inch. Buyers can choose 
en a cordless 4-button cur-

ess pressure-sensitive pen is 
vailable. The tablets can be 

ing and mouse modes with
configuring. CalComp. 

Cir l 15 on reader service cm-d 

Computer Products 

GEO CAD 
This architectural AutoCAD 
application has been updated 
with the release of version 4.0. 
The new version is compatible 
with AutoCAD release 12 for 
both DOS and Windows environ
ments. Notable among the new 
features are customizable sched
ules, expanded parametric detail
ing routines, and new architec
tural hatch patterns. GEOCAD. 
Circle 116 on reader service card 

Builders CAD 
Version 4.0 of this integrated 
design/ build software contains a 
custom panel framing enhance
ment that allows the user to 
frame walls of virtually any 
arrangement. This feature is inte
grated with a materials quantity 
reporting function for take-offs . 
Integrated Computer Graphics. 
Circle 11 7 on reader service card 

AE Tools 
This product is a complete 
architectural application overlay 
for ISICAD's CADVANCE CAD 
program. With the application, 
an architect can set up an envi
ronment including plan views, 
architectural scale, and AIA
standard layers. The program 
also contains a library of 600 
standard symbols. 
A/E Technologies. 
Circle 118 on reader service card 

AutoManager Classic 
This AutoCAD file-viewing pro
gram is available in both DOS 
and Windows versions. The Win
dows version allows users to man
age drawings outside of AutoCAD 
and to share information with 
other Windows applications via 
the Windows clipboard. 
Cyco Software. 
Circle 119 on reader service card 

Auto Mate/PRO 
This program accelerates the per
formance of AutoCAD release 12 
for Windows. Depending on the 
graphics hardware, the manufac
turer claims the program delivers 
up to a 500 percent increase in 
pan, zoom, and redraw speeds 
versus AutoCAD alone. Tools and 
features of the program include a 
user-configurable icon menu, 
magnifying glass with real-time 
pan and zoom, movable bird's 
eye view, and a view forward/view 
backward utility. 
Vermont Microsystems. 
Circle 120 on reader service card 

Postscript Plotter 
The Xerox 8812 laser plotter is 
the first CAD desktop output 
device equipped with Adobe Sys
tems' PostScript software. The 
plotter is intended for documents 
that combine CAD drawings, text, 
and/ or graphics. The 400 dpi res
olution plotter comes bundled 
with 51 resident typefaces, font 
scaling software, and print drivers 
to support both Macintosh and 
Windows platforms. 
Xerox Engineering Systems. 
Circle 121 on reader service card 

HP DraftPro Plus 
Hewlett-Packard's new line of 
low-end pen plotters features D
and E-size versions. Speed and 
memory have been increased 
over previous versions. Plot quali
ty has been improved with the 
use of new curvature algorithms. 
Hewlett-Packard. 
Circle 122 on reader service card 

ScreenStar 
Although the resolution of LCD 
displays in portable computers 
has improved dramatically, they 
are still limited in size. BitWise 
Designs has addressed the prob
lem with this Intel 486 based PC 
compatible with a 21.3 inch diag
onal gas plasma screen (resolu
tion 1280 x 1024). The computer 
offers up to 32 MB of RAM and 
up to a Gigabyte of hard disc 
capacity. BitWise Designs. 
Circle 123 on reader service card 

(continued on page 161) 
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MODELVIEW 

Intergraph® is a registered trademark and ModelView, EMS, and Solutions for the 
Technical Desktop are trademarks of Intergraph Coqioration. MicroStation® is a 
registered trademark of Bentley Systems lnc., an Intergraph affiliate. Icon reprint
ed with permission from Microsoft Corporation. Other brands and product names 
are trademarks of their respective owners. Copyright 1993 Intergraph Coqioration , 
Huntsville, Alabama 35894-0001 DDAD l l2AO 

MICROSOFT 
WINDOWS. 
COMPATIBLE 
32-Bit Application 

You use CAD eve1y day to design projects. Now you're ready to spice 
up your presentations with rendering and animation. 

ModelView accepts 3D CAD files directly from Intergraph's 
MicroStation, AutoCAD, and EMS, Intergraph's solid modeling 
software. Or from other CAD packages through DXF. This means 
no unnecessa1y translations and no hassles with your CAD model. 

Sophisticated raytracing. Visual material editing. 
Photomontaging. A toolbox for touchup, special effects, and ani
mation. ModelView offers all the features you desire - plus an 
interactive renderer for real-time review of color, pattern, and tex
ture. All at a ve1y enticing price - $2,500. 

What's more, Intergraph offers the broadest range of CAD 
applications for Microsoft Windows NT and the best customer 
support in the industry. 

ModelView runs under Microsoft Windows on PCs and under 
Windows NT on Intergraph's Technical Desktop Series and other 
Intel-architecture workstations. For more information and a free 
demo disk, call 800-345-4856. 

INTE?G?RH 
Solutions for the Technical Desktop 

Circle No. 340 on Reader Service Card 



KS GREAT FOR HER AGE. 
HER NAME IS APHRODITE, AND 

SHE IS THOUSANDS OF YEARS OLD. 

HER BEAUTIFULLY SCULPTURED FACE 

AND BODY ARE TOTALLY CRAFTED 

OF MARBLE FROM GREECE. THE 

ENDEARING AND ENDURING ANCIENT 

ORIGINAL THAT HAS CONTINUOUSLY 

BEEN USED AROUND THE WORLD 

FOR THE FINEST ARCHITECTURAL 

INSTALLATIONS. 

MARBLE FROM GREECE IS AVAIL

ABLE THROUGHOUT THE UNITED 

STATES IN EXQUISITE COLORS AND 

STRIKING PATTERNS. (OLORS AND 

PATTERNS YOU MAY NOT EVEN BE 

AWARE EXIST. To FIND OUT ALL THE 

NEW THINGS ABOUT ONE OF THE 

OLDEST ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN 

MATERIALS THAT HAS EVER BEEN 

USED, GET RE - ACQUAINTED WITH 

MARBLE FROM GREECE. 

COME TO McCORMICK PLACE 

BOOTH #1551 DURING THE 

AIA CONVENTION IN CHICAGO 

)UNE 18-21. 

MARBtE 
FROM GREECE 

~ HEPO, 
~ HELLENIC EXPORT 
iiiii"7' PROMOTION 
..._... ORGANIZATION 

86-88 MARINOU ANTYPA STREET 

GR - 16346 HELIOUPOLIS-ATHENS, GREECE 

TELEPHONE : 0 I / 996- 1900 

FAX: 0 I / 991-5392 OR 0 I / 991-5655 

GREEK TRADE COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON, D.C.-202.322.2844, FAX: 202.372.6272 

NEW YORK- 212.751 .2406, FAX: 212.593.2278 

CHICAGO- 312.332.1716, FAX: 312.236.5127 

Circle No. 345 





B R A N D E N B U R G 

Created by Robert Purdom, A.I.A., A.S.I.D. -' 

and Michael Tatum, I.B.D. 

Inspired by the classic archite~tural · 

lines of Karl Friedrich Schinkel' s . 

Altes Museum in Berlin. 

The new. B~andenburg collection of 

historically-based casegoods represents 

the unprecedented achievement . . 
of quality in craft and manufacturing: 

. . 

1.800.482.1616, extension 899~ 

Circle No. 337 
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Books (continued from fJage 132) 

Century. Brumfield rightly points 
out that, despite a significant 
decline in planning controls, the 
resulting building boom still cre
ated an impressive new urban 
environment that survives today 
as the core of Moscow's Central 
Business District. 

Milka Bliznakov's essay, "The 
Realization of Utopia: Western 
Technology and Soviet Avant
Garde Architecture," revisits ear
lier findings that make clear how 
the Soviets relied on Western 
technology. At the same time, 
she offers fresh and fascinating 
evidence about the ways Soviet 
utopian visions of architecture 
were inspired by literary works of 
science fiction, as well as by 
exhibits and journals sponsored 
by Soviet and Western avant
garde architectural groups. 

In "Foreign Architects in the 
Soviet Union during the First 
Two Five-Year Plans" Anatole 
Kopp examines the activity of a 
large number of foreign archi
tects and technicians who went 
to work in the USSR, envisioned 
as a land of advanced design, 
social idealism, and reconstruc
tion. Although much of the arti
cle is a review of earlier findings, 
Kopp brings important new 
information to light concerning 
Albert Kahn's extensive work and 
involvement in the Soviet Union. 

In The Origins of Modernism in 
Russian Architecture, William 
Brumfield focuses on the trans
formation of Russian architecture 
from the 1880s to the 1917 revo
lution. The work shows how Rus
sian architects and cri tics from 
various theoretical and ideologi
cal camps searched avidly for a 
"unifying idea" that would define 
a new architecture. Brumfield 
also examines the various styles of 
this prolific period, with empha
sis on the stile moderne, Russia ' s 
variant of Art Nouveau. Although 
it disappointed those who 
believed it would lead to a new 
urban environment, the stile mod
eme proved nonetheless to be an 
extraordinarily vital and multi
faceted phenomenon in Russian 
architecture. Brumfield also 
endeavors to accoun t for the 
diverse styles of Russian Mod
ernism by analyzing the the
oretical debate about them: the 

relation between technology and 
style , the obligation of architec
ture to society, and the role of 
architecture as an expression of 
national identity. 

Blumfield ' s obvious enthusi
asm for turn-of-the-century Rus
sian architecture finds an engag
ing and welcome voice in this 
book. And yet, though it helps fill 
a major gap in English-language 
literature on the subject, its treat
ment is far from definitive. To be 
sure , Blumfield's architectural 
criticism has matured a good deal 
since he wrote Gold in Azure: One 
Thousand Years of Russian Architec
ture in 1983. But his writing has 
yet to transcend the historio
graphical scope or methodologi
cal strictures of the studies by 
Moscow's leading authorities on 
the subject. Most of the pho
tographs of surviving buildings 
are Blumfield's own. His pho
tographs of Russian architecture 
now constitute an important 
resource for historians in the per
manent collection of the Photo
graphic Archives of Washington's 
National Gallery of Art. 

The most important and com
pelling of the books under review 
is Jean-Louis Cohen's Le Corbusier 
and the Mystique of the USSR. An 
expanded and significantly 
revised English-language version 
of the 1987 French edition, the 
book places Le Corbusier's brief 
but intense relationship with the 
USSR in the late 1920s and early 
1930s in an important new light. 

In October 1928 Le Corbusier 
arrived in the Soviet Union to 
present his winning design for 
Centrosoyuz, as if to compensate 
for the rejection of his entry in 
the League of Nations competi
tion the year before . Yet in the 
course of this and his two ensu
ing visits to Russia in the next few 
years , he met with disappoint
ments that surely exceeded the 
sting of the League of Nations 
debacle: Soviet authorities reject
ed his urban plan for Moscow, 
which laid the groundwork for 
the Ville Radieuse ( 19 30); they also 
renounced his entry in the 1932 
Palace of Soviets competition for 
its preoccupation with an aes
theticized technology. The vicissi
tudes of Le Corbusier's four-year 
Soviet adventure are the subject 

of Cohen's pithy book, which 
brings to light a whole cycle of 
transformations in Le Corbusier's 
role as a leading exponent of the 
"new architecture." It was the 
USSR, Cohen justly maintains , 
that supplied Le Corbusier with 
one of his greatest sources of 
artistic inspiration and with an 
ideological pretext for the 
extraordinary and often frenzied 
assertion of his ambitions. 

Cohen provides admirably 
detailed accounts of the Cen
trosoyuz and the Palace of Soviets 
episodes, with a thorough treat
ment of their cultural and politi
cal context and their critical 
reception in Moscow. He also dis
cusses the relationship between 
Le Corbusier's theory and those 
of the Russian avant-garde, 
including his avid supporters 
(the Constructivists Moisei 
Ginzburg and Alexander Vesnin) 
and detractors (El Lissitzky and 
Karel Teige). As Cohen makes 
clear, the Russians ' attitude to
ward Le Corbusier varied widely, 
reflecting the different ideologi
cal and theoretical postures 
advanced within the Russian 
avant-garde itself. Unfortunately, 
Cohen 's discussion of these ten
dencies and theoretical positions 
is mired in vague generalities. 

Cohen ' s book is bolstered by 
reproductions of hitherto unpub
lished drawings and texts; the 
composite gives a new dimension 
to Le Corbusier studies. At the 
same time, it facilitates a broader, 
more discerning understanding 
of the Russian avant-garde within 
the context of their Western 
counterparts. Not least, it sheds 
important new light on a major, 
but hitherto obscure , episode in 
the formation of the Modern 
Move ment. Indeed, one of the 
most admirable and enduring 
effects of this book - and this is 
far from a shortcoming - is that it 
makes clear how much more 
needs to be done. We need to 
de lve further into Cohen's areas 
of inquiry as well as into the lega
cy of the Modern Movement as a 
whole. Anatole Senkevitch, Jr. • 

The author is a specialist in Russian 
and Modem architecture and a pro
fessor of architectural history at the 
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor. 

Cheryl Kent (continued frorn page 96) 

FAA after the Lockerbie bo 
ing, have reve rsed the spat 
emphasis in American airpor 
Passengers are pressed to p 
through security toward c 
course holding rooms where t 
wait for their flights. 

The change is evident in M -
phy/ Jahn' s scheme for Unit 
where the ticketing pavilion s 
minimal and the concourse i 
grand, vaulted, sun-filled sp 
with strolling room, concessi 
stands, and views of the runw 
It was also in United that O 'H 
deviated from its Internatio 
Style vocabulary for the first ti 
building a n arched steel-a 
glass structure that princi 
designer Helmut Jahn says 
meant to recall turn-of-the-ce 
ry railway stations. Perkins a 
Will's International Termi 
matches United 's exuberance . 

With the completion 
O'Hare's expansion program 
spring, th e airport is like ly 
remain as it is for some time 
scheme by Murphy /Jahn in 
1980s, which would have tied 
new buildings to the old with 
undulating red canopy, 
rejected by the Chicago Aviat 
Authority, which oversees the 
port for the city. Another de 
opment that could have had h 
implications for O'Hare has b 
stopped: p lans for a third air 
were revived last year, but d 
when it was decided that 
need was not great enough 
that the airlines -- which wo 
have had to pay for it - could 
afford it. 

In scale and complex 
O'Hare is like a city. And, as · 
city, coherence and unifor 
may ultimately be too muc 
expect. What O'Hare does ex 
it is rich and complicated if 
always beautiful: architectu 
changing conventions respo 
ing to aviation's changing ne 
Cheryl Kent 

The author, PI A 's Chicago c 
spondent, is writing a book 
the Harold Washington Lib 
competition. 



FOLLANSBEE® 
ROOFING METALS 

responding to design needs around the world 
istiu Art Museum 

Seoul, Korea 

udriere de !'Esplanade 
Quebec City, Quebec 
cts: Denis St-Louis & 
Associes, Architectes 

Arena 
Stockley Park, Heathrow 
Architects: Arup Associates 

Dazaifu Treasures Museum 
Tokyo, Japan 
Architects: Satoh Total Planning 
and Architecture 

-· -~------~ FOLLANSBEE®STEEL 

nternational Airport 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
Architects: Tasso Katse1as Associates 

World Class Roofing 
Epping Forest Civic Offices 
Essex County, England 
Architects: Richard Reed Architects 

McClain Athletic Facility 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 
Architects: Bowen, Williamson, Zimmerman 

TERNE ... the beauty of color 
TCS~ .. beauty by mother nature 

FOLLANSBEE® 
~ El [!] 

FOLLANSBEE STEEL • FOLLANSBEE, WV 26037 
Call us toll-free 800-624-6906 

MADE IN U.S.A. 
and available 

Circle No. 326 

in the UK and in Europe 
through 

FOLLANSBEE UK, Ltd. 
44-81-367-6463 

and 
BRODERICK STRUCTURES 

44-483-750-207 

in the Pacific Rim 
through 

SUMITOMO 
(03) 3237-4134 
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University of Michigan 
The College of Architecture and Urban 
Planning invites applications for the 
position of Chair of the Architecture 
Program. The College offers 
undergraduate and graduate 
programs in architecture as well as 
graduate programs in urban and 
regional planning. The Architecture 
Program has 47 faculty, 350 students, 
and awards B.S. and M.Arch. 
Degrees. The Chair is responsible for 
providing leadership; coordinating 
instruction, teaching co urses in 
architecture; recruiting faculty and 
students; defining new program 
initiatives in consultation with faculty; 
managing the program budget; and 
representing the school to the 
profession and the public. 

Interested persons are invited to 
submit a letter of application, 
curriculum vita, and list of at least 
three references with addresses and 
phone numbers to Dr. Sharon E. 
Sutton, Chair; Architecture Program 
Chair Search Committee; College of 
Architecture and Urban Planning; The 
University of Michigan, 2000 Bonisteel 
Blvd.; Ann Arbor, Ml 48109-2069; 
(313) 936-0221. 

Materials will be received until October 
1, 1993; the position is available July1, 
1994 . Applicants must qualify for 
tenure in the College. References will 
not be contacted until the final stage of 
the selection process. 

The University of Michigan is a 
nondiscriminating affirmative action 
employer. All underrepresented 
groups, including African Americans, 
Hispanics, Asians, Native Americans, 
and women are encouraged to apply. 

SENIOR DESIGNER 
Award-winning Boston-area architec
ture firm seeks registered architect with 
very strong design, drawing and verbal 
presentation skills, 10-15 years experi
ence, and significant built work. Must 
have proven ability to lead design 
teams on $1 O+ million projects. Aca
demic science and/or laboratory expe
rience a plus. Send resume, examples 
of work and other supportive documen
tation to: 

ARCHITECTURAL GLASS 

Rice Paper Laminates, Textured 
Carving, Brushed Acid Etch, Steel 
Fabrication 22 yrs. exp. MFA U. of PA. 
See PA 12/91 pgs. 75-78. Degnan/Laurie 
Inc. 29-14 40th Ave, L.l.C., NY 11101. 
(718) 937-8510, or studio (401) 423-3992 
(Fax 718-361-0651) Extensive Resume 

P/A Classified 

COSMOS INC. 
PLANNING CONSULTANTS 
TAIPEI, TAIWAN 

URBAN DESIGNERS/ 
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS 
We invite applications for junior 
and senior urban designers and 
landscape architects (landscape 
planners and designers) to work 
on environmental planning, ur
ban design and landscape ar
chitecture in Taiwan and Main
land China. 

QUALIFICATIONS: 
Candidates should hold gradu
ate degrees in architecture, ur
ban design or landscape archi
tecture, with good analytical and 
graphic skills. Good command 
of CAD is preferred. Senior po
sitions require 3-5 years office 
experience and ability to work 
independently. Fluency in Man
darin preferable but not re
quired. Send resume detailing 
experience, salary history and 
expected position to: Dr. Chin 
Pai, Cosmos Inc., 310 Chung 
Hsiao East Road, Section 4, 9th 
Floor, Taipei, Taiwan. Tele
phone: 8862-741-0172; Fax: 
8862-7 41-5259. 

CONSULTANTS 

Latini-Kirkendall : ARCHITECTURE 
Condominium Design 

Post Occupancy Evaluations 
Security and Maintenance Evaluations 

1550 NW 50th St. 2957 Kalakaua Ave. 
Seattle, WA 98107 Suite 106 
(206)783-9091 Honolulu, HI 96815 

(808)924-0404 

BOOKS 

Magazines included are: Architectura l 
Record, Progressive Architecture, 
Architecture, Landscape Architecture, 
Interiors, Interior Design, Builder, + others. 

he current issue for 1992 is 24.00. Write: 
The ARCHITECTURAL INDEX 

PO Box 1168, Boulder, CO 80306 
303 449 7031 or fax 303 449 3748 

Circle No. 339 on Reader Service Card 

Architect 
Fortune 200 industrial company seeks a 
registered architect with 5 to 10 years of 
experience for its small internal staff in ar
chitecture and design (the department in
corporates graphic, exhibition, and indus
trial design). Responsibilities include 
opportunities for planning and small
sca le design (buildings, interiors, addi
tions to offices and factories) and for 
working with outstanding external archi
tects, interior designers and landscape ar
chitects on larger projects. Exceptional 
design and project management skills are 
required, along with interest in the full 
spectrum of environmental design and in 
the strategic use of design to accomplish 
both business goals and design excel
lence. The department aspires to leader
ship not only within the company, but also 
in a larger design context, in attempting to 
define the role of design within industry. 
Orientation to service and quality are criti
cal within a company devoted to Total 
Quality Management. International com
pany headquartered in upstate New York, 
with facilities on four continents. Women 
and minorities are encouraged to apply. 
Reply with resume and non-returnable ex
amples of work to: CA4540/PA, P.O. Box 
6192, Cleveland, OH 44101. 

Advertising Rates 

Situation Open advertisements: 
$200 per column inch, per your 
layout. Maximum 30 words per 
column inch. Maximum 6 col
umn inches. Displ ay style adver
tisements are also available in 
fractional page units starting at 1/i 
page and running to full page. 
Commissionable to recognized 
advertising agencies . 

Please ca!I for information re
garding the Marketplace and 
Consultants Connection. 

Check should accompany the 
advertisement and be mailed to 
Lynne Mclaughlin, Progressive 
Architecture Classifieds, 11 00 
Superior Avenue, Cleveland, 
Ohio 44114. Telephone: (216) 
696-7000 ext. 2524. Ads may 
be faxed to (216) 696-8207. 

Insertions will be accepted no 
later than the 5th of the month 
preceding month of publication. 
Copy to be set due seven days 
earlier. 

ARCHITECTURAL 
ASSOCIATION 
SCHOOL OF 
ARCHITECTURE 
34-36 Bedford Square 
London WC1B 3ES 
Tel: 071 -636 0974 
Fax: 071-414 0782 

GRADUATE DESIGN DIPLO 

The Architectural Associati 
School of Architecture invit 
applications for the eightee 
month Graduate Design pro 
gramme. The course objecti 
is to produce, defend and 
disseminate substantive co 
butions to the catalogue of 
available architectural, urba 
and post-urban design strat 
Through studios, courses a 
seminars, students will bee 
familiar with the intellectua 
issues and instrumental tee 
niques which support t his 
Students applying for t he 
gramme should have grad 
from a recognised course i 
architecture and/or urban d 

The programme is schedul 
to include: Jeffrey Kipnis, 
Bahram Shirdel, Mark Cou 
Alan Balfour, Peter Eisenm 
Rem Koolhaas, Daniel Libe 

For further details and 
application forms please 
contact Jacqueline Readwi 
Assistant Registrar, at the 
address above. 

Don't Wait ... 
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To reserve space, 

your order to 

Penton Classifie 

FAX: (216)696-8 



(5" x 5") digitizer 
ides a programmable 
stylus pen and four

sor puck. The tablet 
solutions of up to 
per inch, and features 
g improvements to 
r and increase usable 
CECAD. 

ics board turns two 
to one virtual desktop 
768 resolution on 

or. The device is 
allow Windows, CAD 

aterials suppliers as 
ished to PI A by the 

buildings featured 

I Terminal (Terminal 5); 
national Airport, Chica
rchitects: Group One 
ago. Metal roof deck
idated Systems. Plastic 
nels: Wilsonart. gyp
USG. Glazed alu-

e: American Olean. 
tal interior doors: 

Ceco. Overhead doors: Cookson. 
Precast terrazzo: Wausau. Carpet: 
Interface. Acoustic ceiling tile: 
Armstrong. Single-ply roofing: 
Sarnafil (ticketing pavilion), Fire
stone (elsewhere). Hinges: 
Hager, Lawrence. Locksets: Russ
win. Door closers: Yale, Keane
Monroe. Panic exits: Von 
Duprin. Public address system: 
Ancha/Paradise. Baggage con
veyor: Sandvik/ B.A.E. Elevators, 
escalators: Montgomery. Stairs: 
American Stair. Handrails: 
Chicago Ornamental Iron. Exte
rior lighting: QL, Inc. Lavatories, 
water closets: Kohler. Faucets, 
flush valves: Sloan. Shower heads: 
Powers. Water fountains: Oasis. 
Sprinklers: Reliable. 

Powell Library Staging Facility, 
University of California Los Angeles 
(p. 104). Architects: Hodgetts +Fung 
Design Associates, Santa Monica, 
California. Library shelves: MJ 
Industries. High-density storage: 
Automated Storage and Retrieval 
Systems of America. Elevator: 
Dover Elevators. Custom stairs 
and treads: Interlock Grating. 
Fluorescent Lighting: Prudential 
Lighting. Uplights (H.l.D.): 
Hubbell Sportslites SLH. Plumb
ing: American Standard. Water
source heat pump: Climate Mas
ter. Ducts, Fiberglass board: 
Casco. Cooling tower: Refrigera
tion Supplies Distributors. 
Hinges: Stanley. Locksets: 
Schlage. Door closers: Rixon. 
Panic exit: Von Duprin. Steel 
tube frames: Orange County 
Erectors. Unit masonry walls: 
ACCI. Aluminum ribs and ten
sioned fabric: Rubb Building 
Systems. Corrugated metal exteri
or wall surfacing: Steelite. Exteri
or fiberglass: Glasteel. Roofing, 
ceiling surfacing, and insulation 
integral with fabric: Seaman 
Corp. Silicone sealant: Dow 
Corning. • 
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Furthermore • • • 

"Hello, Max Protetch Gallery?" 

Another Must for the Truly Green A New York group called Transportation 
Alternatives offers a postscript to our Critique of the Natural Resources Defense 
Council headquarters in New York (March 1993, p. 84). The group has 
sponsored the installation of what they call "New York's first architecturally 
designed office bicycle parking fa cility" in the NRDC headquarters, shown at 
left with its designer, Paula Krauss, who is a sculptor and a bicyclist (but not 
an architect). Transportation Alternatives says that 75, 000 New Yorkers use 
bicycles for non-recreational purposes every day; the number would be higher, 

they say, if secure parking was available. 

0 

0 0 0 

A Few Yards of Wagner Here's our favorite response (okay, it was the 
only response) to the question we asked in February: VVhat is your favorite 
square yard of architecture? Caroline Hancock of Princeton, New Jersey, sent 
a photo of Otto Wagner's Post Office Savings Bank in Vienna (right). Says 
Hancock: "The sign graphics and the heads of the aluminum bolts with 
which Wagner attached the stone panels to the fa~ade exemplify this 
breakthrough work. "It's a bit more than a square yard, but we 're in no 

position to be picky. 

0 

II What city is the most underrated 

for architecture? 

0 0 

II 

Pilgrimages to Rome, Paris, and Chicago are part of the travels of many an architect. But what lesser known 

architectural destination would you suggest our readers explore? Before August 15, send your idea, with a jJ/wto 
to support it, to Furthermore Editor, P/A, 600 Summer Street, Box 1361, Stamford, CT 06904. 

We'll publish the most intriguing responses in Furthermore in October. 

We hear a lot of stories about 
architects, in fits of inspiratio 
sketching on cocktail napkins, 
we don't remember anyone ev 
sending us the napkin before. B 
Tadao Ando did just that whe 
provided us with material on t 
Lotus Temple (p. 112). Thew 
beneath the logo at the top oft 
sketch (jar left) read "HAN 
HOTEL CHAIN. "James Free 
more cautious, sending only a 
tocopy of his inflight sketch (l 
for the Holocaust Memorial 
Museum (Feb. 1993, p. 60). 

P/A in July 

Next month, we present 
our third Young Architects 
This time, we have improv 
the balance of the issue to 
represent the diversity of 
employment (and unemplo 
among architects in their fi 
decade of professional ex 
ence. Sections include: 

self-employed architec 
those practicing on their o 
running their own firms; 

employees of firms; 
holders of professional 

degrees pursuing alternati 
careers; 

"proactive" architects 
generate their own work; 

activists who turn their 
attention to social cancer 

architects distinguishi 
themselves through work 
organizations, either new 
existing. 

Also in the issue is a lo 
one particular architectur 
- the Washington Universi 
Class of 1987 - and what i 
graduates are doing now. 

A Technics Focus on Ii 
will include articles on e 
lighting, occupancy senso 
laboratories where lightin 
tested. 

e. 
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